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ABSTRACT 
The use of grazers for vegetation control and restoration is common practice in agri-
environment schemes and in wider habitat management exercises. However, there is a fine 
balance in achieving the optimum grazing intensity on a given site, with many habitats 
currently under-or over-grazed. In order to achieve best practice, it is important to understand 
the animal-environment interactions occurring on a given site. This refers both to the effect 
the animals are having on their surrounding environment, and also how the animals are being 
influenced by their environment. This latter point is important because knowledge of which 
environmental variables are driving grazer distribution can facilitate manipulation to allow 
more targeted grazing regimes. This study aimed to develop a standardised workflow that 
begins with initial site profiling and ends with the capacity to provide informed 
recommendations on future management interventions at large-scale study sites. The ability 
of recent and emerging technologies to address the issues of large site data gathering were the 
foundation for the workflow success. A combination of custom developed unmanned aerial 
vehicles (UAVs) and Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) tracking collars were used 
to collect data relating to animal movement and environmental factors at two sites (72ha and 
112ha) in Mid-Wales. A series of analytical approaches were developed and employed, 
including simple practitioner methods which could be used by land managers, as well as 
more complex statistical techniques which can address academic hypotheses relating to the 
site. These included a bespoke livestock unit (LSU) estimator based on GNSS recordings, 
individual and combined home range analyses, GIS visual interpretation, customised software 
for estimating livestock behaviour, and species distribution modelling. Results from 
practitioner methods revealed grazing pressure to be uneven at both sites, with the majority 
(55.6% and 56.7% respectively) of areas at both sites being under-grazed. An ensembled 
modelling approach revealed different environmental variables to be affecting sheep 
distribution at each site, thereby validating the need for site specific approaches to 
recommending prescriptions. The amount of data produced, and the ability to utilise different 
combinations of newly developed/existing tools (e.g. behavioural inference, species 
distribution modelling, home range estimation) to understand how distribution and grazing 
behaviour is being driven on a specific site, lends itself as an effective tool for being able to 
recommended targeted management interventions. 
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1.1 The global impact of grazing 
Globally, grazing land is the largest and most diverse land type in the world, with more than 
half the Earth’s land surface being grazed by domestic and wild ungulates (Follett & Reed 
2010). From a domestic perspective, managed grazing is estimated to have increased 600% in 
geographic extent in the last 300 years, with 33 million km2  (25% of the global land surface) 
now utilised for the production of meat, milk and other animal products (Asner et al. 2004). 
With regards to the benefits offered, managed grazing contributes 40% of global agricultural 
gross domestic product, creating income and nourishment for more than 1.3 billion people (of 
which, at least 800 million are food-insecure people) (Herrero et al. 2013). The 
environmental implications of grazing however in many cases have been detrimental. Soil 
compaction and erosion via trampling (Evans 2005), groundwater contamination (through 
poor manure management) (Menzi et al. 2010), greenhouse gas emissions (e.g. methane and 
nitrous oxide) (Forabosco, Chitchyan & Mantovani 2017), and a reduction of species 
diversity through intensification (Luoto et al. 2003) have all been key issues. This latter point 
is more pronounced when animals have greater opportunities for selective grazing (i.e. when 
vegetation is more botanically and structurally heterogeneous) and reflects the difference 
between cultivated and natural or semi-natural vegetation. Poor grazing practices can result in 
overbalanced selection of particular species (thereby increasing the likelihood of rarity or loss 
within an ecosystem), whereas good grazing practices can prevent species imbalance from 
occurring, and even promote floristic diversity (and therefore more wider biodiversity) 
(Hartnett, Hickman & Walter 1996). Understanding the dynamic between animals and the 
vegetation they are grazing in natural or semi-natural vegetation, is therefore central to 
management for productive and/or environmental gain.  This is particularly true in marginal 
areas (i.e. where land has little or no agricultural or industrial value), where meeting multiple 
goals is frequently required when managing vegetation (Kang et al. 2013). Within the United 
Kingdom, marginal land is predominately encompassed with upland areas (Acs et al. 2010).  
1.2 Uplands of the UK 
1.2.1 The definition, and classification of UK uplands 
Although there is no statutory definition of UK uplands, the Department for Environment, 
Food and Rural Affairs (2011) ‘Upland policy review’ recognises the Government’s adoption 
of the definition of land categorised as “Less Favoured Areas (LFA)”. Defined in accordance 
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with EU Directive 75/2767 – LFAs were the European designation for areas with natural and 
socio-economic disadvantages, which in the UK largely corresponds to areas of upland 
farming systems. LFAs therefore comprise the majority of the uplands of England, Scotland, 
Wales, and Northern Ireland. They include 53% of utilizable agricultural area (UAA) 
totalling 9.12 million ha within the UK, representing 17% of the UAA in England, 86% in 
Scotland, 80% in Wales, and 70% in Northern Ireland (Jones, Silcock, & Uetake, 2015). 
There are other definitions for the extent of upland areas (Bunce 1987; Averis 2004; RSPB 
2007), which Bunce, Wood & Smart (2018) note have broad consensus in the general area for 
uplands, but with detail and comprehensive coverage lacking. Finally, though there is 
variation in estimation, the number of habitat classes for uplands habitats is thought to be ~45 
(Bunce et al. 2007). 
 
Figure 1.1 Distribution of upland land classes in Britain, derived from the ITE land 
classification (Bunce et al. 2007). 
1.2.2 The history of human management in UK uplands 
Throughout the second half of the 20th century to the start of the 21st, human management 
within the uplands altered considerably, with profound results on upland ecosystems. Since 
the start of the 1950s, improved hill pastures, species-poor acid grasslands and conifer 
plantations, through afforestation, improvements for agriculture and game rearing have 
replaced many of the natural habitats found in the uplands (Reed et al. 2009; Buchanan et al. 
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2017). Surviving areas of upland habitats have also seen widespread reductions in their 
quality and range due a number of direct and indirect human factors such as: over-
grazing/under-grazing; ploughing; soil improvements (e.g. fertiliser addition); peat 
extraction; inappropriate burning; quarrying; and atmospheric pollution (Evans 1997; Orr et 
al. 2008). Throughout this time, agricultural policies have had a huge influence on the land 
management techniques imposed. From a focus of agricultural enhancement (through the 
1947 Agricultural Act and the EU Common Agricultural Policy (CAP)) to meet the nation’s 
need for food at reasonable prices for farmers and consumers (Reed et al. 2009), towards a 
decoupled direct payment attached to cross compliance with environmental and health 
standards, upland management has altered much during this time. The importance, and future 
potential of uplands for not only agricultural and commercial forestry but also ecosystem 
delivery has been realised and more recent government policies reflect this.  DEFRA’s 2011 
upland policy review outlines several utility options that uplands provide: (1) improving 
water quality through reductions in diffuse pollution upstream; (2) managing upstream land 
for flood mitigation; (3) carbon storage (for example, on peat uplands); (4) biodiversity 
conservation; and (5) cultural ecosystem services, which include recreational benefits 
(DEFRA 2011).  
1.3 The importance of upland peatlands 
1.3.1 The characteristics of upland peatlands 
Blanket bogs and raised bog peatlands represent the most widespread habitat in UK uplands, 
with 25% of upland areas classed as such (Bunce, Wood & Smart 2018). Peatlands are areas 
of land with a naturally occurring layer of peat; peat being characterised as an accumulation 
of partially decaying vegetative material (Hao 2019). The formation of peat is generally 
controlled by the balance of temperature and water as combined conditions (Moore 1987). A 
general provision for peat forming is that accumulating organic matter input is greater than 
the decomposing quantity, with the accumulating rate being determined by different 
combinations of these conditions, influencing the accumulation and decomposition of peat, 
and consequently the ecological characteristics of the peatland. The spatial and temporal 
changes of temperature and water primarily depend on climatic condition, with geomorphic, 
geological, and hydrological factors also influencing peat formation (Xintu 2008). Within a 
global context, the UK is within the top ten nations in the world for total peatland area, with 
13% of the global blanket bog area present within the UK (Bain et al. 2011). As such, the 
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international prominence of UK peatlands makes their conservation and management of the 
upmost importance. 
1.3.2 The ecosystem services provided by peatlands 
Although there is discussion over the exact definition (Fisher, Turner & Morling 2009), 
‘ecosystem services’ can simply be considered as the ‘the benefits that people obtain from 
ecosystems’ (Kimmel & Mander 2010). The concept is increasingly employed by 
policymakers, and is ever present within academic and practice debates on how to more 
accurately consider the value of environmental resources in decision making (Apitz 2013; 
Lennon & Scott 2014). 
The Millennium Ecosystem Assessments (MA) provides four broad categorisations into 
which peatlands’ ecosystem services are classified; provisioning, regulating, cultural and 
supporting services (MA 2005). Examples of ecosystem services that upland peatlands 
provide include: (1) provisioning – food, fibre, fresh water (they provide over 70% of 
Britain’s freshwater) (Natural England 2009), and sources of energy (Tuohy et al. 2009); (2) 
cultural services – includes recreation opportunities, enjoyment of landscape aesthetics, 
biodiversity and cultural heritage as well as spiritual enrichment and educational experiences 
(Grand‐Clement et al. 2013); (3) supporting services – defined as “services that are 
necessary for the production of all other ecosystem services” (Atkins et al. 2011) and include 
nutrient cycling, microclimate regulation, soil formation and photosynthesis (Kimmel & 
Mander 2010); (4) regulating services that provide benefits from regulation of natural 
processes. In the case of peatlands, these latter services include air quality regulation, natural 
hazard regulation and water regulation (including purification, flood regulation, and as a 
consequence regulation of natural hazards such as floods and wildfires) (Bonn et al. 2010; 
Joosten et al. 2014). However, perhaps the most analysed and valued of the regulating 
services provided by peatland is climate regulation (Joosten et al. 2016), with carbon 
sequestration considered a justification for 62% of active English peatland restoration 
projects in Lunt et al (2010).  
Globally, though peatlands only cover 2-3% of the Earth surface (Evans et al. 2014), they are 
estimated to represent up to one third of the world’s terrestrial carbon store (Worrall et al. 
2010), making them the largest terrestrial store of organic carbon (Joosten et al. 2016). In the 
UK alone, peatlands store over 3200 million tonnes of soil carbon (Bain et al. 2011), far 
exceeding the total carbon stored in UK woodland vegetation of 92 million tonnes (Bonn et 
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al., 2010). The high volume of carbon stored means any losses in peatland area has 
devastating consequences. Losing just 5% of the UK peatland area would equate to the total 
annual UK anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions for 1 year (Bain et al., 2011). Therefore, 
the extent and effect of UK upland blanket bogs on the UK’s national targets to reduce its 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emission is profound. Blanket bogs and raised bogs are also priorities 
for conservation under the EC Habitats Directive. From a financial standpoint, a recent 
ecosystem services valuation estimated that blanket bogs are worth £226 million per year to 
the UK economy in terms of climate regulation and other services alone (Christie et al. 2011). 
This is despite their generally degraded state. 
1.3.3 The state of upland peatlands 
It is estimated over half of Europe’s peatlands have been lost, with the largest of the these 
losses occurring over the last 75 years (Andersen et al. 2017). Currently, 1.8 million of the 
2.2 million ha of peatland area in the UK is thought to be damaged in some way (Bain et al. 
2011). The best available evidence suggests that less than 20% of UK blanket bog is in a 
natural or near-natural condition (Littlewood et al. 2014). Within the most important, 
nationally, and internationally protected sites (SSSIs/SACs /SPAs) only around half (58%) of 
the blanket bog habitat is believed to be in favourable condition. Of the remainder, only 15% 
is considered to be recovering as a result of restoration work (JNCC, 2009). Recognising the 
current and potential future value of this habitat, the IUCN UK Commission of Enquiry on 
Peatlands (Bain et al. 2011), suggested that “A positive interim target would be to work 
towards having 1 million ha of peatlands in good condition or under restoration management 
by 2020”-a timescale consistent with UK and international biodiversity objectives as well as 
commitments to tackle global climate change. This has since been updated by the IUCN UK 
peatland programme (2018) to include additional milestones, notably that 50% of peatlands 
are in good condition by 2030, and 95% by 2040. Given the scale of the restoration required, 
and the limited time in which to reach the milestones set, it is crucial that restoration 
techniques are effective and efficient.    
1.4 Methods of restoring upland peatlands, and the move towards 
integrated management techniques 
Restoration of damaged peatlands is often targeted as a means of restarting their carbon (C)-
sink function. In general, restoration involves re-establishing the peatland hydrology, 
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biogeochemical cycling, and energy capture that promote autogenic plant succession 
(Gorham & Rochefort 2003). Since the start of the 1980s, drain or ‘grip’ blocking has been 
utilised as a peatland restoration method. With drain blocking, it is theorised that as the water 
tables rise, the thickness of the aerobic layer is reduced, resulting in an overall decrease in the 
rates of peat decomposition, with subsequent reduced rates of CO2 emissions to the 
atmosphere. Depending on how the local plant productivity is affected and the rates of fluvial 
C losses, peat accumulation (a C sink) may restart, representing a net uptake of CO2 (Green et 
al. 2011).  Though drain blocking has been well established as a restoration method, there 
remains a great deal of inconsistency in the outcomes at different sites (Wilson et al. 2010). 
Studies of the impact peatland restoration in the uplands have so far tended to focus on water 
table depth and carbon efflux (Cooper et al. 2014; Peacock et al. 2015).  Wilson et al (2010) 
suggest that the complex nature of peat formation means restoration through grip blocking, 
with the intention of rewetting alone is unlikely to be successful long-term. Though several 
studies carried out in Scandinavia have found that ditch blocking increased the cover of 
specialist bog plants such as Eriphorum angustifolium and E. vaginatum (Komulainen et al. 
1999), Green et al (2017) found no evidence that drain blocking had a significant effect on 
the vegetation at the Migneint blanket bog in N Wales over a four year period. Furthermore, 
at four upland blanket peat catchments in northern Britain, Holden, Gascoign & Bosanko 
(2007) found that only 35% of all drain cross-sections surveyed were revegetating and 
infilling. Local site characteristics such as water table topography (Williamson et al. 2017), 
rainfall, degree of ditch erosion, (Armstrong et al. 2009), as well as peat structure and 
catchment size (Wilson et al. 2010), all influence the success of re-wetting activities.  
Given that a fundamental objective of rewetting is to alter the vegetation within a habitat to 
something more desirable for ecosystem functioning (e.g. Sphagnum moss for peat formation 
in peatlands), manipulating the vegetation through other means is frequently explored. 
Typically, cutting, burning, grazing, revegetating (e.g. sphagnum seeding) (or a combination 
thereof) are utilised alongside rewetting procedures to promote and expedite peatland 
recovery (Bakker 1989; Ward et al. 2007; Rosenburgh 2015; Andersen et al. 2017).  
Utilizing multiple methods in a habitat restoration project is a reasoned approach. Afterall, it 
is sensible to propose that the inadequacies of a single approach on a particular site may be 
overcome with multiple methods employed (Milligan et al. 2004; Parry, Holden & Chapman 
2014). When considering habitat restoration more widely, the inconsistencies in results from 
using a singular vegetation manipulation approach (e.g. burning, cutting) in a multitude of 
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different UK habitats (e.g. heather moorlands, coastal sand dune systems, saltmarshes) is 
prevalently seen. Of all these approaches, perhaps the one most common example of 
detrimental mismanagement in the UK is grazing, particularly in upland areas.      
1.5 The issues within habitat restoration 
1.5.1 A brief history on livestock grazing in the UK, and the implications on 
habitat management.   
It has been recognised for many years that grazing animals play a major role in modifying 
and shaping the environment they are in, often having a more significant influence on the 
productivity and structure of their vegetational environment than is generally recognised. 
Both historically and currently, a considerable proportion of upland vegetation is subject to 
grazing, particularly by sheep (Ovis aries) (Table 1.1). In the second half of the 20th century, 
the use of headage payments as direct production subsidies through the CAP led to 
excessively high stocking rates in many upland hill areas (Hanley, Whitby & Simpson 1999). 
However, generally livestock numbers within UK uplands have declined since then. For 
example, the total breeding flock of sheep in the UK went from a peak of ~31 million in 1998 
to low of 22 million in 2008, and as of 2017 was 23.3 million (-24.8% reduction since 1998) 
(Bunce, Wood & Smart 2018). This has been attributed to a number of factors, including: (1) 
poor profitability of livestock farming; (2) the switch from headage to decoupled payments in 
2003 (and subsequent formation of the Single Farm Payment (SFP)); (3) the introduction of 
agri-environment schemes; (4) outbreaks of livestock diseases such as Foot and Mouth 
Disease (FMD); and (5) more general socioeconomic factors such as an aging farmer 
population and growth in off-farm income leading to less demanding systems, both in labour 
and management (Tranter et al. 2007; Silcock, Brunyee & Pring 2012).  
The positive consequence of this reduction is that concern of over-grazing has lessened 
considerably in recent years. This is exemplified by Martin et al (2013), who note that the 
upland SSSIs areas where over-grazing was a key threat had reduced from 230,000 ha in 
2003 to less than 2,500 in 2013. However, it is now postulated that in many instances, under-
grazing may be an increasing concern. Though the exact measured effect and extent of under-
grazing in the UK is not yet defined, it is thought the spread of dominant competitor species, 
such as Pteridium aquilinum (bracken) and Molinia caerulea (purple moor grass; hereon 
referred as Molinia) is partially as a result of the shift in grazing intensities (Milligan et al. 
2004; Martin 2013). 
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The encroachment of Molinia in peatlands, fens and moorlands with the UK has been viewed 
with considerable concern (National Trust, 2015). The ability of Molinia to re-translocate 75-
85% of Nitrogen and Phosphorous from senescent leaves into their root and basal internodes 
for use in the following season, makes them highly competitive in unmanaged swards with 
low P and K availability and high N deposition (Hejcman et al. 2010). Indeed, within 
England, it is estimated that ~17,000-24,300 ha has ≥75% cover of Molinia which represents 
4-6% of the total area of moorland (National Trust, 2015). Efforts to reduce Molinia 
dominance have mainly centred on utilising either cutting or grazing, or even a combination 
of both (Hejcman et al. 2010). Martin et al (2013) calculated that a grazing utilisation of 33% 
of annual leaf growth can reduce Molinia biomass/ cover, and promote increased floristic 
diversity. As such, practitioners and policy makers continually seek to derive the optimum 
balance of grazing intensity necessary to restore and maintain a habitat to a desired 
conservation state. One of most commonly used metrics to define optimal intensity with the 
UK are Livestock Units (LSU). 
Table 1.1 Percentage and area of grazing animals recorded in land parcels within the sample 
1 km squares (Bunce, Wood & Smart 2018). 
Upland zone Animal 
% upland area 
grazed 
Area (‘000ha) 
Uplands (England) 
Cattle 4.2 65.6 
Deer 0.1 1.1 
Grouse 7.1 112.1 
Sheep 39.9 628.4 
Any grazing animal 45.3 713.1 
Intermediate uplands and 
islands (Scotland) 
Cattle 3.3 97.7 
Deer 11.8 352.5 
Grouse 2.3 69.5 
Sheep 42.5 1270.5 
Any grazing animal 45.3 1516.7 
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True uplands (Scotland) 
Cattle 0.7 21.4 
Deer 37.4 1197.0 
Grouse 17.5 559.1 
Sheep 37.8 1209.9 
Any grazing animal 56.5 1808.5 
Uplands (Wales) 
Cattle 4.1 42.4 
Sheep 47.4 487.4 
Any grazing animal 48.7 500.0 
 
1.5.2 Grazing prescriptions for habitat management-the concerns of using 
livestock units (LSU).  
LSUs account for differences between livestock types in broad liveweight categories, as well 
as un-weaned young in ascribing livestock units (i.e. the figures for a ewe include lambs at 
foot). They are widely used within UK Agri-environment schemes (e.g. Glastir in Wales, 
Countryside Stewardship in England) (Natural England 2010; Harvey et al. 2019), and as 
such are a favoured system for standardising grazing prescriptions within conservation. They 
are not however without their concerns. Martin et al (2013) note that whilst they allow some 
comparison between different experiments, they generally hide the seasonality of grazing (i.e. 
animal-plant interactions will vary over the year), and they do not account for differences in 
breed/species in grazing behaviour. This includes the suggestion that animals may have 
different home ranges/hefts. The implication of this is that because LSUs assume uniformity 
in grazing across a given area, allowance is not being made for uneven grazing pressure. The 
result of this, is that on a given site, areas may be over-grazed (where conditions are 
preferable), and under-grazed (on lesser preferable areas). As such, it is likely that the 
progress of many restoration projects may be stalled, or even detrimentally affected where 
animals actively avoid less palatable dominant species (e.g. Molinia), and selectively graze 
the species that are intended to be conserved. This is further exacerbated when it is 
considered that the LSU system does not account for different site-specific characteristics 
(e.g. topology, climate, vegetation). As Garcia et al (2013) conclude, “grazing effects depend 
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on many factors, there is not a single grazing pressure that will be appropriate (1) across all 
sites, (2) on the same site in different years, or (3) for all fauna”.  
1.5.3 The importance of considering site specific characteristics, and being able 
to collect baseline data over a large spatial scale. 
Parry, Holden & Chapman (2014) state that when it comes to blanket bog restoration 
projects, individual site characteristics are not appreciated sufficiently, and that practitioners 
should account for this variability when designing restoration strategies and monitoring 
impact. Additionally, when reviewing the progress and challenges in peatland restoration 
projects in Western Europe between 1993 and 2015, Andersen et al (2017) concluded that 
monitoring was limited to the sites under restoration (i.e. no reference sites or baselining 
first). Without baseline information, they caution that the data is often not sufficiently 
comprehensive to conduct statistical analysis. They conclude that ‘monitoring ecosystem 
functions against baselines and references is necessary to assess “success” of restoration but 
is currently mostly lacking in Western Europe’. A particular instance of where baselining is 
key is when existing grazing (e.g. by livestock) is already happening on a site, or where 
previous interventions (e.g. cutting/burning) have already taken place. Additionally, 
Andersen et al (2017) note that ground based-measurements are unrealistic for large-scale 
restoration projects. Given restoration of upland areas are often at a landscape scale (i.e. a 
whole moorland plateau or mountainside), the use of ground-based methods does not allow 
for micro-variations in site characteristics to be accounted for. Instead, they advocate the 
development of cost-effective methods (e.g. remote sensing approaches) to better quantify 
and monitor the target sites.    
1.5.4 The opportunities using new technologies 
Currently, many of the techniques used in on-ground surveying (e.g. point transect/frame 
methods for plants) have not changed in their approach for many decades. Whilst this does 
not diminish their effectiveness, their use in large-scale site surveys are typically impractical 
to be representative.  The rapid development of remote sensing and geographic information 
systems in recent years has prompted ever increasing interest as to the possible ecological 
applications (Kerr & Ostrovsky 2003; Cohen & Goward 2004). The ability to conduct 
comprehensive analyses directly over large areas without the need for representative 
sampling, combined with the rapidly increasing resolution (<30m) at which data can be 
attained, offers improved possibilities for surveying environmental variables in land 
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management/habitat restoration exercises. The quantity of data produced is not restricted to 
remote sensing. Widespread use of global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) has greatly 
enhanced the spatial and temporal resolutions at which animals can be tracked, whilst the 
recent development of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) has facilitated their use as tailored 
high-precision sensor platforms (Bhardwaj et al. 2016). The technological opportunities 
therefore to survey and track animals on large sites are numerous. However, the cost and 
expertise required to utilise any approaches must be considered carefully given the 
restrictions practitioners often have. Solutions must therefore seek to be low-cost and easy to 
use where possible but also capable of generating data which can be statistically rigorous 
when analysed.  
1.6 This study 
1.6.1 The motivation behind the study 
Though improving the restoration of UK upland peatlands has been a key justification for this 
study, regardless of the habitat under restoration, there is a general need for tailored site-
specific data gathering approaches, which facilitate comprehensive baseline information 
collection across large-scale (+50 ha) sites. The presence of such data would allow for 
detailed insight as to the composition of a particular site and allow the effects of any existing 
management exercises to be quantified and understood. Given the prevalence of livestock 
within upland habitats and the detrimental implications mismanagement can bring to 
restoration projects, emphasis must be placed on understanding the dynamics of grazing 
behaviour on a given large-scale site. By doing this, insight into the use of existing grazing 
prescription systems (such as LSUs) across different sites, can be evaluated and discussed. 
Finally, whilst any developed techniques must be suitable for large-scale data collection, they 
must also be sufficiently affordable to reflect the typical finances available for habitat 
restoration project. The data generated should also be comprehensive enough to allow for 
rigorous statistical analysis to occur, whilst consideration is also given to producing simple 
analytical techniques which practitioners can utilise.  Through addressing these points, it will 
then be possible to suggest management interventions for facilitating restoration, which are 
tailored to a specific site. These suggestions will be evidence-based, and the result of any 
future interventions could then be accurately quantified against the baseline using the same 
data collection methods.  
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1.6.2 The aims and objectives of the study  
This study aimed to develop a standardised workflow that begins with initial site profiling 
and ends with the capacity to provide informed recommendations on future management 
interventions at the study sites. The ability of recent and emerging technologies to address the 
issues of large site data gathering was the foundation for the workflow succeeding. The key 
research question posed was.  
‘Can recent developments in sensing technologies and/or processing capability be 
harnessed to improve the evidence-base for conservation decision-making?’  
Underpinning this workflow was an investigation into existing methodologies which can be 
used to collect, process, and analyse the data required, as well as the development of new 
hardware/software where existing options are inadequate. All developed hardware was aimed 
to be low cost, whilst new software was designed with an emphasises on ease of use to 
practitioners, so as to encourage wider uptake. Finally, assessment of the workflow as well as 
all approaches used, was conducted with recommendations on future work provided.  
The proposed workflow was represented by three aims, and subsequent chapters will each 
address one research aim. These aims are as follows. 
1) Characterise the study site, and identify the factors likely affecting animal distribution on 
site. 
2) Track animals on each site and test their respective assumed uniformity of grazing 
intensity.  
3) Rank the environmental factors affecting the spatial distribution of animals on a given 
site. 
Characterizing each site and identifying factors affecting animal distribution would allow for 
necessary baseline information to be collected about the environment likely affecting the 
animals.  Testing the supposed uniformity of grazing intensity across a given site included 
exploring the dynamics of grazing behaviour at each site, and how successful current 
management prescriptions were likely to be. Ranking the environmental factors affecting the 
spatial distribution of animals on each site allowed a comprehensive understanding of what is 
driving the specific distribution of animals at each site. From this information, it was intended 
that possible recommendations on future management interventions be suggested. This would 
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lead to manipulation in the distribution and grazing behaviour of the animals in a way that 
better facilitates restoration according to specific site conservation goals. Specific chapters 
objectives required to achieve these overall aims are included in Table 1.2.  
In order to best demonstrate the effectiveness of the workflow across different habitats, an 
upland study site with mixed habitat composition was assessed. Likewise, given the notable 
importance of peatlands to ecosystem services, another study site was an upland degraded 
Molinia dominated peatland site. This second site is indicative of many degraded peatlands 
within the UK, contains different conservation goals to the first site, and ultimately was the 
primary focus for developing the new workflow. 
In deciding what animal should be used to test the workflow, it was agreed that sheep would 
be used as they had been present at both sites for many years and therefore their familiarity of 
the sites were established. At both sites, only the ‘Welsh Mountain’ breed were present and 
therefore this was the breed used. It should be noted that other breeds of sheep would have 
been acceptable as would other livestock species (e.g. cattle) to test the workflow, however as 
‘Welsh Mountain’ sheep were present, this was what was used.     
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 Table 1.2 Specific objectives for each experimental chapter 
Chapter Objectives 
Chapter 2 
Conduct initial descriptive surveys of each study.  
Determine the conservation goals of each site. 
Determine past and current management activities on each 
site. 
Explore, decide on, and use the most appropriate data 
collection approach for characterising the study sites in 
question. 
Explore the differences between the sites. 
Chapter 3 
Explore the hardware options for tracking animals.  
Develop or utilise tracking hardware that is low cost and 
capable of tacking large numbers of animals. 
Develop or utilise existing software which can process 
tracking data. 
Develop or utilise existing software which can be used by 
practitioners to infer grazing behaviour and characteristics 
(e.g. home ranging).  
Test the supposed uniformity of grazing intensity across a 
given site. 
Chapter 4 
Identify the most suitable modelling approach for the study 
objectives. 
Develop a conceptual framework for modelling. 
Prepare the data and select the most appropriate models. 
Evaluate model performance and the ecological realism of the 
results. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 
SITE CHARACTERISATION AND VARIABLE PROFILING 
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2.1 Background context 
The first step in understanding how best to manipulate animal behaviour together with 
resultant habitat restoration, is to understand in detail the characteristics of each individual 
site and collect baseline information. The importance of a baseline understanding of a site 
and related interactions with grazers on it is fundamental to accurately compare pre and post 
treatment, and therefore know the extent to which an intervention is working. As such, the 
first aim of the overall study (Characterise the study site, and identify the factors likely 
affecting animal distribution on site) will be considered here. 
2.1.1 Why classifying environmental variables is important 
Habitat selection is an expression response of animals to a large number of often 
interdependent variables which constitute their relevant environment (Shannon et al. 1975). 
These variables are typically behavioural or environmental in nature, and often interrelated 
(Peek et al. 1982). Variables may be biotic (e.g. vegetative cover, biomass of forage), or 
abiotic (e.g. slope, aspect, elevation); discrete categories (e.g. vegetation classes), or 
continuous arrays (e.g. distance to water, vegetation height) (Manly et al. 2007). Within the 
context of animal-environment interactions, these underlying habitat attributes are often 
referred to as ‘resources’ (Avgar et al. 2016). The specific usage of a resource is further 
defined as the quantity of a resource that is utilised by animal (or population of animals) in a 
fixed period of time, with resource selection occurring when resources are used 
disproportionately to availability (Erickson et al. 2001). 
2.1.2 Why scale matters 
When assessing the resources available to an animal, it is vital to consider the spatial and 
temporal scale an animal operates within. From a spatial perspective, whether an animal 
population is being studied at a regional, landscape, or field scale obviously has implications 
on the specification of resource availability (Manly et al. 2007). These scales may be set by: 
1) the range capacity of a population; 2) physical boundaries-either natural (e.g. topography) 
or manmade (e.g. fences); and 3) through the study design (i.e. the scale most interesting 
biologically).  
In general, the concept of resource selection assumes that different resources are not 
uniformly distributed  (Orians & Wittenberger 1991). Therefore, as scale increases, so 
typically will habitat heterogeneity (Báldi 2008), which in most cases will then correspond 
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with more apparent resource selection occurring (at least to a certain size) (Boyce 2006). 
Conversely, at a field scale, the habitat will typically be more homogenous, and therefore 
selection will usually be less pronounced, and animal distribution more uniform as they 
maximise available resources. Temporally, how long an animal is present on a given site will 
often influence resource selection. This is because full exploration of an area takes time, and 
therefore new animals to a site will often make resource selection decisions on the basis of 
incomplete information (Orians & Wittenberger 1991). Also, the larger the area the longer it 
takes for an individual to explore. Animals which have been present in the same area for a 
while will often then have a competitive advantage as they are able to make more informed 
choices in their resource selection, both at a particular time, but also across seasons where 
resource availability may alter. This phenomenon is well observed and is termed home 
ranging (see Chapter 3 for further information). Though, the length of time it takes to become 
accustomed to a site is not easily discerned, as it depends on a variety of factors (e.g. species, 
site size, physiology, microclimate).      
2.1.3 Important considerations for profiling the study sites 
In attempting to specify resources and how they should be measured, it is important to 
consider the following points. Firstly, the scale of a site (i.e. the study area) must be 
determined. Whether the site boundary is physically imposed or imposed by the study design 
is also important. Secondly, whilst profiling a site, the characteristics of the animals’ present 
must be considered. Though this is not a determinant of the resource availability, knowing 
their ages and respective history on the site can inform whether home ranging is likely to be 
occurring, and can help inform individual variation in resource selection should it occur. This 
also has relevance to the third point, which is that there must be an awareness of whether 
there are any current habitat management procedures implemented on a site. This may be 
related to the animals in the form of grazing prescriptions, or it could be other methods, 
which in turn may affect animal distribution depending on specific intervention. For example, 
vegetation removal through mowing or burning will often lead to new growth which could be 
exploited by the animals. Knowing this information is useful for understanding the 
attributable factors affecting resource use, which in turn can facilitate an investigation into 
the effectiveness of these interventions as tools for manipulating animal distribution. This is 
of course a key focus in this study. Fourth and finally, once each site has been thoroughly 
profiled, any pre-existing data that could be used to determine resource availability must be 
explored. Close consideration should be given to the resolution required in order to best 
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quantify the resources in accordance to the study scale. In the event that the current data does 
not meet the required resolution or is unsuitable in some other way (e. g. inaccurate), then 
other measurement techniques which can deliver the required data must be explored. 
2.2 Existing data on sites 
Figure 2.1 Site locations in Wales, United Kingdom. Red line in A & B = site boundaries.   
A = Ffridd Fawr, B = Penglaneinon. Site base layer = Google satellite.      
2.2.1 Ffridd Fawr (Lake Vyrnwy) 
2.2.1.1 Location 
Ffridd Fawr is a 72 ha site near the Lake Vyrnwy reservoir in Mid Wales (52°47'49.34"N; 
3°34'34.99"W). The elevation of the site varies between 400-509 m above mean sea level 
(AMSL). The site encompasses a section of valley bottom, a steep north-facing slope, and a 
shallow gradient plateau at the top. The whole site is enclosed by a post and wire fence.  
B 
B 
A 
A 
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Figure 2.2 Ffridd Fawr site at Lake Vyrnwy. Red line = site boundary. Base layer = Google 
satellite. 
 
2.2.1.2 Site description based on observations from initial visits 
The vegetation at Ffridd Fawr is the more heterogeneous of the two sites, with a greater 
degree of patchiness occurring on site. The vegetation at the lowest section, along the valley 
bottom would be regarded as semi-improved acid grassland. This continues until the base of 
the slope, but then transitions into a more unimproved/marshy grassland as the slope gets 
higher. Along the top of the slope, sections of acid grassland persist, however there is also a 
noted presence of Erica spp. (bell heathers) and Calluna vulgaris (ling heather) with a 
general progression to a more wet heath habitat. Small sections of dry bog are also 
interspersed, particularly to the western side. Though there is Molinia on the site, it does not 
exist in detrimental quantities. Pteridium aquilinum (bracken) is present in patches, with most 
existing to the eastern side of site. With regards to above ground water present, there is a 
small river that runs along the bottom section of site, through the valley bottom. There is also 
a stream that intersects the entire site towards the top of the slope. Aside from this, there are a 
few small streams and puddles that are spread around the site; however their permanence is 
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unknown. There are also only a few trees present, with a small number of deciduous trees 
located along the edge of the stream on the eastern side of the site. Finally, a low number of 
manmade features exist on site. Most notably are two derelict stone buildings towards the 
east and north east of the site, with a stone wall running between them.  
2.2.1.3 Site management  
Ffridd Fawr is managed under the Welsh Government’s ‘Glastir’ agri-environment scheme 
and grazing pressure is therefore applied in accordance with the LSU system. From the 
beginning of October to January there are no stock present on site given the weather during 
this time. From February to April, 80 barren ewes are present. These are replaced in the 
beginning of May by ~180 ewes with lambs at foot. These are on-site until shearing time in 
the middle of August. These sheep are then replaced with ~200 different ewes and lambs, 
which remain on site until weaning at the end of September. The prescribed stocking rates for 
the months the animals are present on site are 0.13 (minimum) to 0.26 (maximum) LSUs per 
ha. Welsh Mountain sheep are the only breed of sheep used on site. This grazing regime had 
been imposed for two years before this project commenced.  
2.2.1.4 Conservation goals 
Ffridd Fawr is managed by the RSPB, who manage a considerable portion of the larger Lake 
Vyrnwy estate. The two primary objectives for the RSPB at Lake Vyrnwy are: 1) the 
restoration of blanket bog habitats; and 2) the management of habitats to support key 
breeding birds such as Turdus torquatus (ring ouzels), Numenius arquata (curlews) and 
Lagopus scotica (red grouse).  
The Ffridd Fawr site sits at the base of the main moorland parcels, and therefore is not part of 
the blanket bog restoration programme. It has however been identified as an area of interest 
for N. arquata. Directly adjacent to the eastern side of the plot is an area also managed for T. 
torquatus, however this is not strictly part of Ffridd Fawr. Specific objectives that relate to 
main moorland parcels as well as Ffridd Fawr are centred around creating a diverse sward 
structure to provide conditions for key species and prey species. This includes areas of short 
sward and invertebrate-rich fields which will benefit T. torquatus, and other areas with tall 
tussock vegetation that is open enough to allow birds to move around freely as suitable 
nesting habitat (such as N. arquata). Indeed, many of the recommended methods of creating 
suitable conditions for N. arquata were developed at Lake Vyrnwy (Fisher & Walker 2015). 
In their conclusions, these authors suggested a finer heterogeneous mosaic of short and long 
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vegetation to be optimal, though with consideration given to the scale of habitat being 
assessed. Where cutting/mowing is used to achieve this, they also advocated the use of 
rotational cutting instead of mowing existing short areas in order to alleviate the risk of 
disturbing birds that are already utilising these shorter areas. This understanding therefore 
presents an opportunity to develop a management tool whereby livestock on site can be 
manipulated to rotationally graze around the site to deliver this mixed sward height 
patchiness. No cutting/mowing was being undertaken at the time of the project start, nor had 
any happened within the recent years preceding. 
2.2.2 Penglaneinon (Elan Valley) 
2.2.2.1 Location 
The Elan Valley is a 186 km2 river valley situated within the Cambrian mountains in Mid 
Wales. Penglaneinon (literally translated as the fields on top of the riverbank) hill is a 112 ha 
site situated centrally within the estate, overlooking the Caban Coch reservoir (52°15'14.5"N 
3°36'32.9"W). The site has an elevation of 380-440 m AMSL, with a predominately south-
easterly aspect. Much of the site sits extremely exposed just below the apex of a low ridge 
situated to the southern edge of the site. Aside from this, most of the site has a consistently 
shallow gradient. The whole site is enclosed by a post and wire fence.  
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Figure 2.3 Penglaneinon site in the Elan Valley. Red line = site boundary. Base layer = 
Google Satellite.   
2.2.2.2 Site description based on observations from initial visits 
As a brief description, much of the vegetation on site could fall under the class of degraded 
marsh grassland since most of the site is almost singularly dominated by Molinia caerulea 
(purple moor grass; hereafter Molinia) (Figure 2.4), with small patches of Deschampsia 
cespitosa (tufted hair grass) (Figure 2.5), and Juncus effusus (soft rush) (Figure 2.4) 
interspersed within. There is however a sizeable section of blanket bog to the west of the site 
(See brown patch in Figure 2.3). Trichophorum germanicum (Deer grass) is present in most 
parts of the blanket bog, as well as different Spagnum spp. Drosera rotundifolia (round-
leaved sundews) are also present in small quantities as are a number of other mosses, lichens 
and liverworts, which remain unidentified, and require future work to verify. The blanket bog 
also contains several tributaries that lead to a central stream which then runs the extent of site 
from east to west. Finally, though there are conifer plantations on the northern edge, these are 
not part of the site extent. There are small number deciduous trees present on site (Figure 
2.4), however these are limited to singular sparse individuals which are most prominently 
situated in the gully of the stream which runs through the site. The site contains few 
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manmade features. However, there is a derelict radio station along the north edge of the site, 
which is enclosed by a fence, as well as a small network of 4x4 of tracks of varying sizes. As 
alluded to previously, almost all the identified above ground water is contained within the 
blanket bog tributaries and the stream running the length of the site. During early 
reconnaissance, an additional stream was identified to the north-west of the site, as well as a 
low number of other small water bodies (puddles), however it concluded that these were 
unlikely to permanent, and therefore not prudent to include as part of available resources.     
 
Figure 2.4 Image of Penglaneinon site during winter months. Image taken from the southern 
side facing northwards. Yellow/white vegetation is Molinia caerulea. Small patch of Juncus 
effusus also present in front of tree. 
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Figure 2.5 Image of Deschampsia cespitosa present at Penglaneinon site. Image taken from 
southern side facing east during winter months. 
 
2.2.2.3 Site management  
Similar to Ffridd Fawr, the site is currently being managed under the ‘Glastir advanced’ agri-
environment scheme.  Grazing on the site is therefore prescribed under the LSU system, and 
has been operating under the same protocol for last ~5 years. Given the exposed and harsh 
climatic conditions on site during winter, there are no animals present on site between mid-
October and March. All grazing is undertaken by Welsh Mountain sheep. From the start of 
April, ~fifty yearling (between 1-2 years old) sheep are present on site. These are joined by ~ 
145 ewes with single lambs at the start of May. This stays the same until September, when 
the lambs are weaned (removed) from the ewes, and some of the yearlings will also be 
removed. Around mid-September to mid-October the number of sheep on site is usually 
~150. The only time the sheep are handled during this period is for shearing ~mid-August, 
and for weaning ~mid-September. As per the LSU system, suckling lambs are not deemed to 
contribute to the number of grazing animals. The prescribed stocking rates for the months the 
animals are present on site are 0.13 (minimum) to 0.26 (maximum) LSUs per ha.  The age of 
the ewes varies from 2-4 years.   
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2.2.2.4 Conservation goals 
The valley is owned by the Dŵr Cymru (Welsh Water) company and is managed wholly by 
the Elan Valley Trust. A principal function of the estate is the provision of a clean water 
supply for Birmingham, and the whole area is managed in in order to protect the water 
quality. As a result, agricultural activities are low intensity, with an emphasis on management 
for environmental and recreation activities. As such, the whole area categorised within the 
now superseded Cambrian Mountains Environmentally Sensitive area (ESA), is a Special 
Protection Area (SPA) for wild birds, has Special Areas of Conservation (SAC) for habitats, 
and most of the land has been designated as various Sites of Special Scientific Interest 
(SSSI). The specific management objectives for Penglaneinon are predominately based 
around transitioning the marsh grassland into further blanket bog areas. The principal 
thinking being that this would result in greater water retention capability on the site, as well 
as improve the biodiversity present and carbon uptake potential. The best way of delivering 
this habitat transition is deemed to be the removal/reduction of Molinia across the site. It is 
reasoned that by doing this, the vegetative canopy will become more open, thereby allowing 
the previously barren understorey greater access to light, and therefore opportunity to grow. 
Through time this will allow key bog forming vegetation such as Sphagnum spp. to colonise 
(Figure 2.6). 
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Figure 2.6 New vegetative growth at Penglaneinon following removal of Molinia by mowing 
the previous year. New vegetation in the picture is predominately Polytrichum commune 
(common haircap moss). 
Key efforts to reduce the Molinia has mainly been focused on manipulating the grazing 
intensity across the site to put more pressure on the Molinia, either through being grazed or 
through disturbance. However, the inability to increase stocking rates due to the LSU system 
has meant this has so far not been successful. The inclusion of mowing and vegetation 
removal in 2015 was undertaken in order try and facilitate new growth. It was hoped that by 
doing this, the sheep might then prevent Molinia regrowth by grazing the newer vegetative 
material. Though visual inspection of the cut areas 18 months after mowing indicate this to be 
the case (as seen in Figure 2.6), this is anecdotal evidence and remains to be quantified 
properly. If proven true, this would support the notion of further cutting on site, with 
aftermath grazing.                
Another reason why being able to manipulate grazing is considered preferential by the land 
managers is their belief that the sheep are over grazing/or disturbing the blanket bog area to a 
detrimental level. Another management objective for them is to therefore be able to reduce 
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the distribution pressure on the blanket bog area by enticing the sheep elsewhere. Though it 
could be argued that such a result could be achieved by fencing the blanket bog section off 
from the main site, this would represent an expensive venture, and given the high soil 
moisture level of the site, need to be repeated fairly regularly. A query could be raised as to 
why a mixed species grazing approach has not yet been implemented on site (e.g. incorporate 
cattle and ponies) – given that many studies have extolled the benefits of utilising different 
livestock species together (e.g. cattle and sheep). It has been shown that different species 
select vegetation differently, and can even complement each other’s preferences (Bakker 
1989; Animut & Goetsch 2008; Fraser et al. 2014). For example, cattle often graze down 
long vegetation which sheep are then able to low graze (Putfarken et al. 2008). A 
predominant reason is that the enclosure fencing is not deemed adequately robust enough to 
withstand the pressure of larger herbivores. Therefore, in order to accommodate these 
animals, considerable resources would need to be invested in order to secure the site properly. 
Given the extent of the land within the estate, focusing such level of resources in one area is 
not something that can be undertaken lightly.       
In summary, at 112 hectares the Penglaneinon site is but 0.16% of the entire Elan Valley 
estate yet it is representative of much of the landscape of the area. It is therefore believed that 
identifying the optimal approach for habitat restoration on this site would mean this method 
could then be applied to other areas of the estate.  
2.2.3 Identifying the resources 
Using this understanding of the overall features of both sites, how they are managed, and the 
respective landowner’s objectives for them, it is possible to assess the factors/resources 
present that could potentially influence animal distribution. Most of these factors are common 
to both sites. There are after all fundamental resource requirements which animals require to 
live, as well as environmental factors which are prevalent on any such site. In brief, these are 
the factors and resources deemed important for consideration at both sites. 
2.2.3.1 Above ground water 
Water availability is fundamental to the survival of any living organism. With regards to 
mammals, this water is typically accessed through above-ground water bodies (as opposed to 
soil-based). Streams, rivers, ponds, lakes, or even large puddles can be included in this 
category. However, caution must be observed with any particularly small or shallow puddles 
as these may only be temporary in nature (e.g. when there is high rainfall), and instead the 
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focus should be on water bodies which are likely to be available for the majority of the time 
animals are present on site. 
2.2.3.2 Vegetation class 
What and why ungulates graze preferentially is a core question within ecology (Hanley 1982; 
Owen-Smith & Novellie 1982). Sheep in particular are noted for their high selectivity when 
grazing (Marteinsdóttir, Barrio & Jónsdóttir 2017). Assessing the different types of 
vegetation present on each site is therefore crucial. This could be in the form of habitat 
classes, or down to species level depending on the requirements of the study. 
2.2.3.3 Vegetation greenness 
Aside from the type of vegetation, it is also well documented that ungulates will typically 
preferentially select greener, more productive vegetation when they can (Bro-Jørgensen, 
Brown & Pettorelli 2008). Derived from a ratio of red and near-infrared reflectance (NIR), 
the normalised difference vegetation index (NDVI) is a well-established indicator of 
vegetation greenness, and related vegetation productivity (Pettorelli et al. 2005). It is 
therefore an obvious measure to include when assessing resource use.  
2.2.3.4 Slope   
Slope gradient is a recognised potential determinant of herbivore distribution in rugged 
terrain (Vavra & Ganskopp 1987). With an increase in slope gradient, there will typically be 
a greater energy demand during animal movement. However, some species will exploit 
higher gradient slopes for the advantages they can offer (e.g. visibility/protection against 
predators, particular vegetation present). Because of this, it is often reasoned that slope use is 
more related to associated abiotic or biotic features rather than the actual slope per se 
(Shannon et al. 1975). Nevertheless, it represents a valid factor that can affect animal 
distribution, whether it be direct or indirectly causative. Testing for correlation between the 
variables before analysis will inform us on the extent to which slope gradient is likely to be 
directly contributing.  
2.2.3.5 Aspect 
Like slope, aspect is another factor which is often associated with biotic and abiotic factors, 
particularly climatic conditions. Prevailing wind direction, as well as sun exposure will vary 
according to aspect, which causes can cause differences in the site microclimate. This will in 
turn then have effects on other variables (e.g. greater vegetation greenness may well occur on 
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south-facing slopes as a result of increased sun exposure).  Though neither slope or aspect 
can be manipulated, measuring them can help interpret other factors such as vegetation 
greenness, or why vegetation class are distributed in the way they are on a particular site.   
2.2.3.6 Shelter (Ffridd Fawr only) 
Another factor inextricably linked with climatic conditions is shelter. The preferential use of 
shelter by animals to moderate adverse conditions on a site is well known (Stahl et al. 2002; 
Hirzel & Le Lay 2008). However, within this study it is deemed necessary to only measure 
shelter at the Ffridd Fawr site. This is because the Molinia at Penglaneinon is so dense and 
tall (>1 m in some places) that the sheep could feasibly shelter in any of this thick vegetation. 
It would therefore be difficult to accurately quantify all the shelter and would likely not be 
preferentially selected given the abundance of the Molinia on site. 
2.2.3.7 Other variables  
Practicality and available resources inevitably dictate how many and which variables can be 
measured. A key variable already mentioned which could have been included if resources 
were sufficient is local climatic conditions. Though not a variable that can be manipulated, 
understanding the precise role and influence of local weather conditions on sheep distribution 
would permit a much more complete picture as to how the animals are being influenced and 
how the biotic and abiotic variables link on site. The decision not to measure climatic 
conditions was not taken lightly. However, fundamentally there were no weather stations in 
the immediate vicinity to the sites, and therefore a considerable capital cost would have been 
incurred in installing monitoring stations. In future work, it is however a variable that should 
be considered. One such suggestion would be to strategically place a series of microclimate 
sensors around the site, which through interpolation between them, would allow for climatic 
gradients across the sites to be assessed. Another variable which could be also considered in 
future is vegetation height/density. Observing whether the animals would be influenced by 
this would be useful, however more importantly for both sites, being able to monitor sward 
structure would provide clear indications of how manipulations/other habitat restoration 
methods were working. At Penglaneinon, this would include seeing whether Molinia patches 
were reducing in height and density, whilst at Ffridd Fawr, the vegetation structure and 
density could be monitored to actively inform the management of both N. arquata and T. 
torquatus habitat areas. 
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2.2.4 Measuring the variables 
Though the use of quadrat-based surveying methods has long been utilised to determine 
vegetation composition and condition, they lack resolution on large sites -  as practical 
limitations often result in them being minimally representative. Given the size of the sites and 
the variables to be measured, the use of raster-based data is the ideal form for the scale of the 
sites. Simply put, a raster consists of a matrix of cells (or pixels) organised into columns and 
rows (or a grid). Contained within each cell is a value representing information, which can be 
either categorical (e.g. vegetation type), or continuous (e.g. distance to water). Examples of 
raster data sources include digital aerial photographs, imagery from satellites, or even 
scanned maps. When incorporated into Geographical Information Systems (GIS) software, 
this data can be georeferenced (so each cell is spatially referenced), then analysed, managed 
or manipulated to highlight or infer aspects of geographical components within the data. 
Raster’s therefore represent an ideal way to visualise, interpret, and validate the variables that 
require studying. 
2.3 Phase 1 habitat surveys  
With geospatial data, there is typically a compromise between the resolution of data required, 
and the cost incurred to acquire it. Therefore, a prudent first step is to explore whether any 
freely available data already exists that could be used for analysis. This may be data collected 
directly on the sites or accessed through freely available sources. Any data gleaned should 
then be evaluated on its ability to identify the necessary variables, and the resolution assessed 
to determine if it is sufficient considering the size of the sites, and the objectives to be met.  
2.3.1 Original Phase 1 habitat surveys 
The Phase 1 habitat classification is a standardised system of recording semi-natural habitats, 
developed by the Nature Conservancy Council. It was designed to cover large areas of 
countryside relatively rapidly, and it presents the user with a basic evaluation of habitat type; 
thereby providing an indication as to the potential importance of a given area for nature 
conservation (JNCC, terrestrial habitat classification schemes). For Wales, it represents one 
of the first comprehensive assessments completed of habitat type nationally. Between 1987 
and 1997 over 80% of the land surface was surveyed in the field using Phase 1 methodologies 
(Stevens et al. 2004). Given this level of national coverage, and that the fact the data is freely 
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available to download (https://lle.gov.wales/home) it was deemed a prudent first step to 
explore these maps.     
  
 
Figure 2.7 Terrestrial Phase 1 habitat Survey for Ffridd Fawr. Data accessed through Lle 
geo-portal (https://lle.gov.wales/home). Habitats were styled according to Natural Resources 
Wales (NRW) Phase 1 standard.  
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Figure 2.8 Terrestrial Phase 1 habitat Survey for Penglaneinon. Data accessed through Lle 
geo-portal (https://lle.gov.wales/home). Habitats were styled according to Natural Resources 
Wales (NRW) Phase 1 standard. 
As is evident from Figure 2.7, the main limitation making this data unsuitable is the fact that 
not all of the Ffridd Fawr site is covered by the survey (i.e. not accessed), and therefore is 
incomplete. Aside from that, several other concerns exist. The first of these is that many of 
the stated habitat classes do not reflect the current state of the site. This is most apparent in 
Figure 2.8, where the most prevalent class is listed as being raised bog. Though achieving this 
habitat type is a key management objective for this site, in its current state it would more 
likely be classed as ‘marshy grassland-Molinia dominated (B.5.2)’, given the level of Molinia 
present. Aside from this, there is also the problem that some classes are missing within each 
site survey, one such absentee in both sites is standing water. In the case of the water bodies 
(e.g. streams/rivers), the issue of not recognising the classes is likely due to resolution. 
However, in the case of the vegetation habitat classes (such as the misidentification of 
marshy /Molinia dominated grassland as raised bog at Penglaneinon) this could well be due 
to the age of the surveys (Phase 1 surveys in Wales were completed in 1997), and therefore 
the habitats may well have changed during this time. 
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2.3.2 Updated Phase 1 habitat survey 
The updated Phase 1 map of Wales was initiated in part to solve these concerns. In their 
study, Lucas et al (2011) performed an object-orientated rule-based classification of multi-
temporal satellite sensor data. This classification was then fused with existing ecological 
knowledge of vegetation distributions (e.g. the original Phase 1 survey data) through using a 
combination of thresholds, Boolean operations, and fuzzy membership functions. The 
reported result of this process was a higher resolution (10 m spatial resolution), more up to 
date (satellite data taken from 2003 -  2006) national habitat map, that was indicatively 
estimated to be >80% accurate overall. Given these metrics, it seemed a sensible option to 
explore the potential of these data. 
 
 
Figure 2.9 Updated Phase 1 habitat map for the Ffridd Fawr site. Data obtained from Lucas 
et al (2011). Habitats were styled according to Natural Resources Wales (NRW) phase 1 
standard. 
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Figure 2.10 Updated Phase 1 habitat map for the Penglaneinon site. Data obtained from 
Lucas et al (2011). Habitats were styled according to Natural Resources Wales (NRW) phase 
1 standard.  
At Ffridd Fawr, there is a notable increase in the number of habitat classes presented in the 
updated Phase 1 (13) compared to the original Phase 1 (6 classes). Though this can be 
partially explained by the fact the north and eastern sides of original Phase 1 were not classed 
in the original Phase 1, the degree of patchiness is visibly greater in the updated Phase 1 then 
the areas surveyed in the original Phase 1. There also does not appear to be much spatial 
overlap for habitat classes between the two surveys at Ffridd Fawr. Additionally, though 
standing water is now included in the survey it does not include all standing water seen on 
site, most notably the stream intersecting the site higher up. Finally, the distinction between 
certain classes in some cases is imperceptible (e.g. between improved grassland and poor 
improved grassland), and therefore unhelpful in interpretation. 
Conversely, the updated Phase 1 map for Penglaneinon (Figure 2.10) is similar to the original 
survey (Figure 2.9) in many ways. The core areas and size of the two main habitat classes are 
broadly in agreement, though the blanket bog profile does differ between the two. 
Furthermore, the updated Phase 1 also classes the main habitat present as ‘raised bog’ and not 
‘marshy grassland -  Molinia dominated’, whilst similarly failing to recognise any standing 
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water on site. The only main difference between the habitat classifications of the two surveys 
is the removal of the small acid/neutral flush, and swamp patch in the updated Phase 1 map.  
Though the level of detail and definition appears greater in the updated Phase 1, both survey 
methods lacked the necessary resolution required for this study. Furthermore, the 
contradictions in the classifications and the omission of key classes known to be present 
creates uncertainty in the validity of these data. With all this considered, it was clear that 
neither Phase 1 data sets was adequate for either study site.  Finally, though data from more 
intensive field surveying (e.g. Phase 2 or 3) may be sufficient, there are none known to have 
been collected at either site.  
2.4 Other data sources  
When all the variables to be measured are considered, it also clear that the Phase 1 data could 
at best be used to measure one variable (vegetation class). With regards to the other variables, 
alternative approaches would need to be utilised. It is feasible that standing water, and shelter 
(on Ffridd Fawr) could be identified manually, GNSS logged then digitised into a raster 
format, however this would be laborious and given the extent of the site, may still result in 
omissions. Slope and aspect are typically measured using digital elevation models (DEM). 
Given their free accessibility and global coverage, the Advanced Spaceborne Thermal 
Emission and Reflection Radiometer (ASTER) and Shuttle Radar Topography Mission 
(SRTM) databases are the most widely used digital elevation models (Szabó, Singh & Szabó 
2015). However, their respective resolutions are only ~30 m and 90 m. Given the scale of the 
study sites, and the knowledge that the accuracy of aspect and slope data decrease with lower 
DEM resolutions (Chang & Tsai 1991), these databases are not ideal in these circumstances. 
Wales does have a freely available Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) composite dataset 
(https://lle.gov.wales/home) which can be used to estimate slope and aspect. The resolution 
for data is high, with some areas measured to a 25 cm level. However, the coverage is patchy 
and neither sites are within the surveyed area. Finally, to measure vegetation greenness, NIR 
and red band spectral data is required. Given the seasonal variation within productivity, this 
variable would need to be measured during the study period. From a freely available 
perspective, the only realistic option would be that of free satellite data, such as that from 
Sentinel-2. However, like the SPOT-5 data used in the updated Phase 1 study (Lucas et al. 
2011), the resolution of Sentinel-2 is only 10 m. Given the concern over the spatial resolution 
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of the updated Phase 1 data, it would be inappropriate to use the Sentinel-2 data, either in 
calculating NDVI or indeed performing an updated vegetation classification for the sites.   
2.4.1 Commercially available data 
Utilising these freely available data sources is clearly not enough to measure all the identified 
variables effectively and accurately. As such, the opportunities commercial approaches can 
deliver needed to be explored, with consideration given to the balance between the 
advantages of each an approach and the cost incurred to deliver the outputs. In order to 
measure all variables identified, multispectral data (data within specific wavelength ranges 
across the electromagnetic spectrum) covering both sites is essentially required (especially 
for NDVI as that requires red and NIR bands), as well as a DEM for measuring the 
topological features (i.e. slope, aspect). The resolution of these data is key, with realistically a 
<1 m pixel sampling size required, particularly for measuring the above ground water bodies. 
Regarding the former, there are several satellite options that satisfy this resolution 
requirement within the private domain. Digitalglobe’s GeoEye-1, Worldview-2 and 
Worldwiew-3 satellites all deliver enough ground resolution for the requirements of this 
study with ground sampling distances (GSD) for multispectral images at 1.65 m, 1.84 m, and 
1.24 m respectively. However, at the time of writing the cost per single image acquisition of 
each site is expensive. This is primarily due a minimum order size of 25 km2 being set. As a 
result, though prices per km2 are relatively low (~£13.40 -  £17.25) for these satellite options, 
per acquisition this equates to ~£335 -  £430 per site (based on 2020 costings). It should be 
stressed that this is based on the order of archival data (i.e. taken at least 90 days previous to 
the order date). Recent image collection (<90 days) costs more, with prices ~£23 per km2 
common (minimum order = £575). Further to this, satellite imagery is affected by cloud 
coverage, and therefore partial or complete obscuration of land area on desired acquisition 
dates is not uncommon, particularly for Wales where overcast conditions are frequent. Image 
acquisitions during low or no cloud coverage can be requested, however these will limit the 
dates available, and often incur extra cost. High resolution DEMs are also available from 
commercial satellite operators. However, as with the purchase of imagery, minimum order 
sizes are enforced, and therefore the cost per acquisition is again high. One such example is 
the Vricon digital surface model (DSM) and digital terrain model (DTM). It has a sufficient 
resolution of 5 m (horizontal/vertical accuracy = < 3 m Linear Error 90%), but the cost is 
~£11.49 per km2 with a minimum order size of 100 km2 equating to a cost of ~£1150 per site. 
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2.4.2 Data collected using unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) 
An increasingly popular approach to collecting the type of data required is the use of 
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). As sensor platforms, UAVs can support a multitude of 
sensor types and achieve image resolutions well below 1 m GSD. Data can be collected as 
frequent as the user wishes, as long as weather conditions permit, whilst the imagery derived 
does not suffer the issues of cloud obscuration that satellite imagery does. While cloud 
coverage can affect local lighting conditions within images, hardware implementations such 
as down-welling light sensors (DLS) are used to compensate for this by measuring the 
incoming light for each image. Aside from providing high resolution imagery for measuring 
variables (e.g. vegetation class), high resolution DEMs can also be constructed from the 
imagery through the photogrammetric process of structure from motion (SfM). SfM is a 
technique for estimating three-dimensional structures from two-dimensional image 
sequences. It is typically completed by matching features within multiple images, thereby 
facilitating a reconstruction of the 3D-geometry within a scene (Mancini et al. 2013). The 
cost of using UAVs for such purposes varies enormously depending on the design of the 
airframe and specific integrated sensor required. However, the increasing range of designs 
available, both commercially and from a self-build capacity, means users can implement 
solutions which best suit the needs of their data requirements and budget.  
With all this considered, it was apparent that exploring a UAV based approach to collecting 
the required data on both sites represented the most suitable measurement option. As a result, 
a low-cost UAV solution and sensor integration for collecting imagery on both sites was 
devised and deployed at both sites. The potential of the data collected to provide suitable 
raster outputs for each identified variable was then assessed, both using the UAV data alone, 
and in combination with other sampling methods. These environmental layers are presented 
within this chapter, and the merits of the approach taken, plus recommendations for future 
repeat sampling discussed.     
2.5 Unmanned aerial vehicle design 
2.5.1 Choosing the most suitable UAV design  
In deciding what UAV would be most suitable for this study, there were several 
considerations: 
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1) Survey area size. Given both sites were in excess of >70 ha, it was clear that a fixed wing 
UAV design would be best suited. UAV aircraft can be assigned into either two categories: 
fixed-wing or rotary wing. Fixed-wing’s resemble a typical airplane; that is, they have a rigid 
wing design and fly by generating lift from the UAVs forward airspeed. This airspeed is 
generated by forward thrust from a turning propeller and is adjusted using control surfaces 
built into the wing itself (e.g. ailerons, elevator and/or rudder). A rotary wing on the other 
hand features rotor blades that revolve around a fixed mast, known as a rotor. The number of 
rotors varies between different designs, but one (helicopter) or four (quadcopter) rotor setups 
are common. Rotary and fixed wing designs both have their strengths and weakness, but the 
main reason why fixed-wings are more suitable for surveying larger areas is because of their 
greater range capability. Because fixed-wing’s require less power to stay in flight and operate 
at a higher airspeed, they can typically fly much longer and therefore further than rotary 
wings. Though dependent on the survey characteristics (e.g. operational altitude, image 
overlap etc.) a fixed-wing may well be able to survey >30 ha from a single battery use, 
whereas a standard quadcopter will usually only be able to complete <5 ha. 
2) Camera type. The second consideration is the type of camera to be mounted on the UAV 
and therefore the payload capacity the UAV would require. Whether this camera would 
attach into the UAV power supply or require its own dedicated battery would also influence 
the weight. It was reasoned that a 500 g payload capacity would be enough to support a 
multispectral camera required for this study.  
3) Terrain following. Thirdly, it was understood that the steep sided topology at the Ffridd 
Fawr site would require the UAV to have terrain following capability. This was to minimise 
the chances of UAV collision, but also to ensure that an even above ground altitude was 
maintained throughout the survey. This is crucial as merging images into a stitched 
orthomosaic requires enough overlap between the images (which would alter if the altitude 
between images varied).  
4) Weather variability. A fourth consideration was that of the typical weather conditions on 
site. Given the exposed nature of the sites, unfavourable/windy conditions were common, and 
it was decided that the UAV should have a robust enough design to handle challenging 
airspeeds. It was determined that a Delta wing design would be most suitable. Shaped in the 
form of a triangle, this design has unique aerodynamic characteristics and structural 
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advantages for operating in high winds. Chiefly, the rearward sweep angle lowers the 
airspeed normal to the leading edge of the wing, thereby giving it stability at speed.  
5) Cost. Finally, given there was now a narrowed specification for UAV, a decision was 
required as to whether a commercial product, or self-build solution be utilised. This was 
ultimately determined by cost. The price of commercial fixed-wing UAVs varies 
considerably, but at the time the study was conducted they were in a range of £8000-£60,000 
for a design that matched the required specification. Conversely, it was estimated that a self-
build option could be completed for <£1000. Given the budget constraints of this study, but 
also the awareness that many other comparable projects operate under similar cost 
restrictions, it was concluded that exploring a self-build option could provide insight as to 
whether a low-cost solution would be sufficiently reliable and provide adequate data quality 
for subsequent analyses. This would act as an indicator to other practitioners as to the 
viability of low-cost fixed wing solutions, who previously may have been unable to afford 
commercial alternatives.         
2.5.2 Design and construction of the UAV 
The UAV concept adopted was first documented in Ryan et al (2015), with the current 
iteration featuring many updates in both software and hardware compared to this original 
design. Modifications were also made to make the UAV more suitable for the terrain and 
environment in which the sites were located.  
2.5.2.1 Airframe assembly 
The UAV airframe was a publicly available Skywalker X8 (Skywalker; Hubei, P.R. China). 
Made from expanded polypropylene (EPP) foam, it has a delta wing shape, and a wingspan 
of 2.12 m. The airframe came dissembled and was glued together using IMPACT adhesive 
(Bostik Ltd, Stafford, United Kingdom), Gorilla Glue expanding foam (Gorilla Glue, Ohio 
USA), and epoxy resin. The Skywalker X8 features two carbon tubes to provide additional 
structural integrity to the aircraft, which span the fuselage and main body of both wings. 
However, several additional reinforcement modifications were also made. Wing-fuselage 
joints, motor housing, and servo arm bases were all constructed out of 3 mm plywood 
(instead of supplied plastic components). Carbon tubing also protected the servo rods. 
Additional strengthening was achieved by covering the entire aircraft in self-adhesive glass 
fibre reinforced cross-weave tape. An additional layer of self-adhesive black polyester tape 
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(on the lower half of the aircraft) and orange self-adhesive polyester tape (on the upper half) 
were added to promote visibility of the aircraft during flight, and to prevent UV degradation 
of the cross-weave tape. Finally, all electronic components within the UAV were secured in 
place using hook-and-loop fasteners (often referred to by the genericised trademark ‘Velcro’).  
 
Figure 2.11 Reinforcements to Skywalker X8. On left image, note the plywood servo arm 
mount, and carbon tubing lining the servo rod. On right image -  note the plywood motor 
mount.    
2.5.2.2 Powertrain configuration 
The powertrain (main components that generate power and deliver that power for propulsion) 
for the UAV included a 14.8v 14000 MAh (milliamp hour) Li-Ion battery, a 60A brushless 
speed controller, a 1100 kv (910 watt) motor, and a 28 x 18cm folding propeller. XT60 
connectors were used between the battery and electronic components. The combination of the 
high revolution motor and small propeller was chosen as a compromise between the desire 
for sufficient thrust on launch for novice operators and challenging conditions (e.g. changing 
wind direction), whilst attempting to maximise efficiency in flight (by having less drag from 
the smaller propeller). Under this configuration, a maximum flight time of ~ 1 hr was 
achievable, depending on weather conditions and mission characteristics. These factors also 
influenced flight speed, with the average cruise speed being ~18-25 m/s. The minimum stall 
speed was 12 m/s.     
2.5.2.3 Autonomous flight setup 
Autonomous flight capability was used to provide flight stabilisation; altitude control; and 
GNSS navigation. The autopilot software used was the open-source project; Ardupilot 
(http://ardupilot.com/), operating on a Pixhawk 1 (https://pixhawk.org/) hardware module. 
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Flight stabilisation was managed using a triple axis accelerometer and gyro within the inertial 
measurement unit (IMU) of the Pixhawk, whilst a GNSS sensor and barometric pressure 
sensor were used for altitude control. Ardupilot features a dual-level proportional-integral-
derivative (PID) controller architecture. The higher-level controls navigation, whilst the 
lower levels controls stabilisation. The radio-control (RC) interface consisted of a Spektrum 
dx6e controller bound to an AR610 receiver (Horizon Hobby, Illinois, USA). Two multi 
position switch outputs were mixed to provide six discrete values on a single RC channel to 
control the autopilot flight mode behaviour. These included; manual flying; lower level 
assisted flying (stabilise); higher level assisted flying (fly-by-wire-‘A’ (FBWA)); a fully 
autonomous mode (for waypoint following in surveys); return-to-home (RTH); and an 
autotune function used for PID parameter tuning.  It was necessary to tune the PID 
parameters in initial flight testing, so they were optimised to the dynamics and mass of the 
airframe. This was to promote consistent stabilisation of the aircraft by minimising flightpath 
weaving (higher-level controller) and pitch/roll oscillation (lower-level controller).  
2.5.2.4 Camera integration and survey setup 
The autonomous flight mode allows pre-programmed 3D way-pointed mission plans to be 
executed on the UAV. Typical UAV survey plans consist of a series of stacked lines which 
aim to ensure complete coverage of a site when taking imagery. Distance between lines is 
influenced by the camera sensor specification (i.e. image size, focal length), and the degree of 
overlap required between images for accurate stitching to occur. The camera utilised within 
the study was a RedEdge multispectral camera (MicaSense; Seattle, USA), which was 
mounted in the airframe, facing nadir (90° to the ground) through a hole cut into the fuselage. 
The RedEdge is a multispectral imager with five sensors at 1.6-megapixel resolution; red (R); 
green (G); blue (B); near-infrared (NIR) and red-edge (RE). The integration featured an 
attachable GNSS sensor to enable image geotagging, as well as a combined 
magnetometer/downward light sensor (DLS) (MicaSense; Seattle, USA) mounted to the top 
of the fuselage to record angle during image capture and solar irradiance throughout the 
image runs. Combined with image captures of a supplied calibrated reflectance panel (CRP) 
before each image run, this provided necessary data for atmospheric correction. The camera 
was powered by the main UAV Li-Io battery, however a universal battery eliminator circuit 
(UBEC) was used to provide a regulated voltage supply from the flight battery to the camera. 
This was included because of initial testing which found the camera peak draw when taking 
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images to be enough to disrupt the autopilot system -  particularly, when the autopilot 
regulator was used to supply camera power. 
The standard level of side and frontal overlap for image stitching is 75%, so the survey lines 
for each site were therefore spaced accordingly to ensure sufficient side overlap. For frontal 
overlap, the capture trigger mode on the camera was set to ‘overlap’ which causes the camera 
to automatically take captures within 50 m of target altitude and calculates distance between 
each capture to ensure 75 % frontal overlap. Finalised missions were uploaded onto the 
aircraft from a laptop via a radio frequency telemetry micro air vehicle link (MAVlink). This 
telemetry link also allowed system status and mission progress to be followed in real time 
during surveys (Figure 2.15).  
2.5.3 Regulations for UAV operations  
A permission for commercial operations (PfCO) authorisation was not required from the 
Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) at the time of surveying. Local land permission was sought 
and granted from the RSPB and Natural Resources Wales (NRW) for the Ffridd Fawr site, 
and from the Elan Valley Trust for Penglaneinon. As the Ffridd Fawr site was within a SSSI 
(site of special scientific interest), the Berwyn SAC (special area of conservation), and SPA 
(special protection area), it was necessary to have the permission of NRW under section 28E 
of the Wildlife and Countryside act (1981), and in accordance with regulation 24 of the 
conservation of habitats and species regulations (2017). Given the frequent presence of low-
flying military aircraft in both areas, notice of surveys at both sites were logged prior with the 
Ministry of Defence (MOD) low flying cell division. The CAA’s standard drone code for all 
UAV operations was observed for the site surveys. Chiefly, the UAV flight height was set 
120 m above ground level (AGL) and did not exceed this, whilst mission plans were also 
designed so that the 500 m UAV distance from the user was not exceeded. Given the size of 
both sites, this meant splitting the sites into two during flight planning, so each site required 
two flights to complete (Figure 2.13 & Figure 2.14). The topology of Ffridd Fawr (Figure 
2.12) was a concern for one of the surveys in particular, as there was a ~100 m variation in 
altitude across the mission. From a regulatory perspective (to ensure 120 m AGL was not 
exceeded), and to ensure sufficient image overlap, it was necessary to employ terrain 
following during the surveys. Fortunately, Ardupilot contains a terrain following parameter 
which mission planner utilises through the global SRTM database for terrain. The global grid 
spacing of this data is 3 arc-seconds (around 100 m).  
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Figure 2.12 3D model of the Ffridd Fawr site and surrounding area produced from Ffridd 
Fawr imagery in Agisoft Photoscan (Agisoft LLC, St. Petersburg, Russia). 
 
Figure 2.13 UAV Survey information for Ffridd Fawr. Note that 1st and 2nd survey starts 
are located in the same place. 
Figure 2.14 UAV Survey information for Penglaneinon  
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Figure 2.15 Logic diagram of the bespoke Skywalker X8 electronics  
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2.5.4 Procedure for UAV operation during surveys  
During all missions, the UAV was launched and landed in FBWA mode. This allowed the pilot 
control of the UAV during the critical parts of the flight, whilst the autopilot provided enough 
stabilisation support to ensure a smooth transition. The UAV was hand launched by an assistant as it 
allowed the pilot to focus fully on operating the flight controller. Launch direction was always facing 
the prevailing wind, and flights were undertaken so long as wind speeds did not exceed 20 mph. Once 
the UAV was successfully launched and had reached survey altitude (120 m), the controller was 
switched to autonomous mode which caused the UAV to begin surveying. Given the size of the 
survey grids, it was necessary for the pilot to follow the progress of the UAV below to ensure line of 
sight was not exceeded. The assistant meanwhile monitored the telemetry feed on the laptop to 
monitor system status and survey progress. On completion of the survey, the UAV was belly landed. 
The steady characteristics of the FBWA mode ensured the UAV did not stall when flight speed was 
reduced, whilst the vegetation on ground ensured the underside of the airframe was not damaged on 
contact. 
2.5.5 Initial testing and surveying 
Due to an extremely wet summer, opportunities for surveying in the first year of the study (summer 
2017) were restricted. Further to this, though two missions were conducted at Penglaneinon, flaws in 
the assembly (e.g. motors not secured sufficiently, Ardupilot not configured correctly) became 
apparent. As a result, no imagery was collected. Over the following winter a new UAV was 
constructed. Modifications were made, such as the plywood reinforcements, and the Ardupilot 
configuration was closely assessed. After initial testing of the new UAV at Penglaneinon proved 
successful in April 2018, it was decided that the multispectral camera be included in the following 
missions. The first two surveys with the camera however were not successful. In the first survey, the 
camera failed to capture a full image set due to the absence of the UBEC to regulate the peak power 
consumption of the camera. In the second survey, the power port in the DLS came loose, and 
therefore all images failed to have either the reflectance information or GNSS positions stored in the 
EXIF (exchangeable image file format) data. However, once the faulty DLS has been repaired by the 
camera manufacturer two successful surveys were completed at Penglaneinon on 26/06/18 and 
02/08/18. At Ffridd Fawr, the terrain and difficult site access made surveying much more challenging.  
Given the terrain following parameter on Ardupilot was a relatively new function at the time of 
surveying, and that problems resulting from incorrect configuration of Ardupilot had already been 
witnessed the previous year, a cautious approach was taken to surveying the site. It was decided that 
surveying on the site should only take place once the UAV robustness was proven, and once the 
terrain following parameter had been fully tested at Penglaneinon where the slope was minimal. The 
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first survey attempt was undertaken in July 2018. However, the survey was unsuccessful as the UAV 
failed to launch correctly and suffered minor damage in the resultant landing. This was attributed to a 
freak headwind gust having occurred during the launch, which compounded with the pitch of the 
UAV being calibrated too low caused the UAV to be pushed down during launch. To remedy this, the 
UAV pitch was re-calibrated to a 5° incline, and the launch location was altered slightly to minimise 
the potential effect of sudden gusts.  A second flight at Ffridd Fawr was conducted on the 29/09/18 
and was successful.  Before each successful survey, captures of the calibration reflectance panel were 
taken. 
2.5.6 Image processing  
There were 2450 captures taken for the Ffridd Fawr survey, resulting in a total of 12250 images being 
created (each capture featured five separate images - one for each multispectral band). For 
Penglaneinon, the survey taken on the 05/06/18 was chosen to be used for further analysis as it best 
coincided with animal tracking operations, and therefore was most representative of conditions at the 
time. This survey contained 3478 captures, resulting in 17,390 images being created. Image stitching 
was undertaken using Pix4Dmapper (Pix4D, Lausanne, Switzerland), which is based upon SFM 
algorithms. Processing steps included: (1) initial processing (keypoint extraction, keypoint matching, 
camera model optimisation, and GNSS geolocation); (2) point cloud construction (point 
densification); and (3) DSM, orthomosaic, reflectance map and index construction.  
The main outputs required for this study were the digital terrain model (DTM), DSM, and 5 x 
reflectance maps (one for each spectral band - B, G, R, NIR, RE). The reflectance map represents a 
calibrated form of the orthomosaic, where the value of each pixel is adjusted to faithfully indicate the 
reflectance of the object. This calibration was achieved through using camera information (vignetting, 
dark current ISO etc.), sun angle and irradiance data from the DLS, as well as the calibration panel. 
The use of sun angle for reflectance calibration is cautioned against, however, as it can often lead to 
poorer results than when not utilised. It is recommended only when where considerable cloud 
variations (e.g. through intermittent cloud coverage) during a survey are present (Pix4D 2020). As a 
result, outputs with sun angle accounted for and not were compared to assess the best output. At both 
sites, the outputs were improved when sun angle was calibrated for. 
At Ffridd Fawr, the total area covered by the final stitch was 155.66 ha, with a ground sampling 
distance (GSD) of 7.18 cm for the reflectance maps/DSM, and 35.9 cm for the DTM (5 x the DSM 
GSD). At Penglaneinon, the total area covered was 200.89 ha, and the GSD for the DSM and 
reflectance maps was 8.73 cm, whilst the GSD for the DTM was 43.65 cm (See appendices A.1 & 
A.2 stitching reports).  All outputs were subsequently clipped to the extent of the sites using polygon 
shapefiles in QGIS (vers 3.4.15 ‘Madeira’). Minor areas of distortion along sections of the site 
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boundary at Penglaneinon were also masked out. The final study area remaining at Ffridd Fawr was 
72.41 ha, and 109.46 ha at Penglaneinon. The coordinate reference system (CRS) for all outputs was 
WGS 84 /UTM zone 30N. 
2.5.7 Image analysis 
DTMs were used for the calculation for both slope and aspect and were also expressed directly as the 
elevation layers. Aspect and slope layers for both sites were created in QGIS using the raster analysis 
toolbox, with both algorithms being derived from the Geospatial Data Abstraction Library (GDAL) 
DEM utility. Both variables were expressed in degrees (°).  NDVI was calculated at both sites using 
the standard formula: 
Equation 1. Normalised difference vegetation index (NDVI)   
NDVI =
(NIR − Red)
(NIR + Red)
 
Regarding the water availability layer, several steps had to be completed in order to produce a raster 
with corresponding values for each cell. Firstly, a series of vector polygons had to be created of the 
above ground water. It was decided that the permanence of these water bodies should be such that 
they would remain constant throughout the study period, and therefore temporary water bodies (e.g. 
puddles) were not considered. The methodology for deriving these polygons varied between the two 
sites, as a series of tools were utilised to achieve the best result for each site. At Ffridd Fawr, a 
normalised difference water index (NDWI) was created using the equation presented by (McFeeters 
1996): 
Equation 2. Normalised difference water index (NDWI) 
NDWI =  
(Green − NIR)
(Green + NIR)
 
The profile tool in QGIS was then used to derive a threshold from the NDWI for standing water (>-
0.45), which was then incorporated into a new raster using the raster calculator. Additional water 
bodies not extracted by the NDWI threshold were identified visually using a combination of 
generated layers. These included a colour-infrared (CIR) layer (R = NIR band, G = red band, and B = 
green band) assembled using the virtual raster builder, and a canopy height model (DSM-DTM) 
visualised with a cumulative cut stretch featuring the full dataset extent. Identified water bodies were 
then polygonised and merged with the NDWI identified areas. At Penglaneinon, the NDWI threshold 
(>-0.45) created many false positives and was therefore only performed for the blanket bog area, 
using a clipped raster. The remaining water bodies on the site were extracted using the flow 
accumulation tool on the DTM in Arcmap (vers 10.5.0), and then merged with the blanket bog water 
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areas.  Typically, distance from each cell to the nearest water body would then be calculated using 
‘Euclidian distance’ -  however, this does not account for topology. Given the elevation difference 
across the two study sites (especially Ffridd Fawr), distance was instead calculated using the ‘path 
distance’ tool in Arcmap, with the DTM inputted as the surface raster over which distance be 
calculated.  
Standing shelter at Ffridd Fawr was considered to include trees, stone walls, derelict buildings (of 
which there were two), and a large rocky outcrop. These were extracted using a >0.18 m threshold 
derived from the canopy height model using the QGIS profile tool. Distance to each feature was then 
calculated using the path distance tool in Arcmap. Given the steepness of the slope in parts at Ffridd 
Fawr, topographic shelter was also considered a potential variable. This was calculated by creating a 
customised hillshade in QGIS. Hillshading is a 3D representation technique for visualizing terrain 
determined by a light source, and the aspect and slope of the elevation surface. The traditional method 
calculates the hillshade by creating an artificial illumination on the surface from one direction using 
specified altitude and azimuth properties to indicate the light source position. Given the westerly 
prevailing direction for the weather on site, the azimuth of the light was set to 270° (west) with the 
angle of the incoming light set to 45°. Under this specification, it was considered that any shaded 
areas would be indicative of varying levels of topographic shelter. 
The final variable was the landcover classification. At Penglaneinon, this was completed within an 
accompanying MSc study (supervised on a day-to-day basis by the PhD candidate), using the Remote 
Sensing and Geographical Information System library (RSGISLib) (Bunting et al. 2014). Several 
steps were implemented including initial segmentation (using the Shepherd algorithm), training 
sample collection, initial classification, additional layer construction (e.g. slope, flow accumulation), 
and final classification (using the extra-trees classifier). A full explanation of the methodology may 
be found in Hinkley (2018). Accuracy assessment of the classification was completed using a random 
point assessment in Arcmap. The original UAV orthomosaic, and on-site ground-truthing data were 
used for verification. The overall accuracy of classification was 89% (κ = 0.86), with Deschampsia 
cespitosa deemed the most accurate (100%), and water the least (76%). The final output contains a 
combination of habitat based (peat bog), and species level (Molinia caerulea) classes. These classes 
were chosen as they were deemed most insightful regarding the management of site (i.e. management 
of the Molinia, and concern of over-grazing on the peat bog). T. germanicum (deergrass) was used a 
proxy for peatbog as it was observed to only cover the habitat area, and therefore the difficulties of 
separating class spectrally by habitat was not problematic in this case.  
Unfortunately, due a combination of factors, the classification at Ffridd Fawr could not be completed. 
Firstly, unlike Penglaneinon, the vegetation at Ffridd Fawr was far more heterogeneous, with many 
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areas appearing to contain a number of micro habitats (e.g. bracken interspersed within semi-natural 
grassland) and therefore decisions on classes were more complex. This also meant that vegetation 
could not be easily classified according to spectral signature alone in the imagery and that thorough 
ground truthing would be required to verify any classification results. The COVID-19 outbreak and 
subsequent prohibition on fieldwork ultimately prevented this ground truthing from occurring. The 
methodology to be used was identical to that outlined above.  
Once all the layers were generated, they were resampled to a 0.5 m GSD. This was due to there being 
a difference in resolutions between the layers derived from the DTM and reflectance maps, which 
meant the raster cells were not aligned (a key requirement for the further analysis on resource use). 
Resampling was completed in R (vers 3.3.6) using RStudio (vers 1.2.5). The ‘raster’ library was 
required (Hijmans et al. 2015). All outputs presented are the resampled layers (0.5m GSD). 
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2.6 Variables derived from UAV site imagery 
Results presented include variables produced from the UAV derived imagery. All variables were 
successfully created and are demonstrated at a 0.5 m GSD resolution. Variables generated include 
elevation, aspect, slope, NDVI, distance to water, distance to standing shelter (at Ffridd Fawr only), 
topographic shelter (at Ffridd Fawr only), and landcover classification (at Penglaneinon only). 
The elevation at Ffridd Fawr (Figure 2.16) is higher than Penglaneinon (Figure 2.17) at both the 
lowest and highest points, though much of the Penglaneinon site is situated between ~420 -  445m, 
whereas the elevation at Ffridd Fawr is more distributed evenly across the elevation levels. 
Both sites are similar as regards their aspect (Figure 2.18 & Figure 2.19. North and east facing slopes 
predominate, however sections of south and west facing slopes may be found less frequently. Of the 
two most notable areas of the Ffridd Fawr site, the valley bottom section is south facing, whilst the 
main slope is north facing.  
The slopes at both sites (Figure 2.20 & Figure 2.21) have been visualised along the same scale to 
better facilitate comparison. The hillside nature of the Ffridd Fawr site is evident from Figure 2.20. 
The north-eastern side of the slope contains the largest incline with ~29° pitch present for ~100 m of 
the slope. The contouring of the hill is also prominent, with a small gulley evident through the middle 
of the site. Contrastingly, most of Penglaneinon does not exceed a ~8° slope. 
The semi improved grassland patches at the northern end of the Ffridd Fawr site are demonstrated 
clearly in Figure 2.22 to have the highest NDVI value and therefore to have the greenest vegetation 
for anywhere on the site. Likewise, at Penglaneinon (Figure 2.23), the sections of vegetation cut ~18 
m previous to image acquisition clearly show a much greater NDVI then the surrounding areas. 
Though further investigation is required, the level of difference would indicate that legacy grazing has 
had an influence in maintaining the pasture’s vegetative state. 
The maximum distance from water at both sites is similar, though slightly greater at Penglaneinon 
(+67 m further then at Ffridd Fawr). As shown in Figure 2.25, the water bodies at Penglaneinon are 
placed fairly centrally within the site. At Ffridd Fawr (Figure 2.24), the site is intersected by a stream 
running through the middle of the site in the gully (Figure 2.20), however the remaining water bodies 
predominate in the northern end of the site, with little in the south. All water bodies identified at both 
sites were either small tributaries/streams. The largest water body at either site was a narrow river (~2 
m wide) which runs along the valley bottom at the northern end of the Ffridd Fawr site.   
Standing shelter at Ffridd Fawr (Figure 2.26) consisted of a stone wall, two derelict buildings (one 
with partial roof intact), a small number of trees, and a rocky outcrop at the southern end of the site. 
As is evident from Figure 2.26, all standing shelter is located near the eastern side of the site, with 
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none on the western side. This is similar for topographic shelter. As demonstrated in Figure 2.27, the 
majority of the steeper slopes which represented the most sheltered areas, were also present in the 
eastern areas of site, predominately between the northern and southern standing shelter. As expected, 
there is little topographic shelter towards the top of the site, approaching the western side.   
The vegetation classification at Penglaneinon (Figure 2.28) highlighted the extent of the Molinia 
coverage on the site. A total of 76.5% of the area was covered in Molinia, whilst 18.9% of the area 
was composed of a mixed grass sward. The peatbog covered 3.4% of the site, whilst water and 
Deschampsia cespitosa accounted for 3.4% and 0.1% respectively. It is notable that all of the 
previously cut areas are classified as mixed grass species, which may indicate that cutting (and 
potentially legacy grazing) have altered the species composition of those sections. However further 
ground truthing would be required to validate this. Unfortunately, due to the COVID-19 outbreak, this 
could not occur within the current study.   
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Figure 2.16 Elevation layer for Ffridd Fawr represented by the site digital terrain model (DTM). A 
local histogram stretch was used to present the layer. Colours represent specific levels on a 
continuum. 
  
Figure 2.17 Elevation layer for Penglaneinon represented by the site digital terrain model (DTM). A 
local histogram stretch was used to present the layer. Colours represent specific levels on a 
continuum. 
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Figure 2.18 Aspect layer for Ffridd Fawr constructed from the site digital terrain model (DTM). 
Values for the layer represent the Azimuth (°) of each cell. The four cardinal directions (N, E, S, W) 
were symbolised using a custom colour ramp in QGIS (North = 0° & 360°, East = 90°, South = 180°, 
West = 270°). A local histogram stretch was used to present the layer. Colours represent specific 
levels on a continuum. 
  
Figure 2.19 Aspect layer for Penglaneinon constructed from the site digital terrain model (DTM). 
Values for the layer represent the Azimuth (°) of each cell. The four cardinal directions (N, E, S, W) 
were symbolised using a custom colour ramp in QGIS (North = 0° & 360°, East = 90°, South = 180°, 
West = 270°). A local histogram stretch was used to present the layer. Colours represent specific 
levels on a continuum. 
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Figure 2.20 Slope layer for Ffridd Fawr. A local cumulative cut stretch was to present the layer, as it 
better exemplified the changes in slope across the site. The true minimum and maximum slope for the 
site was 0.01° and 49.3°. Colours represent specific levels on a continuum. 
  
Figure 2.21 Slope layer for Penglaneinon. The values used for the stretch were matched with that of 
Ffridd Fawr to allow true comparison of the slopes between sites, thereby avoiding an exaggeration of 
the slope at Penglaneinon. The true minimum and maximum slope for the site was 0° and 36.9°. 
Colours represent specific levels on a continuum. 
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Figure 2.22 Normalised difference vegetation index (NDVI) layer for Ffridd Fawr. A local 
cumulative cut stretch was to present the layer, as it better exemplified the changes in NDVI across 
the site. The true minimum and maximum NDVI for the site were - 0.090 and 0.972. Colours 
represent specific levels on a continuum. 
 
Figure 2.23 Normalised difference vegetation index (NDVI) layer for Penglaneinon. A local 
cumulative cut stretch was to present the layer, as it better exemplified the changes in NDVI across 
the site. The true minimum and maximum NDVI for the site were 0.293 and 0.896. Black box denotes 
vegetation patches cut 18 months previously. Colours represent specific levels on a continuum. 
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Figure 2.24 Distance to water layer at Ffridd Fawr site, with identified water bodies overlaid. 
Distance across site terrain was calculated using the site digital terrain model (DTM). A local 
histogram stretch was used to present layer. Colours represent specific levels on a continuum. 
 
Figure 2.25 Distance to water layer at Penglaneinon site, with identified water bodies overlaid. 
Distance across site terrain was calculated using the site digital terrain model (DTM). A local 
histogram stretch was used to present layer. Colours represent specific levels on a continuum. 
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Figure 2.26 Distance to standing shelter layer at Ffridd Fawr site, with identified shelter overlaid 
(trees, stone walls, derelict buildings, and a rocky outcrop. Distance across site terrain was calculated 
using the site digital terrain model (DTM). A local histogram stretch was used to present layer. 
Colours represent specific levels on a continuum. 
 
Figure 2.27 Topographic shelter at Ffridd Fawr represented by a customised hillshade. The azimuth 
of the light was set to 270°(west) to match the prevailing wind on site, and with the angle of the 
incoming light set to 45°. A local histogram stretch was used to present layer. Colours represent 
specific levels on a continuum. 
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Figure 2.28 Landcover classification for Penglaneinon. The overall accuracy of classification was 
89% (κ = 0.86). Colour represent categorical levels. 
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2.7 Chapter outcomes summary 
In summarising the results, it is clear that whilst a number of similarities exist between the sites, the 
level of differences highlight why each particular site should first be characterised in detail. In this 
case, the results obtained from the profiling are sufficient to enable the two study sites to be compared 
and contrasted with confidence.        
The successful generation of the resources and factor layers likely to affect sheep on both sites 
ultimately validates the use of UAV derived imagery for this purpose. The high resolution of outputs 
produced provide a considerable level of detail not currently accessible by any other data collection 
means. The use of UAVs for peatland mapping is still in its infancy, with all identified studies in the 
literature being conducted over smaller study areas then the sites in this study (Lovitt, Rahman & 
McDermid 2017; Rahman et al. 2017; Palace et al. 2018; Beyer et al. 2019) (the largest survey area 
was 61 ha in Lovitt, Rahman, & McDermid (2017)). Despite the study areas being larger in the 
current study, the quality of outputs produced, and level of accuracy attained (89%) compare 
favourably with published results.  Beyer et al (2019) achieved 87% vegetation classification 
accuracy, Palace et al (2018) 68%, and Knoth et al (2013) 91%.  Furthermore, it has been 
demonstrated in this study that such mapping can be completed at a low cost using a self-build UAV 
design. The approach and subsequent methodology utilised in this study therefore presents a 
compelling option when compared to existing approaches.  
However, constructing a self-build UAV requires a competent level of experience in robotics and 
aviation theory, and therefore may not be suitable for many inexperienced users unless guidance can 
be sought. A sufficiently long testing period (varying according to expertise, but likely at least ~2-3 
months) should also be accommodated, so as not to risk UAV damage and failures in collecting 
critical data when surveying commences. The use of such a UAV design within a project with 
minimal preparation time is therefore not recommended. That said, when time and experience are 
available, the level of customisation available for self-build designs means the UAVs can be tailored 
to the specific needs of a project. The promotes a high level of efficiency within the data collection 
process, by maximising resource use and providing a high level of confidence in the data collected. 
Finally, the use of commercial UAVs in many cases does not negate the chances of mechanical 
issues, and an advantage of using a self-build design is that users will more likely be able to recognise 
any faults sooner and address them more confidently. This can be vital during surveys where the 
amount of time available to complete a mission is critical (e.g. because of weather), and therefore 
being confident in the mechanics of system utilised can make the difference between successful data 
collection and failure.  
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Though the use of UAVs within the context of this study was prudent, it must be reiterated that other 
studies assessing larger areas or requiring a lower GSD resolution could well be better suited using 
other options (such as satellite imagery) (Frick et al. 2011; Bourgeau-Chavez et al. 2017). 
Furthermore, it may well be that whilst UAVs be used for an initial site survey, follow up data could 
be collected via other means if only a few variables needed measuring. For example, in the case of the 
sites in this study, factors such as slope and aspect are fixed, whilst others such as shelter and 
landcover classes are also unlikely to change in a short amount of time. Therefore, a user could use 
data such as Sentinal-2 derived imagery to monitor a changeable factor such as NDVI change over a 
season (Raynolds et al. 2015), or manually assess a site to digitise how water bodies varied. However, 
in another scenario, a user may well wish to attempt monitoring vegetation height, which may be 
better undertaken by a UAV (Forsmoo et al. 2018).  
In summary, the choice of data collection tool for characterising a site should be determined by the 
precise variables wished to be measured, with the reasons why clearly stated (i.e. for resource 
utilisation analysis in the case of this overall study). These variables in turn should only be chosen 
once an exhaustive profile of a target site has been undertaken, with any pre-existing data considered 
first. Once this has been undertaken, then the appropriate sampling method(s) may be selected, and in 
many cases, a combination of sampling approaches may be appropriate. In short, allowing the specific 
biological questions to dictate the methodology rather than vice versa. 
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CHAPTER 3  
 
DEVELOPING LOW COST APPROACHES TO TRACKING 
LARGE NUMBERS OF ANIMALS 
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3.1 Introduction  
3.1.1 The importance of movement ecology  
As a scientific discipline “movement ecology” has been crucial in progressing our knowledge on 
many ecological and evolutionary processes. An understanding of animal movement can inform a 
wide range of topics from animal physiology, disease spread, population dynamics and community 
ecology, to nutrient cycling, habitat selection, wildlife management and conservation (Calabrese, 
Fleming & Gurarie 2016).  Within the context of the current study, its importance can best be 
surmised by Perotto-Baldivieso et al (2012) who state that ‘categorizing animal movement is key to 
quantifying an accurate relationship between the spatial distribution of organisms and the resources 
they require for survival’. Having an accurate reflection of this relationship is therefore key to 
understanding the animal-environmental interaction on a given site, and only through this can 
manipulation towards a more desired utilisation of the surrounding environment be achieved.    
3.1.2 The biological objectives of the study 
Interpreting animal movement correctly is seldom straightforward and is often considered a key 
challenge in conservation biology and ecology. Movement after all is a complicated process that is 
influenced by a number of different biotic and abiotic factors, whether it be the internal state of an 
animal, its physiological constraints, or the environment it operates within (Fleming et al. 2014). It is 
therefore important to consider the specific biological objectives of a given study carefully (Perotto-
Baldivieso et al. 2012), starting with the optimum analysis options for answering the designated 
questions, to the experimental design of the tracking study and the tracking technologies most suited 
to delivering the required data.  
The end goal of the overall study is to be able to rank the environmental variables affecting animal 
distribution on each site. Therefore, the requirement for this is that any tracking is representative of 
all the animals on each site. In Chapter 1, the second aim outlined was to ‘track animals on each site, 
and test their respective supposed uniformity of grazing intensity’. Analysis of the tracked animals 
should therefore include reference to the use of LSUs as well as other estimations of spatial use (e.g. 
home range analyses). Finally, the central research question for PhD study (‘Can recent developments 
in sensing technologies and/or processing capability be harnessed to improve the evidence-base for 
conservation decision-making’) prompts an investigation as to the tracking technology available and 
their suitability for the tracking required.  
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3.1.3 The need for accessible analyses  
With key objectives identified (Table 1.2), it is possible to focus on the analysis options which would 
be most prudent in delivering the required outcomes. However, underpinning these objectives is the 
desire to identify analysis options readily accessible to non-academics. After all, many habitat 
conservation activities are undertaken by NGOs and charities where management decisions are 
carried out by land managers, farmers, park wardens and rangers. Complex analyses which require 
significant computer programming experience therefore may be restricted in their use, misinterpreted 
in methods requiring interpretation of the results (Torres et al. 2017), or executed with unknown or 
false assumptions employed in the method(s).     
Identifying solutions for these individuals which are easy and quick to perform, remove complex 
interpretations from the outputs, and clearly explain the assumptions by which they are executed, 
have the ability to provide succinct and accurate information for evidence-based land management 
decisions. That said, this project did not intend to diminish the role of rigorous statistical methods. To 
fully understand animal-environment studies using statistical evaluation, proper analyses are required 
to optimize and accurately understand ecosystem processes (Perotto-Baldivieso et al. 2012). 
Therefore, with regards to the overall aim within this study (‘rank the environmental factors affecting 
the spatial distribution of animals on given site’), a rigorous statistical approach is necessary to 
correctly interpret the output (which will be addressed in Chapter 4). However, in this chapter there 
remains an opportunity to explore simple, quick analytical options which could be used at a practical 
level that could be useful in informing management decisions.  
One of the more frequently employed methods used in movement ecology are home-range analysis 
techniques. Since Burt’s (1943)  early conceptual definition (“...the area traversed by the individual 
in its normal activities of food gathering, mating, and caring for young. Occasional sallies outside the 
area, perhaps exploratory in nature, should not be considered...”-) the home range concept has gone 
on to appear throughout varying aspects of the ecology and evolution literature (Péron 2019).  The 
ease with which many of the techniques can be implemented (Fieberg 2007), and the simple but 
effective ways they can be visualised make it appealing in a number of scenarios. Within this study, it 
presents as an effective way of measuring grazing intensity across each site, for a collective group of 
animals (e.g. to allow comparison with LSU estimations) and on an individual basis (e.g. to view 
variations in hefting). It can also be used to identify landscape features important for behavioural 
activities such as finding water, food, and shelter (Kie et al. 2010; Cohen et al. 2018)  However, its 
popularity and ease of use has created some discord with regard to its implementation, with concerns 
raised that is often misused and regularly prone to either over/underestimation of area. Indeed, even 
the use of ‘home range’ as a term has been debated (Johnson et al. 2008), with Péron (2019) 
suggesting that the phrase be restricted to studies that are performed at demographically relevant time 
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frames (typically multiple seasons/years), and instead use ‘movement amplitude’ for shorter durations 
(e.g. a single season). However, the concern most often expressed with home range estimators is that 
of auto-correlated data. 
3.1.4 The concerns and considerations in GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) 
tracking studies 
3.1.4.1 Autocorrelated data 
Autocorrelation in simple terms can be defined as the degree of similarity between observations 
recorded at different time points (Odland 1988). The main reason it is problematic within tracking 
studies is because sequential observations are not independent in time or space, which violates 
assumptions for statistical interference (Boyce et al. 2010).  
Before GPS (Global Positioning System) tracking studies were predominately undertaken using radio 
telemetry technology, and therefore sequential points could often satisfy the need for being 
independent. But with the advent of GPS, the capability to undertake automated data collection has 
often generated large amounts of position and activity information at a high frequency (Ungar et al. 
2005). While this ability to collect detailed information on animal movements has provided numerous 
opportunities for analysing animal behaviour, the volume and frequency of data collected has caused 
the issue of autocorrelation to become far more prevalent (Perotto-Baldivieso et al. 2012). Though 
autocorrelation is a serious concern for tracking studies, it can often be managed effectively either 
through data thinning procedures, or more recently through certain statistical analyses which do not 
assume spatial/temporal independence between points. An example of this for home range estimation 
is auto-correlated kernel density estimation (AKDE) (Péron 2019).  
3.1.4.2 The cost of GNSS tracking and other implications on experimental design 
The design of GNSS tracking studies often raises more concern then that of autocorrelated data, 
chiefly due to the low numbers of animals typically tracked (Allan et al. 2013; McGranahan, 
Geaumont & Spiess 2018), and therefore the reliance on the positional information of only a few 
individuals being used to represent whole herd/group movements (Anderson, Estell & Cibils 2013). 
This is primarily attributed to the high individual cost of GNSS commercial loggers (Perotto-
Baldivieso et al. 2012) with prices at the time of writing being anywhere from £500-£2000 per unit 
depending on specification. In the current study, this cost was particularly problematic. Given the 
number of animals contained on each site (~200), simply collaring a few animals would almost 
certainly underestimate the respective site utilisation distributions (UD) – the probability density that 
an animal is found at a given point in space. Addressing this problem was therefore imperative in 
order to reliably satisfy the overall objectives of the project. A second technical concern was that the 
animals on both sites are only handled twice in the sampling period. Given this time frame stretches 
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from mid-May to mid-September, it is feasible that any deployed tracking equipment will have to last 
~50 days on a single battery charge. As GNSS loggers typically reside in a sleep state between 
recordings in order to preserve power, this means that any recording schedule implemented would 
either have to be conservative in nature for the retention of battery life between charges, or take a 
higher intensity approach which results in a shortened tracking period. However, the latter approach 
would obviously cause gaps within the data between tracking sessions. This is not an isolated 
problem within tracking studies, with Cohen et al (2018) cautioning that researchers must optimise 
battery life relative to the data needed to address hypothesis of interest.  
3.1.5 Chapter objectives 
The primary objectives of the current study necessitated a comprehensive tracking strategy for 
outputs of the analysis to be robust and meaningful. Specifically, sufficient individuals had to be 
tracked for grazing intensity and ranking of resource use on each site to be truly representative. The 
first part of this chapter will focus on the development of a new low-cost radio tracking solution using 
unmanned aerial vehicles. The second part will then assess how open source/low cost GNSS loggers 
can be utilised to maximise their output potential with regard to their battery management, plus ability 
to offer mixed frequency data for different analyses options. Given that the intention is to make this 
as accessible as possible to practical users, simple analyses options (including new software 
developed for behavioural inference) will be demonstrated that can be easily implemented. Finally, 
ways in which the outputs of these analyses, both individually and combined, can help inform on the 
supposed uniformity of grazing intensity will be discussed. 
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3.2 A bespoke low-cost system for radio tracking animals using multi-
rotor and fixed-wing unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) (Published, 
‘Methods in Ecology and Evolution’-see appendix A.4) 
3.2.1 Introduction 
3.2.1.1 The motivation and reasoning behind this work 
The hardware development in this section primarily addressed a particular limitation of equipment 
that was currently available. Because of the high individual cost of commercial GNSS loggers, this 
typically leads to a low number of collared animals (usually less than 10 collars, and often as low as 1 
or 2) being used to represent whole herd distributions (Anderson, Estell & Cibils 2013). Given the 
sheer number of animals involved in our study, and the local knowledge that hefting wasn’t thought 
to be uniform on the sites, it was deemed unwise to solely rely on GNSS loggers to represent the true 
distribution on site.   
  
Initially, other tracking technologies aside from GNSS were explored, with both commercial and 
open-source solutions being considered. The most obvious and readily used alternative was radio 
frequency (RF) tracking. Whilst radio RF tracking tags cannot provide the continuous tracking 
capability of GNSS equipped trackers, they are inexpensive and can be extremely small and 
lightweight, thereby allowing large number of animals to be tracked albeit at lower spatial precision 
and frequency. Furthermore, advances in the autonomous capability and payload capacity of 
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) has led to them being increasingly utilised and explored as 
potential data collection platforms in ecological surveying and monitoring (Hodgson et al. 2018). The 
ability of UAVs to travel long ranges quickly (particularly in the case of fixed-wing UAVs) whilst 
offering greater likelihood in the line-of-sight of target animals (Körner et al. 2010) provides 
advantages over conventional methods of radio tracking on the ground. It was reasoned that increased 
accuracy could well be one of these advantages.  Finally, it could be argued that the use of UAVs 
would likely lead to low temporal resolution data, given that opportunities for UAV flights are 
fundamentally dependent on local meteorological conditions. However, this does provide an 
advantage in the fact that the data gained would almost certainly be spatially and temporally 
independent (i.e. not autocorrelated). Considering this, but also the fact whole herds could feasibly be 
tracked, it was proposed that this data be ideal for monitoring overall grazing intensity and 
cumulative site use over a tracking period. Given the objective to measure the supposed uniformity of 
grazing for each site, incorporating this data into analyses such as home range estimators, or other 
tailored site-use intensity measurements, would therefore likely present a robust solution to this 
objective.   
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3.2.1.2 An introduction to UAV based radio tracking systems. 
Over the last few years, researchers have begun to explore the potential benefits of UAV-based radio 
tracking systems (hereon referred to as UAVRTS) compared to conventional methods. However, as 
Shafer et al (2019) note, many of the presented systems exist primarily as proof-of-principle 
concepts. The prime focus in most of these studies is the refinement of the localisation methods 
employed. Whilst this may be valuable in considering potential hardware configuration options, there 
remain sizeable knowledge gaps within the subject area that have delayed the development of field-
ready systems. Firstly, there has been very limited testing on animals, with tagging to date almost 
exclusively restricted to avian species only (Cliff et al. 2015; Tremblay et al. 2017). Furthermore, 
many studies have been limited to single tag testing (Körner et al. 2010; Dos Santos et al. 2014; 
Bayram, Stefas & Isler 2018; Shafer et al. 2019), and thus their ability to track movements when 
multiple animals are tagged remains unknown. Furthermore, none of the studies have utilised or 
tested their systems on fixed-wing UAVs. Given that fixed-wing UAVs offer vastly superior range, 
flight speed and endurance compared to multi rotor platforms, there is an opportunity to greatly 
expand the capability of UAVRTS by using such a platform.  
 
3.2.1.3 How this study differed 
The novel system reported in this study features a fully custom-made active radio-frequency 
identification (RFID) tag and receiver system suitable for both fixed-wing and multi-rotor UAVs. The 
electronic components chosen are purposely low cost with the goal of making tagging greater 
numbers of animals more affordable. Unlike previous studies where existing commercial tags have 
been used or modified, a bespoke tag specifically designed for detection by a UAVRTS is presented. 
Whereas most existing tags continually transmit when activated, these RFID tags remain in a dormant 
state, with a brief listening period occurring every 6 s. Tag responses are only elicited when a tag 
exciter trigger located on the UAV comes into operation, thereby saving considerable battery life. The 
receiver system is also contained within a single printed circuit board (as opposed to the multi-
component set-ups utilised within previous studies); which substantially reduces the overall weight as 
well as the likely mean time between failure (MTBF).  
 
Previous UAVRTS have focused on incorporating and modifying either direction (e.g. direction of 
arrival) or range-based techniques (e.g. received signal strength) as methods of locating tags. This 
study explored an alternative localisation method. Using grid flight mission functionality available in 
both open-source and commercial autopilot systems, estimated tag locations were derived by a simple 
mean coordinates calculation (Figure 3.1). The assumption of equal coverage of the surveyed area 
(provided by the flight grid), as well as the notion that the grid exceeds the range of the tag (i.e. so 
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estimated locations are not simply the centre of the grid) are central to accurate tag location by this 
method. By flexibly altering the transmission power of the tag trigger exciter depending on the size of 
the grid employed, signal loss at grid edge regardless of the situation could be ensured.  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.2.1.4 The objectives regarding our UAVRTS  
At the time of writing, this method of localisation is undocumented in the literature for UAVRTS. It 
was therefore deemed prudent to explore the level of accuracy deliverable, and the operational 
considerations that could affect it. Flight speed was considered to be the key parameter of interest, 
with specific exploration focused on: 1) the effect it had on the on the number of hits (tag responses) 
received; 2) how this ultimately affected the accuracy of a determined tag location; 3) assessing the 
cross-compatibility of the UAVRTS to function on both multi-rotor and fixed-wing UAVs; and 
4) measuring the performance and reliability of the system with tags placed on animals, so the real-
world applicability of this system would be tested.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1 Locating tags using mean coordinates. 
Black line = UAV flight grid. Black dots = 
receiver location when tag transmission was 
detected. Yellow dot = estimated tag location 
based on mean coordinates of black dots. 
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3.2.2 Methods 
3.2.2.1 RFID tag system design 
The main components in each RFID tag (Figure 3.2) were a PIC10F206 microcontroller (Microchip 
Technology Inc, Chandler, Arizona, USA) and a HopeRF RFM69W radio transceiver (Hope 
Microelectronics co., Ltd, Nanshan District, Shenzhen, China) operating in the 868 MHz band. These 
were mounted on a custom-printed circuit board with integrated antenna and were powered by a 
single cell 60 mAh lithium polymer (LiPo) cell. The microcontroller was programmed to wake the 
radio module approximately once every 6 s for a period of approximately 2 ms. During this 2 ms 
period the radio module detected the signal from the trigger module (if one was present), switched to 
a different radio channel and responded using a simple medium access control delay mechanism with 
a radio packet containing a unique identifier for the tag. The response was transmitted three times, 
again using a simple medium access control delay mechanism to help reduce collisions between 
packets from different tags. In the absence of a signal, the microcontroller returned all components to 
a low power sleep state until the next listening window 6 s later. Predicted battery life in the absence 
of a trigger signal is over one year, but each transmission triggered will reduce the battery life by 
around one hour. Responses from the tags were recorded by the UAV mounted receiver module 
which used a HopeRF RFM69W radio transceiver, a Quectel L86 GPS receiver (Quectel, Xuhui 
District, Shanghai, China) and an ATMega328P microcontroller (Microchip Technology Inc, 
Chandler, Arizona, USA). The microcontroller decoded the packets received from the RFID tag and 
saved the tag unique identifier, latitude and longitude of the receiver and timestamp to a removable 
microSD memory card. With a clear line-of-sight and using a 10mW transmitter power in both 
directions (from trigger to tags and tags to receiver), the range achievable varied between 500 m and 
800 m. Total weight for the system on the UAV was 195 g; this included; receiver box (115 g), 
trigger (80 g), batteries, and cable ties, etc. Each RFID tag weighed 9 g.  At the time of writing, the 
estimated cost was £160 (£135 for receiver, £25 for trigger) with each RFID tag priced at just under 
£12.  
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3.2.2.2 UAV set up and RFID tag system integration 
Multi-rotor: The platform was a DJI Phantom 3 professional (DJI, Nanshan District, Shenzhen, 
China). The receiver and tag trigger were mounted onto opposing ends of a 1 m long fiberglass rod, 
which in turn was cabled tied to the two landing stands on the drone (Figure 3.3). The UAV was 
operated autonomously using the PIX4D capture app (PIX4D, Lausanne, Switzerland) on an Iphone 
5S (Apple Inc., Cupertino, California, United States).  
 
Fixed-wing: The UAV set-up was similar to that of (Ryan et al. 2015). The UAV airframe was a 
Skywalker X8 (Skywalker; Hubei, P.R. China). Autonomous flight capability was used 
(http://ardupilot.com/); this provided flight stabilisation, altitude control (including terrain following), 
and GNSS navigation. The tag trigger and receiver were located on opposite wing tips, with each 
accompanied by a single rechargeable 300 mAh LiPo cell as a power source, which could provide ~2 
hours of use (Figure 3.3). The receiver was encased in a small plastic container wrapped with 
aluminium foil, except for directly above the GNSS module, as initial testing revealed considerable 
radio interference from the fixed wing UAV avionics. Additional shielding was also fitted over the 
speed controller and electrical cables to the motor. The receiver case was bolted onto the wing tip, 
whilst the tag trigger was attached using cables ties, and the join further strengthened using cross-
weave tape.   
Figure 3.2 Custom built radio-frequency 
identification tag. 
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3.2.2.3 Static accuracy and the effect of UAV flight speed 
Multi-rotor: Eighteen RFID tags were split into three groups which were each placed at three different 
locations ~200 m apart (n = 6 per group), with every tag within each group equally spaced within a 1 
m2 area. Additionally, two GNSS loggers (Ystumtec Ltd, Aberystwyth, United Kingdom) were 
present in each group to provide a reference location for each group. The flight grid consisted of a 
four-line grid encompassing a 650 x 230 m area. Twelve flights were conducted in total at three 
different flight speeds based on percentage speed potentials of the DJI Phantom 3 pro, according to 
the PIX4D capture app, at 70% (~5.3 m/s), 80% (~8.5 m/s) and 100% (~14.5 m/s) of the maximum 
capable speed. Flight altitude was set to 100 m for all flights. 
 
Fixed-wing: Fixed-wing UAVs are limited by their stall speed. In addition, wind speed affects 
performance, and thus it was impractical to attempt to test at varying speeds.  Therefore, the accuracy 
of the tags was only assessed at a single target groundspeed set to 18 m/s. Twelve tags were placed (7 
scattered; 5 within a 1 m2 area) in a 3.69 ha field, and GPS location referenced (MyGPSCoordinates 
Figure 3.3 DJI Phantom 3 Pro with radio-frequency (RF) system mounted along a plastic rod 
attached to under carriage (top left). Skywalker X8 with RF system attached on wing tips (top right).  
RF receiver mounted inside foil wrapped box on X8 wing tip (bottom left). Tag trigger mounted on 
X8 wing tip (bottom right). 
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app; Kevin Willet, TappiApps) (reported accuracy +/-5m). A flight grid was created ~960 x 960 m 
(92 ha) in size, which included 19 lines at a spacing of 50 m, and flight altitude set to 100 m.  
 
3.2.2.4 Attaching RFID tags to the sheep 
Ethical approval was obtained for animal trials. The work described was conducted in accordance 
with the requirements of the UK Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986 and with the approval of 
the IBERS Animal Welfare and Ethical Review Board. The work was also discussed with UK Home 
Office inspectors during routine visits. Thirteen Herdwick sheep (Ovis aries) were selected for tag 
application. Of the 13 sheep, two had a single tag attached to each of their horns, nine had a tag 
attached to one of their ears, and two had tags attached to collars fitted around their necks. In 
attaching tags to the horns, tags were first dipped in IMPACT adhesive glue (Bostik Ltd, Stafford, 
United Kingdom), placed on top of the horn facing skywards, wrapped with a crepe bandage, then 
secured with a layer of RHINO cross weave fabric tape on top (Ultratape House, Dundee, UK).  Each 
ear tag was secured to the outside edge of an existing ‘loop’ management tag using two cable ties.  
When attached to collars the tags were cable tied to the back of the collar facing upwards.  The sheep 
were held in the same 3.69 ha field where the fixed UAV accuracy testing was undertaken.  A similar 
flight grid was created (~960 x 960 m) and flight altitude set to 100 m. A total of 7 missions were 
completed over a two-week period.  
 
3.2.2.5 Data analysis 
Duplicate hits (as a result of the tag sending three responses per transmission) that shared the same 
position were deleted. Any duplicate responses that occurred after GNSS update were treated as 
standalone responses as they had differing locations to the first response in the package. Only hits 
received along the grid lines were used, removing any that were recorded during launch/landing. 
Mean coordinates (Lat/Long) of each individual tag were subsequently calculated in open source GIS 
software (Qgis vers 2.12.3 Lyon). For assessing static accuracy, distance (in m) between each 
calculated tag mean coordinate (Lat2, Long2) and known GNSS location (Lat1, Long1) was 
completed in Microsoft Excel using the following formula, which is based on the Spherical Law of 
Cosines: 
 
𝑎𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑙𝑎𝑡1) ∗ 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑙𝑎𝑡2) + 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑙𝑎𝑡1) ∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑙𝑎𝑡2) ∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔2 − 𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔1)) ∗ 6371 
 
UAV speed for each run was calculated using a custom-made script programmed in C++. The 
distance and time between each consecutive ear tag detection within a run was calculated, and speed 
consequently derived (m/s) for each observation. Subsequently, a mean speed (m/s) for each 
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individual tag ID was formulated.  
 
Statistical analyses were performed using R Studio (R version 3.6.1) (Team 2013). The packages 
MASS (Bates et al., 2014) and lme4 (Venables & Ripley, 2002) were required. The 95th percentile of 
the data was used as a measure of overall static accuracy.  
 
Three regression analyses were performed. Firstly, in order to assess the relationship between 
accuracy (a positive, skewed, continuous variable), speed (continuous variable with values roughly 
close to 5 m/s, 8 m/s, 14 m/s and 18 m/s) and number of hits, gamma regression was used with speed 
and number of hits as explanatory variables. The functional form (i.e. whether higher order terms for 
hits was required) was motivated by local polynomial regression. Secondly, a (gamma) mixed effects 
model was used to provide an estimate of between-tag variability in accuracy. Thirdly, in order to 
assess the relationship between hits (an overdispersed count variable [mean = 21.84, variance = 
400.82]) and speed, negative binomial regression was used. The Akaike information criterion (AIC) 
(comparing the model for hits predicted by speed, and a model for hits including only an intercept) 
was used to assess whether speed explained variability in the number of hits. 
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3.2.3 Results  
The R95 parameter was calculated to be 58.5 m (n =175, M=29.6 m, SE=1.46) (Figure 3.4).   
 
 
 
Figure 3.4 A boxplot and histogram of the static accuracy measurements, defined as the distance 
between each calculated tag mean coordinate produced from the RF system data, and known position 
of the RFID tags. The vertical red dotted line shows the R95 parameter with a value of 58.5 m. 
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Table 3.1 Gamma regression output with speed and number of hits as explanatory variables. Variable 
hits were scaled and centred to avoid co-linearity issues. Only terms for hits were statistically 
significant. 
 Estimate SE t value p value 
(Intercept) 3.11 0.12 25.81 <0.001 
Speed 0.01 0.01 0.91 0.36 
Hits -8.9x10-3 3.9x10-3 -2.29 0.02 
Hits Squared 3.7x10-4 8.1x10-5 4.63 <0.001 
 
The multivariate analysis showed hits to be a more important variable in determining accuracy than 
speed: terms for hits were statistically significant (Table 3.1), whereas speed was not statistically 
significant after accounting for effects of variation in hits. However, speed will influence the number 
of hits (Table 3.2): higher speeds tend to result in fewer hits, as shown in Figure 3.5. Figure 3.6 shows 
the observed relationship (as estimated by local polynomial regression) between static accuracy and 
number of hits, where lower values of accuracy imply better accuracy. Mean accuracy improves as 
the number of hits increases, but only up to around 40 hits. Thereafter, the mean accuracy declines for 
a larger number of hits. Beyond 40 hits, the limited data available means the estimated fit should be 
viewed with caution. 
 
Table 3.2 AIC scores for the negative binomial models for the number of hits. Including variable 
speed vastly improves model fit, suggesting speed explains variability in the number of hits. 
Model df AIC 
Intercept and Speed 3 1349.57 
Only Intercept 2 1433.14 
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Figure 3.5 Effect of UAV speed (m/s) on observed number of hits (i.e. each successful package 
received from an RFID tag) by the RF tracking system.    
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Figure 3.6 Effect of number of hits (i.e. each successful package received from an RFID tag) on 
observed static accuracy (i.e. distance between each calculated tag mean coordinate produced from 
the RF system data, and known position of the RFID tags) of the 175 data points (m). The black line 
shows the observed relationship between the mean accuracy and number of hits as estimated by local 
polynomial regression, and the dotted lines are 95% confidence intervals. Between 10 and 40 hits 
generally gave acceptable accuracy. Beyond 40 hits, the limited data available means the estimated fit 
should be viewed with caution. 
 
All the RFID tags attached to the management ear tags of the sheep (n=9) and one attached to the 
collars were still in place at the end of the experiment (n=2), however none of those attached to the 
horns (n = 2) remained. The tags that fell off did so before the first flight had been undertaken. Of the 
10 still attached to the sheep, 9 worked with 100% consistency across all 7 recorded missions, while 
one failed after two missions. Tag response reliability was therefore calculated as 93% (100/70*65).    
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3.2.4 Discussion 
3.2.4.1 System accuracy 
It was reasoned that the variance witnessed in the data is likely due to component variation and 
suspected temperature compensation issues with the RF components, which remain to be fully 
quantified in future work. That said, including a random effect to assess variability between tags, the 
estimated between-ID tag variance was 0, indicating no between tag variability (i.e. no individual tag 
was inherently more accurate than another). Overall, the comparatively high level of accuracy 
achieved as a low-cost RF based system likely outweighs the observed variation in precision. Though 
further work is required, the results indicate that in considering static accuracy, increasing the number 
of hits (either by decreasing the time between pings transmitted on the tag trigger/or decreasing UAV 
speed) are key factors worth exploring.  
 
3.2.4.2 Considerations and critiques for using the system 
Since positioning is calculated from first to last response of each individual tag within the flight, only 
a time period and not a precise time point can be ascribed to calculated position, with the length of the 
time period depending on the size of the flight grid being performed.  Used in conjunction with GNSS 
systems (e.g. tracking collars), clarity could be improved. For example, GNSS tracking of a small 
number of animals would provide a high number of consistent recordings over a time period, whereas 
the UAVRTS could deliver a lower temporal number of ‘snapshot’ recordings for the entire group of 
animals. A critique of the system could be that flights would only likely occur in fair/moderate 
weather conditions, and therefore recordings would not represent distribution under all 
meteorological circumstances. Therefore, having GNSS trackers present at the same time would also 
help by providing data for instances where the UAVRTS could not.   
 
When preparing flight grids, specifics such as line width are comparatively minor considerations 
relative to the need for grid to be large enough, and the tag trigger power to be low enough for the 
UAV to be able to fly out of range of the tags. A criticism of this system could be that a rough radius 
of all combined tags in an area must be known in order to construct a grid to cover them all. When 
used on ungulates (who typically herd), or in conjunction with GNSS trackers already on the ground, 
this may be more easily definable. Furthermore, the use of quick reconnaissance flights could be used 
to identify the spread of the target group. Another limitation is that although fixed-wing UAVs are 
capable of a large range the maximum grid size may be limited by the UAV operating regulations of 
the respective country. Though beyond visual line of sight (BVLOS) authorisation has the potential to 
extend the operational capability, this is still a developing framework in many countries and therefore 
may not be immediately accessible. Under current circumstances flying adjacent grids of a legal size 
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in succession is a workable alternative. Finally, concern has arisen in the literature with regard to the 
use of UAVs in animal studies, and the effect this may have on animal behaviour. A variety of 
experiments have assessed the effect of UAVs on a range of target species (Ditmer et al. 2015; Vas et 
al. 2015; McEvoy, Hall & McDonald 2016; Rümmler et al. 2018). The consensus from these papers 
is that whether a UAV will disturb the target animals will depend on many factors (e.g. operational 
altitude, survey design, UAV design, target species). In the majority of publications, there were no 
behavioural response on their target species above low altitude (~30-50m). In one study (Vas et al. 
2015), the authors even remarked about the ability to fly their UAV as close as 4 m from the birds 
without any detectable behavioural response. With the regard to long term exposure concerns, 
(Rümmler et al. 2018) actually observed evidence of habituation to UAVs. Within the experience of 
conducting UAV flights in this study, no obvious change in behaviour was witnessed at any point as a 
result of the UAV. It can be agreed that observing good UAV practice and awareness of the target’s 
behaviour when using UAVs is important and necessary to avoid any potential disturbance.  
 
3.2.4.3 Further research 
Though the viability of this system across multiple UAV platforms has been demonstrated with 
considerations for its use provided, several key issues would benefit from further research and 
development. The system’s performance in situations where animals may be in shaded/covered 
locations (e.g. woodlands, rocky areas) needs to be investigated before it is deployed in such 
circumstances.  In addition, integration of the RF system with the UAV autopilot modules would 
allow more sophisticated surveying methods, such as circling or slowing down when a tag is detected 
in order to increase accuracy further. 
 
3.2.4.4 Conclusions for the developed UAVRTS 
This study presents the first-cross platform compatible UAVRTS. Its flexibility and low-cost nature, 
together with the degree of accuracy achievable and proven ability to be utilised on mammals 
demonstrate its readiness as a field ready tool. Though applicable in many environments/situations, in 
the larger context of movement ecology, the current suitable applications of this system would be: 1) 
the tracking of large ungulate herds; or 2) target animals which are located in enclosures or have 
defined home range areas. 
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3.2.5 Using the UAVRTS within the current PhD study 
While the validation of the UAVRTS technology was ultimately successful, the reality was that it 
took the first 24 months of the study to complete. By which point most of the limited budget in the 
study had been exhausted, as well as a considerable amount of time. As such, large-scale tracking of 
all the animals on the sites was not possible within the current study lifetime. As it became apparent 
that the developed UAVRTS solution could not deliver the animal location data required to achieve 
the main PhD and chapter objectives, additional options had to be explored.   
Though a number of issues with GNSS tracking were outlined in the chapter introduction, it was 
decided that tailoring GNSS hardware solutions to the required experimental design of the study 
could prove effective in capturing the data required for completing the biological objectives. It also 
could result in novel approaches to both implementation and data handling, which could be beneficial 
to the wider animal tracking literature.   
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3.3 Collecting GNSS data efficiently, and processing the data 
3.3.1 Global navigation satellite systems 
3.3.1.1 The underutilisation of GNSS in livestock tracking studies 
Over the past 25 years, global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) (e.g. GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, 
BeiDou) have become a key tool for scientists wishing to study distribution of animals. The 
resolution attainable, both spatially and temporally make it the most utilised method for studying 
ungulate movement (Anderson, Estell & Cibils 2013). However, making optimal use of this 
technology is not often achieved, as researchers and conservationists alike regularly struggle to 
maximise the operational capability of the tracking devices given two chief constraints of GNSS 
collars already outlined: hardware cost, and battery life.  
3.3.1.2 The rise of low cost GNSS loggers 
As alluded to previously, high individual unit costs of tracking units often correlates with low 
numbers of animals being tracked (Allan et al. 2013; McGranahan, Geaumont & Spiess 2018), and 
thereby the positional information of only a few individuals being used to represent whole herd/group 
movements (Anderson, Estell & Cibils 2013). Given the high price of many commercially available 
GNSS units, not only has their use been mainly restricted to research studies on a low number of 
sampled individuals, but their potential as monitoring devices for land managers, used with either 
wildlife or livestock, has also largely been unrealised. The unit price of commercial tracking collars 
(~£500-1500 depending on specifications) often exceeds that of the subject animal itself many times 
over (particularly when tracking livestock). As a result, in recent years increasing interest has been 
given to the development of open source Arduino based GNSS loggers (Cain & Cross 2018; 
McGranahan, Geaumont & Spiess 2018), with the goal of making them low-cost and customisable. 
Detailed information on their construction is available, and with low reported hardware costs of $40  
(Cain & Cross 2018) and $125 USD (£32 and £100 at the time of writing) (McGranahan, Geaumont 
& Spiess 2018) reported respectively, and with a static accuracy (95th percentile) of 4.0 m (based on 
logged positions at 20‐s intervals for 90 min) (McGranahan, Geaumont & Spiess 2018), these loggers 
present an attractive option for scientists and practitioners going forward.  
3.3.1.3 Balancing battery life with the data required through mixed frequency scheduling 
The second constraint of using GNSS loggers is battery life, particularly in longer term studies (e.g. 
wildlife studies) where regular collar retrieval (for battery recharging) is not possible. The key 
implication of this is the effect on the sampling frequency used for GNSS recordings, the simple 
notion being that the longer the dormant intervals between recordings, the more battery life conserved 
and therefore the longer the study may persist.  
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Within GNSS tracking studies, the option of scheduling for different recording frequencies within the 
same experimental session is not one that is typically exploited, with studies often only using a set 
interval recording rate throughout. Given that higher recording rates consume more battery life, the 
interval length is often dictated by how often the loggers can be retrieved (so that batteries may be 
recharged or replaced), with recording intervals of 5 min through to several hours being commonly 
used. However, as the length of the interval between recordings increases there is typically a 
corresponding decrease in the accuracy of GNSS tracking units themselves (Swain, Wark & Bishop-
Hurley 2008). This is primarily due to the configuration of the tracking units. Given GNSS units are 
put into a low power state when not recording, when they do activate for a new recording session, 
they require an amount of time to search for available satellites, and then refine their position. 
However, units often have a set amount of time (‘window’) in which to do this (90-240 secs often) 
before switching off again to save battery. If the last recording session was relatively recent (e.g. a 
few mins to a few hours before), the position of the satellites will not have changed drastically and 
therefore the ‘time to first fix’ (TTFF) will be quick, which leaves more time for the refinement of the 
GNSS position, and therefore better accuracy. This is termed a ‘warm or hot’ start (depending on the 
exact interval length between recordings). If, however the interval length is great (e.g. hours or days), 
then it will take longer to search for possible satellites and collect information from them (‘almanac’). 
This will therefore result in a slower TTFF, and therefore the refinement period will be shorter, which 
will typically lead to less accurate positioning. Though lengthening the GNSS window time would 
lead to more accurate positioning even for longer interval lengths, this obviously decreases the battery 
life. Therefore, having a GNSS window time which delivers reasonable accuracy with modest battery 
consumption is usually the opted compromise. Mixed frequency scheduling therefore offers another 
advantage. If, for example a high frequency recording rate of 1 position per second was recorded for 5 
min, then the total GNSS window for this time would be ~five min. This would obviously consume 
more battery, but if placed at the beginning of a cold start session, this would have the benefit of 
ensuring that sufficient accuracy is achieved whilst maximising the amount of data collected. The use 
of a mixed frequency recording schedule of low and high intensity resolution data can therefore offer 
a useful compromise between extending battery life and maintaining accuracy. Different frequency 
data can also be used for different analyses (Figure 3.7) which when used effectively can complement 
each other. For example, low temporal resolution spatial data over a given period can be used to 
define the overall area utilised by a given individual, whilst embedded periods of intensive recordings 
deliver the required resolution to infer the behavioural aspects of an animal within the same sampling 
period (Rutter 2007).  
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Figure 3.7 Spatiotemporal scales of different frequency recordings and the respective insights they 
can provide into movement ecology of an animal.  
 
3.3.1.4 Why classify animal behaviour?  
The behavioural classification of animal movement (e.g. foraging, moving, resting)  can be used to 
measure the effect of different physiological (e.g. parasite burden or parturition) and environmental 
pressures (e.g. climatic conditions) on individual animals (Dobos et al. 2015). It can present a 
different angle to other analytical options by allowing the response of an animal to its environment to 
be considered rather than vice versa. By its very nature, behavioural classification is also not typically 
burdened by the concern of autocorrelation which makes it ideal for high frequency data recording. 
Though studies often use 5, 10, or even 20 min interval data (Ungar et al. 2005; Putfarken et al. 2008; 
Swain, Wark & Bishop-Hurley 2008; Dobos et al. 2015), using 1s interval data is ultimately best as it 
does not assume a movement pattern between recordings.  This is because animal movements 
between position samples almost always rely on a straight-line estimation. This therefore creates the 
assumption that animals are moving in linear fashion between recorded points, which means that the 
longer the intervals between recordings, the greater the likelihood of error in the behaviour inferred. 
Secondly, given GNSS window lengths for a single fix are often 90-240s and therefore the units are 
activated and consuming power anyway, collecting as higher frequency data as possible is an efficient 
way of maximising the amount of data collected for battery used. 
3.3.1.5 Why complex models are not suitable for many situations 
Inferring animal behaviour can often be done on a visual basis (Torres et al. 2017), especially when 
viewed with environmental layers (e.g. basemaps, vegetation classifications) which can help inform 
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on any assigned behaviour by providing context to the movement area. However, this can be subject 
to human bias, is labour intensive, and is therefore only realistically suited towards small datasets 
(either containing few animals, or short sampling durations), or as a ground-truthing tool. Automated 
behavioural classifications methods are therefore preferable for most data sets. However, many of the 
quantitative methods of inferring behaviour in use (e.g. Bayesian state-space models, hidden Markov 
models) exist primarily as research tools, and are often statistically complex, and require a good level 
of programming ability. Without the necessary specialist skill and knowledge, adopting one of these 
methods can be prohibitively challenging. As mentioned previously, in the case of livestock-based 
tracking, many studies are undertaken in applied situations and by conservationists, land managers 
etc., and therefore the use of such classification methods are often restrictive.  
An alternative approach of using animal velocity as a metric to help discern behaviour is one which 
has been well adopted (Putfarken et al. 2008; Dobos et al. 2015). Whilst arguably cruder than other 
methods (as they do not assess behavioural patterns, but simply use velocity), it has often proved to 
be accurate and succinct in the studies where it has been employed. Furthermore, since this method 
lacks strong transferability between taxa, given that it requires prior knowledge of the subject 
animal’s behavioural status at different velocities, this approach ensures that appropriate ground-
truthing needs to take place in cases when a new type of animal is being studied. Though initially 
more practically laborious, this adds a level of rigour to the analysis compared to other methods that 
may not so obviously require taxon-specific information.    
3.3.1.6 Developing a GNSS tracking solution and processing tools 
In summing up the points considered in this part, it was considered that using low-cost loggers, either 
from an open source design or through self-build construction was the most suitable way of 
maximising the number of individuals tracked, and best way to improve sample representation. 
Secondly, it was determined that using mixed frequency scheduling would be the best compromise 
between the need to conserve battery life whilst collecting sufficient data to provide meaningful 
outputs from analyses undertaken. Finally, it was concluded that many of analyses currently available 
for inferring animal behaviour are complex in their use, and that using a velocity based metric 
approach would be sufficient for this study and others where land practitioners would seek to utilise 
it. 
With all this considered, a number of experimental objectives were created in order to best reflect 
these conclusions within the GNSS tracking operations of the study. The first objective was to 
produce low-cost GNSS loggers which would have mixed frequency scheduling capability and design 
a schedule that could last the whole tracking sessions between handling opportunities on both sites 
(~50 days). The second objective was to create software that could automate and simplify the data 
handling from these loggers: 1) by separating different temporal resolution data within a single data 
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set; and 2) by infer resting, foraging and moving behaviour from the subsequent high-resolution data 
generated. The software would need to be quick and simple to use, and require no previous 
programming ability, with detailed instructions provided for its use. 
3.3.2 Logger design and deployment results 
3.3.2.1 Logger design 
The GNSS loggers used were custom-built in order to provide low power, schedulable logging at a 
low cost. They were built around the ATMega328P microcontroller on a custom PCB that used a 
Quectel L86 GNSS module and a low-cost Sparkfun OpenLog micro-SD data logger. The 
microcontroller was programmed to read a schedule from a plain text file on the micro-SD card and to 
subsequently collect data at the intervals specified. The data was saved as plain text to the micro-SD 
card and could then subsequently be accessed by the user from any conventional computer using a 
micro-SD card reader. The schedule file allowed for 3 different patterns to be used simultaneously. 
For example, the first schedule might collect 1 min of data every hour, the second might collect 1 min 
of data every 10 min between 6 am and 6 pm, and the third might collect data continuously for 1 h on 
every 10th day of deployment. The loggers were powered from a rechargeable 1500mAh lithium 
polymer battery and were housed in a rugged plastic box that was attached to a flexible collar. When 
logging over extended periods the power consumption was approximately 0.015mAh per log entry, 
which when combined with a small continuous background current results in approximately 50,000 
log entries from a 6-week deployment. 
3.3.2.2 Test environment 
Tracking operations were undertaken at the two upland moorland sites in mid Wales: Ffridd Fawr at 
RSPB Lake Vyrnwy (73 ha, 52.797790, - 3.576938) and Penglaneinon hill in the Elan Valley (111 ha, 
52.253826, - 3.614791), between May and July 2018. Ten Welsh Mountain sheep were collared, and 
subsequently tracked at each site, resulting in a total of 20 tracked individuals. Given that the rate of 
travel boundaries for different behavioural classifications had already been validated for sheep and 
proven to be of high accuracy (87%) by Putfarken et al (2008), and further tested by Dobos et al 
(2015), their boundary values were deemed suitable for this study. Due to the size of the sites and the 
difficulty of the terrain, practical necessity dictated that handling of the sheep took place only when 
existing management operations occurred, i.e. collar deployment when sheep were placed on the sites 
and removal during shearing time. The length of the corresponding tracking sessions was 45 d at 
Ffridd Fawr and 49 d at Penglaneinon. The schedule implemented on the loggers was similar for all 
tracked animals at both sites: hourly recordings for 7 d, followed by an eighth intensive day where 1 s 
recordings were taken for the first 5 min of each hour, followed by recordings once every 5 min for 
the rest of the hour. The configuration of mixed frequency recordings of high (1 s), medium (5 min), 
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and low (1 h) resolution data was chosen to explore the utility of each frequency level, as well as 
ensure sufficient battery life for the whole recording session. 
3.3.2.3 Logger deployment results 
Of the 20 collars deployed, 11 were still recording data on removal. Of the nine no longer recording, 
7 loggers contained partially recorded data ranging from 1 to 45 d, whilst 2 loggers failed to record 
any data. Six of these loggers were found with either dislodged SD cards or batteries, a further two 
were thought to have suffered malfunctions during hardware assembly, and a final collar suffered 
water damage due to rainwater ingress on a faulty logger housing. Despite the mixed success of the 
logger assembly (which was anticipated given their experimental nature), the battery consumption 
performance was as anticipated. 
The data was found to be correctly recorded according to the specified schedule, meaning a total of 6 
intensive recording days at both sites as well as 42 and 46 d of 1 h interval recordings at Penglaneinon 
and Ffridd Fawr, respectively. However, it was noted that a number of the recordings in both the 
hourly and 1 s interval fixes contained ‘frozen’ coordinates (i.e. the logger had failed to refresh the 
location coordinates from one recording to the next). In the case of the hourly recordings this was 
found to be due to an error in the logger firmware which caused a failure in location updating. This 
was due to the way in which the firmware kept track of the age of the last acquired GNSS location. 
The logger used the microcontroller's clock to determine the time since the location was updated, and 
only caused a refresh when it was more than 3000ms old. When the microcontroller was asleep 
between logging events this caused the clock to stop running and therefore the GNSS data was 
deemed to be recent even when several hours old. This flaw was only an issue when the logger was 
running single point schedules for extended periods. Frozen coordinates in the 1 s recordings were 
found to have occurred due to a default speed threshold in the firmware of the GNSS module used. 
Under this function, new recordings were ignored if their distance from the previous recorded 
coordinates was small (<5m), thereby causing the modules to default to previous values.  The 
intention of this function is to minimise likely GNSS noise when the logger is in a static position, 
however it is unsuited in studies such as this where the behavioural classification relies on the 
detection of small movements.   
In the case of both the hardware and firmware flaws witnessed in this study, it can be argued that 
extensive pre-testing before the main deployment would identify many of errors associated with 
logger deployment in this study. However, these errors typify those often observed when using 
custom-built open-source loggers, where in reality the level of pre-testing undertaken will more often 
than not still result in undetected flaws being present when main deployment takes place. It is 
therefore essential that users are vigilant when viewing the raw data for any inconsistences which 
could indicate irregular recordings. However, given the number of recoding points for a single logger 
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in a tracking session can be in 10’s of thousands or even millions (indeed, a complete recording 
sequence for the first Penglaneinon session was ~45,000 recordings) it is therefore imperative to 
include filters and quality checks within the data processing software used. 
The need to be certain of the data integrity was a key motivation for developing data processing tools 
in this study. It became clear that the checks for data consistency would exist in the form of a series of 
customisable parameters, which should have the capacity to be easily altered by a non-programmer. 
Given the difficulties in identifying easy to use behavioural inference tools within the literature, it 
was decided that the behavioural analysis of the high frequency data could be integrated with the data 
processing tools within the software to allow quick, complete processing flow from raw data to 
processed outputs. This was the basis for the creation of Beferrer (an amalgamation of behavioural 
inference).  
3.3.3 Beferrer design, functions, and parameters configurable 
The Beferrer application (https://github.com/NealSnooke/Beferrer.git) created is a cross-platform 
JAVA-based application that runs on directly on the command line of recent versions of Windows, 
Linux, and Mac OS. The application is split into two primary functions. Firstly, it imports raw 
tracking data, removing any erroneous lines containing non-standard data or illegal characters.  It 
sorts the data according to the mixed frequency recordings (e.g. 1 s, 1 h) present. The application 
accepts comma delimited text files as input, with each valid line containing four items: latitude, 
longitude, date, time. Latitude and longitude are decimals. Dates are in dd/mm/yyyy format and times 
in hh: mm: ss format. An example of a valid line of data is: 52.439037, - 3.993740, 27/5/2018, 
10:5:54.  Any lines that do not contain four items in this format are ignored.  
This first function was also compiled into a separate second programme called ‘Schedsplitter’ (an 
amalgamation of Schedule splitter), so that users wishing simply to separate the different frequency 
data for other analyses could do so without needing to produce the behavioural inference results.    
The second function is to then separate data by chosen interval intensity into named behavioural 
classification classes (e.g. moving, foraging, and resting). The entire pipeline is customisable with 18 
input parameters configurable. Broadly these are summarised in the following (See appendix A.3 for 
full parameter list). 
3.3.3.1 Activity 
Firstly, the considered time resolution of the data for analysis may be configured (-g,--GroupTime 
<min:max>). Each sequential set of coordinates that satisfies a stated range is considered a sample 
group, i.e. a track segment that includes movements between min and max secs duration. This allows 
sample group sequences to be extracted from mixed resolution data sets.  Following this, the distance 
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between each set of coordinates and the next are calculated using the Haversine Formula, velocities 
(m/s) are then determined, and behavioural states classed according to pre-defined velocity rates. 
Though initially designed for livestock, the application is non-taxon specific. Any specific rate of 
travel values, where known for different behavioural classifications of an animal, may be inputted (-
a,--Activity <b1,s1,b2,s2...>). Finally, though a behavioural class is allocated between each sequential 
set of coordinates, it is also possible to average the movement speed over a specified period of time (-
m,--MovementAverage <time>). This feature is useful for users wishing to define the length of 
behavioural periods most suitable for their specific study. For example, in assessing grazing areas, 
where short resting/moving phases between grazing segments are often included in grazing periods 
3.3.3.2 GNSS error/irregularities 
Beferrer also features a number of parameters to help limit potential GNSS logger error and 
irregularities in their recordings. This primarily corresponds to the accuracy of recordings relative to 
their true location, and instances where readings are not recorded properly. Given that the velocity 
values of the differing behavioural classes are separated by such short distances (<1 m per m/s), and 
the reported standard accuracy for GNSS loggers without differential correction is typically greater 
than this (~10 m, though dependent on sampling rate), it is impossible to be completely certain that 
the distances between sequential set of coordinates are a result of animal movement and not GNSS 
error. However, in reality GNSS error in this study was most often observed as either single 
haphazard recordings which deviated greatly from the previous recordings, or as a whole series of 
recordings which were off-centre from a true movement track. The actual general structure of the 
tracks routinely remained true, and therefore confidence in the behavioural classes reflecting true 
animal movements could be had.  
Within Beferrer it is possible to set a velocity threshold, whereby a data point will be removed if 
movement within adjacent points is above the specified value (-cg,--GlitchSpeed <speed>). This will 
however only remove a single point, and in the event of multiple erroneous high velocity recordings, 
a second parameter may be utilised whereby all movements before or after a movement greater than a 
specified speed are removed from each group (-gg,--TrimGroupBelowSpeed <speed>). The velocity 
threshold used may be derived from a known top speed of the study animal, or from a velocity where 
beyond which non-typical behaviour would likely ensue, and thereby may not be considered useful 
for the behavioural classifications being inferred. Assessing the velocity of a given animal across a 
recording session is one way of deciding this. For example in Table 3.3, for this study it was  
proposed that a speed threshold which was exceeded < 1% of the time to be a suitable cut-off point 
for minimising the likely encroachment of GNSS error in the data (4 m/s velocity threshold). 
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Table 3.3 Frequency of recordings in relation to velocity from the moving data of 10 collared sheep 
at Penglaneinon (23/05/18-11/07/18). Velocities were calculated using 1-2 sec interval data. All 
stationary recordings were removed so only moving points were considered  
Velocity (m/s) Frequency Percentage of total 
frequency (%) 
Accumulated 
percentage (%) 
0-1 136210 86.97957 86.97957 
1-2 14861 9.489783 96.46935 
2-3 3243 2.070881 98.54023 
3-4 1250 0.798212 99.33845 
4-5 632 0.403576 99.74202 
5-6 189 0.12069 99.86271 
6-7 111 0.070881 99.93359 
7-8 30 0.019157 99.95275 
8-9 28 0.01788 99.97063 
9-10 22 0.014049 99.98468 
10-11 8 0.005109 99.98979 
11-12 8 0.005109 99.9949 
12-13 4 0.002554 99.99745 
13-14 1 0.000639 99.99809 
14-15 3 0.001916 100 
 
It was also decided that optional parameters be included which can help mitigate against erroneous 
recordings that may be caused by firmware errors, such as frozen coordinates (as in the case of this 
study).  That said, the complication of these frozen recordings for inferring behaviour is that if it is 
suspected that a dataset contains recordings likely due to logger error (e.g. abnormally high 
proportion of resting periods, or resting periods extending for unusually long times for the study 
animal), it cannot be completely ascertained which exact stationary recordings are a result of error, or 
just an animal resting. The application does feature a parameter (-p,--PositionAverage <dist>) that 
averages position coordinates over a specified distance prior to generating movements. This has the 
effect of smoothing tracks in the presence of frozen points or even GNSS noise. When set to zero, this 
results in the combining of non-moving sequences into a single longer duration move. Nevertheless, 
users should be cautious in inferring behaviour in such situations, with clear consideration given to 
the appropriateness of using the data being based on the given circumstances. 
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Finally, in the scenario where animal movement is restricted to a physical boundary (e.g. fences) or 
animals have moved outside of the study area of interest, recordings outside a specified zone may be 
ignored (-c,--CoordinatesFence <N,W,S,E>).  
3.3.3.3 Temporal focus 
Beferrer also allows specific temporal analysis, which can be useful for users wishing to study 
behaviours at particular times of day, or for tracking behaviours across specified time periods (e.g. 
weeks, months). Designated time periods during a day are set by two parameters. The first ignores 
daily data before a specified time period (-cts,--StartTime <hh:mm:ss>), and the second (-cte,--
EndTime <hh:mm:ss>) after a specified time period.  Recordings before a specified date may also be 
ignored (-cds,--StartDate <dd/mm/yyyy>), as well as after (-cde,--EndDate <dd/mm/yyyy>). Both 
date/time parameters may be used concurrently.  
3.3.3.4 Ancillary 
Finally, several parameters exist to tailor the input of files into Beferrer and assist in its use. 
Individual text files may be inputted (-f,--File <name>), or a input folder/directory may be specified  
(-fd,--Folder <folder>) where multiple files maybe processed. Files within a folder will be selected 
according to the specified file extension type (-fs, - -Suffix <suffix>) (e.g. .txt, .csv). The full list of 
parameters can be printed on the command line to allow easy editing of commands (-h,--help), and 
detailed output of the processing steps can be provided for explanation, or debugging (-v,--Verbose) 
(though a summary of the processing steps is outputted anyway to the terminal).  
3.3.4 Beferrer outputs, and recommendations                                       
Output files are created in the same folder as the input data. These file names include a compact 
version of the (non-default) command line options to allow output to be easily preserved if the tool is 
run with different options. The main outputs include a delimited text file (.csv) for each behavioural 
class, as well as a combined file will all the classes included. Within each file; location information 
(lat, lon coordinates) between each sequential recordings, raw and averaged processing values used 
for inferring behaviour (duration (s), distance (m), velocity (m/s), average velocity, as well as the 
designated behavioural class are recorded. In addition, Beferrer also creates an optional data file for 
the widely used (free) GNUPLOT tool (http://www.gnuplot.info/) to allow quick sense checking of 
the results, particularly with regard to potential GNSS error. Assuming that GNUPLOT is correctly 
installed, the contents of the file prefixed 'gnuplot_commands' can be pasted onto the command line 
(after setting the working folder to the location of the output) to produce a .eps graph. This file 
contains the gnuplot commands and the relevant data, in plain text format and can be edited as 
desired, e.g. to change line widths, axis ranges, titles etc. Each time Beferrer is utilised, the chart may 
be produced using GNUPLOT.  
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Figure 3.8 GNUPLOT output from Beferrer demonstrating animal speed within each sample 
sequence throughout the recording period for collar 12 using interval data at 1-2 secs. GlitchSpeed (-
cg), set to 15 m/s, and TrimGroupBelowSpeed (gg) to 15 m/s. 
The chart above (Figure 3.8) demonstrates the speed of the animal during each group sequence 
through the dataset. It is particularly useful in highlighting potential GNSS error/other non-standard 
movement. Short sharp peaks most often represent single or momentary glitches caused by GNSS 
error which quickly normalise as the group time goes on. Longer, more smoothed peaks will more 
likely be due to consistent GNSS error in the recordings or even nonstandard behaviour on the part of 
the animal e.g. a flight response caused by the animal getting startled. In all cases, users may wish to 
mitigate the observed error/non-standard behaviour, and therefore can rerun the Beferrer application 
with parameters reconfigured (GlitchSpeed (-cg), and TrimGroupBelowSpeed (gg)) towards a lower 
velocity threshold (Figure 3.9).   
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Figure 3.9 GNUPLOT output from Beferrer demonstrating animal speed within each sample 
sequence throughout the recording period for collar 12 using interval data at 1-2 secs. GlitchSpeed (-
cg), set to 5 m/s, and TrimGroupBelowSpeed (gg) to 5 m/s (denoted by the red dashed line). 
 
The text file outputs of Beferrer may also be inputted directly into Geographical Information System 
software (GIS), which when viewed with other environmental layers, can be useful in further ground 
truthing the inferred behaviour points. Figure 3.10 exemplifies a processed sequence consisting of 1 s 
interval data. In this instance, an individual sheep is inferred to be fluctuating between walking and 
grazing along a stream whilst stopping twice at the waterside before continuing. Intuitive observation 
would conclude that the individual is browsing along the stream edge for a suitable place to uptake 
water. This appears more evident when closer examination reveals the animal to be near-stationary 
for 12 and 20 s respectively at the waterside edge. Though this type of analysis on its own can never 
provide absolute certainty, it does provide a degree of confidence in the output either way and is easy 
and quick to undertake.  
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Figure 3.10 Combined behavioural classes from a single 213 s sample sequence of 1-2 s interval data 
from collar 12. Behavioural classes are; Moving (Red), Grazing (Green) and Resting (Yellow). 
Baselayer = Mulitspectral orthmosaic from a Micasense Rededge camera mounted on an autonomous 
Skywalker X8 fixed wing UAV. 
 
GIS visualisation can also be used to compare the differences between raw (Figure 3.11) and 
averaged movement periods (Figure 3.12), and allow the user to form a judgement on whether it best 
to average the movement sequences or not, and if so which length of time might be suitable. In this 
example there appears to be little difference. The choice of whether to average the movement data 
will ultimately depend on the behavioural definitions used. For example, the concept of a ‘grazing 
period’ is subject to debate. It could be argued to include just the period where an animal has its 
mouth to the ground and is eating, however this would omit the premise of ‘browsing’, whereby an 
animal may walk within a grazed patch to select what to eat next. In truth, these definitions need not 
be fixed, and therefore as long as they are defined within the individual study, the movement average 
which best addresses the exact hypothesis concerned may be selected.      
Given the speed by which Beferrer may be operated, repeat iterations of application may be 
undertaken until a user is satisfied with the observed likely level of error as well the conformity of the 
spatial distribution, and preferred temporal scale.  
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Figure 3.11 Raw behavioural inference of 1-2 s interval data from 10 collared animals at 
Penglaneinon. Behavioural classes are: Moving (Red), Grazing (Green) and Resting (Blue). 
 
 
Figure 3.12 Averaged (30 s) behavioural inference using 1-2 s interval data from 10 collared animals 
at Penglaneinon. Behavioural classes are: Moving (Red), Grazing (Green) and Resting (Blue). 
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3.3.5 Section summary    
Logger cost and battery life have long been considerable constraints in animal tracking operations. 
The incorporation of scheduling capability into simple low cost loggers design, as demonstrated in 
this study, can mitigate these constraints. Understanding the non-academic nature of many 
conservation-related tracking situations, the development of the Beferrer application provides a 
compromise between the desire for accurate focused behavioural analysis and accessibility to non-
programmers. The level of customisation available in the application helps alleviate GNSS error and 
other erroneous recordings typical in these experimental low-cost loggers, whilst providing flexibility 
in the outputs available, and being widely applicable to tracking different animals in varied scenarios. 
The addition of the Schedsplitter application also allows a simple, quick and effective way of 
separating the recorded data into desired frequency intervals, which can then be used in further 
analysis.  
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3.4 Measuring grazing intensity across a site, and informing landscape 
decisions  
3.4.1 Informed management decisions  
The section will focus on addressing the fourth chapter objective (‘testing the uniformity of grazing 
intensity across a given site’), as well as provide examples to land practitioners of simple visual 
analyses which when combined with the behavioural classifications can help inform landscape based 
decision making.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The primary motivation for completing this objective was to investigate the effectiveness of LSU 
prescriptions which are used in many agri-environment schemes in the UK. One problem with the 
LSU approach is that it assumes uniformity in grazing intensity across a site. Were this not to be the 
case, the successful recovery of habitats would likely be stifled (as reported for the study sites used in 
this project). If sections of a given site are subject to over-grazing whereas others are being under-
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Figure 3.13 Flow chart of our proposed data handling and analyses steps. 
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grazed (or sometimes not grazed at all) then localised grazing pressure will deviate substantially from 
the prescribed levels. In order to adequately test this theory, existing analytical options were explored 
to see which could inform on site grazing intensity (i.e. home range analysis), whilst solutions were 
also developed to visualise intensity in relation to LSU values.     
Home range estimators are widely used tools within the literature and have been proved successful in 
measuring the utilisation distributions (UD) of animals. There are also many existing software 
packages which make them readily accessible, even for non-programmers (e.g. Geospatial Modelling 
Environment (GME)). Two of the most commonly used tools to assess animal home ranges are kernel 
density estimators (KDE) and minimum convex polygons (MCP). KDE work by using a distribution 
function to calculate density of space use (Worton 1989) in which home-range boundaries are built by 
joining sites with equal density. In contrast, MCP determines the smallest polygon encompassing all 
external locations in a data set, with all interior angles less than 180° (Girard et al. 2002). KDE is one 
of the most statistically efficient methods for probability estimation, supported by a wealth of 
statistical literature, and the inclusion of many refinements and extensions (Fleming & Calabrese 
2017). The use of MCP remains commonplace however (especially though the adapted local convex 
hull method), and related estimates have been used by many studies to draw conclusions about 
mammalian ranging behaviour (Nilsen, Pedersen & Linnell 2008). Its simplicity of use remains one 
of its major strengths (Burgman & Fox 2003).  
However, as alluded to in the introduction to this chapter, the matter of which home range estimators 
should be used under different scenarios is matter for debate (Walter, Onorato & Fischer 2015; Péron 
2019). The reasons for opting with these two methods in this study are as follows: 1) they are both 
simple, and easy to implement, and therefore suitable for land practitioners to use; 2) they are well 
recognised within the literature, and their effectiveness and flaws have been explored and 
documented in much detail; 3) while new third generation estimators such as auto-correlated kernel 
density analysis (AKDE) (Fleming et al. 2015) are capable of handling auto-correlated data), they are 
more difficult to implement. This leads to; 4) which is that rather than looking to infer specific 
behavioural or environmental interactions from these outputs alone, the aim is to simply compare 
differences in home range outputs from the two methods in how they infer grazing intensity across 
the two sites. Therefore, high precision in the home range estimation outputs is not required, and 
instead a more cautious use of them can be undertaken. This is line with Laver & Kelly (2008) who in 
their concluding remarks state ‘managers using home range estimates in their decision-making 
should closely review the estimation methods without carte blanche acceptance thereof’’.  
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3.4.2 Home range estimator methods 
Both KDE and MCP estimators  were implemented using the ‘adehabitatHR’ package (Calenge & 
Fortmann-Roe 2014) in R Studio (R version 3.6.1) (Team 2013). Other packages used included 
‘dplyr’ (Wickham et al. 2015), ‘sp’ (Pebesma et al. 2012), ‘raster’(Hijmans & van Etten 2016), 
‘rgeos’ (Bivand & Rundel 2017) and ‘data.table’ (Dowle et al. 2017). This code handled data 
processing and cleaning from raw data through to exported shape files from the home range 
estimators. The Schedsplitter.jar application was also called on during the analysis to separate the 
data into the desired intervals for processing. For the Ffridd Fawr site, only GNSS data from the first 
tracking session was included, as all the animals were swapped with a new flock at the end of the 
session (as per the farm’s management regime) and therefore there could be no continuity in the 
animals measured from the first session. At Penglaneinon, data from both tracking sessions was 
included for the individual animals. Two-hour interval data was used for the analyses, with these 
selected for two reasons. Firstly, in their study using cattle, Pertotto-Baldivieso et al (2012) found that 
auto-correlation between successive observations could be minimised if time intervals were separated 
by at least 2 h. Secondly, given the obvious range restrictions of the sites in this study (by being 
completely enclosed), it was reasoned that the animals at both sites could reasonably cover the whole 
range available to them within an hour, and therefore the 2 h interval length allowed for full site 
coverage between recordings. Given the issue of frozen coordinates within the hourly interval data, 
these 2 h intervals were extracted from the schedule’s eighth ‘intensive’ recording day as this data 
was intact. Therefore, a total of 12 recordings per 8 d was available for each animal. This resulted in a 
total of 359 observations for 7 sheep at Ffridd Fawr across a 49 d period (29/05/18- 16/07/18), and 
542 observations for 5 sheep at Penglaneinon across a 107 d period (29/05/18- 10/09/18). Home 
range estimations for both merged animal data, and on an individual animal basis were completed. 
The reference/default bandwidth (HREF) was selected for the KDE. Though 95%, and 50% isopleths 
are commonly selected to represent core and periphery areas of a home range, 10 percentile (i.e. 90, 
80, 70, 60, 50, 40, 30, 20, 10) isopleths were considered most suitable for both KDE and MCP 
calculations in this study, as it would better allow grazing intensity to be viewed.  
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3.4.3 Home range estimator results and discussion 
 
Figure 3.14 Combined Kernel density analysis at Ffridd Fawr site using 363 observations of 2 h 
interval data from 7 collared sheep. Isopleths are denoted in the legend in percentiles of 10, as well as 
the area (in ha) included for each isopleth. Base layer = narrowband RGB orthomosaic from UAV 
imagery.    
 
 
Figure 3.15 Combined Minimum convex polygon analysis at Ffridd Fawr site using 363 observations 
of 2 h interval data from 7 collared sheep. Isopleths are denoted in the legend in percentiles of 10, as 
well as the area (in ha) included for each isopleth. Base layer = narrowband RGB orthomosaic from 
UAV imagery.          
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Figure 3.16 Individual Kernel density analysis at Ffridd Fawr site using 2 h interval data from 7 
collared sheep. GNSS points matching the same colour as their individual home ranges are overlaid.   
Base layer = narrowband RGB orthomosaic from UAV imagery.    
    
Figure 3.17 Individual minimum convex analysis at Ffridd Fawr site using 2 h interval data from 7 
collared sheep. GNSS points matching the same colour as their individual home ranges are overlaid. 
Base layer = narrowband RGB orthomosaic from UAV imagery.    
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Figure 3.18 Combined Kernel density analysis at Penglaneinon site using 542 observations of 2 h 
interval data from 5 collared sheep. Isopleths are denoted in the legend in percentiles of 10, as well as 
the area (in ha) included for each isopleth. Base layer = narrowband RGB orthomosaic from UAV 
imagery.        
 
Figure 3.19 Combined minimum convex polygon analysis at Penglaneinon site using 542 
observations of 2 h interval data from 5 collared sheep. Isopleths are denoted in the legend in 
percentiles of 10, as well as the area (in ha) included for each isopleth. Base layer = narrowband RGB 
orthomosaic from UAV imagery.          
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Figure 3.20 Individual Kernel density analysis at Penglaneinon site using 2 h interval data from 5 
collared sheep. GNSS points matching the same colour as their individual home ranges are overlaid. 
Base layer = narrowband RGB orthomosaic from UAV imagery          
 
Figure 3.21 Individual minimum convex analysis at Penglaneinon site using 2 h interval data from 5 
collared sheep. GNSS points matching the same colour as their individual home ranges are overlaid. 
Base layer = narrowband RGB orthomosaic from UAV imagery          
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The outputs from both the MCP and KDE indicate that grazing intensity across both sites did not include 
the whole utilisable available areas. At Ffridd Fawr, both the MCP (Figure 3.15) and KDE (Figure 3.14) 
outputs indicate the combined home range for all the animals was absent for the top half (southern end) 
of the site. They differ slightly however in that the KDE indicates the presence of a second smaller 
home range cluster above a larger one below it, whereas the MCP only indicates one. In the individual 
home ranges at Ffridd Fawr, there appears to have been considerable overlap between home ranges. 
However, there is a noted difference between the individual MCP (Figure 3.17) and KDE (Figure 3.16) 
results for Ffridd Fawr in that the KDE suggests that for one sheep (collar 7) its home range extended 
into the top half of the site (northern side), where the MCP does not. At the Penglaneinon site, the 
combined KDE (Figure 3.18) and MCP (Figure 3.19) outputs differ in the respect that the KDE 
indicates the presence of two home ranges clusters, whereas the MCP suggests a single home range 
cluster to operate in the centre of the site. With regards to the individual home range estimates at 
Penglaneinon, unlike Ffridd Fawr there appears to be less overlap between the home ranges. Both the 
MCP (Figure 3.21) and KDE (Figure 3.20) indicate that two sheep in particular (collar 17 and 20) are 
likely occupying opposite ends of the site (north and south), whilst the remaining three sheep occupy 
the central area. This could suggest the presence of three potential home range clusters at least at 
Penglaneinon, though more data and individuals collared would be required to confirm this.  Finally, 
as we can see from Table 3.4, in all but three of 10 percentile isopleths, the KDE area was greater than 
the MCP estimates, though the difference at the lower percentiles was minimum, which suggests a 
strong level of consistency in the outputs. However, towards the higher percentile isopleths (80, 90, 
95), the degree of difference became far more apparent, which would suggest a lower level of certainty 
in the home range estimation at these increments. That said, at both sites it appears the inclusion of a 
second home range cluster in the KDE is likely to have contributed at least partially to this difference.       
 
Table 3.4 Comparison of kernel density estimation (KDE) and minimum convex polygons (MCP) 
analyses outputs from both study sites. Blue values in last column, where KDE outputs are greater 
than MCP outputs. Gold values in last column, where MCP outputs are greater than KDE outputs.  
Site Percentile (%) KDE area (ha) MCP area (ha) KDE – MCP 
(ha) 
 
 
 
 
Ffridd Fawr 
 
 
10 1.737859 2.08359319 -0.34573374 
20 4.929966 4.79048618 0.139480127 
30 7.940678 7.82197524 0.118702905 
40 11.69265 10.127832 1.564813257 
50 15.54438 13.6072756 1.937107324 
60 20.74205 17.6063521 3.13570127 
70 27.07908 20.9157459 6.163338892 
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80 33.33131 24.4807427 8.85057041 
90 44.36783 29.3295176 15.03831211 
95 55.38285 31.94779 23.43506 
 
 
 
 
Penglaneinon 
 
 
 
 
 
10 2.898938 2.12165427 0.777283789 
20 6.992676 5.72305857 1.26961748 
30 11.68018 9.28966409 2.390512891 
40 17.35795 16.1253964 1.232557642 
50 24.0425 24.1454208 -0.10291638 
60 32.14288 31.7905781 0.352304053 
70 42.71297 42.0845732 0.628394897 
80 57.05567 58.9814329 -1.92576013 
90 79.53098 71.083923 8.44705498 
95 96.6464 77.12527 19.52117927 
 
 
The results for home range analysis provide clear indication that the grazing pressure at both sites is 
not uniform. However, the isopleth nature of the home range analysis outputs does not provide 
suggestions as to how grazing intensity compares locally across a site. This is important, because to 
best inform on management decisions, we must be able to view grazing intensity at a local scale 
(which is difficult to do using isopleths). Also, in order to assess whether current management 
prescriptions are effective, there must be a comparison to the metric of which they are being applied - 
which in the case of the sites in this study and many others in the UK, is LSUs. 
 
3.4.4 Livestock unit estimator method 
A simple method of estimating true LSU coverage across a site was devised according to the 
positional locations recorded. Given the relevance of this output for land practitioners an easy, non-
programming based approach using the open-source GIS software QGIS (vers 3.4.15-‘Madeira’) 
(QGIS development team, Team 2016) was opted for. Firstly, a grid (1ha cell size (for LSU 
comparison)) was constructed (Vector - > Research tools - > Create Grid).  This grid was then clipped 
to the extent of the site using the site ‘mask’ (Vector - > Geoprocessing tools - > Clip). Area (in ha) 
was then calculated for a new column in the attribute table (layer properties - > Open Attribute Table 
- > Open Field Calculator (Expression-$Area/10000)). Next the 2 h interval GNSS data was loaded 
into QGIS (Layer - > Add Layer - > Add Delimited Text Layer), and the number of observations in 
each grid counted (Vector - > Analysis Tools - > Count Points in Polygon). Finally, to calculate 
LSU’s based on point density in the area of each grid, the below formula was created and applied into 
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a new column of the attribute table (layer properties - > Open Attribute Table - > Open Field 
Calculator (Expression-Equation); 
((NA/No)*Np)*LSUA)/A 
 
In this case, NA is the number of animals on a site (i.e. 180 in the case of both sites), whilst No is the 
number of recorded observations used (i.e. 542 for Penglaneinon, and 359 for Ffridd Fawr). Np is the 
number of observations calculated for each polygon (usually labelled ‘NUMPOINTS’ in the attribute 
table), whilst LSUA is the livestock unit value for an animal type used (i.e. sheep in our case = 0.15 
(using unit values from the agri-environment scheme ‘Glastir’)). Finally A is the area (in ha) 
calculated within the attribute column for each polygon grid cell.  
 
What this output provides is the cumulative LSU estimate per cell of all animals for the time period of 
the observations recorded (i.e. 107 days at Penglaneinon, and 49 days at Ffridd Fawr). Like LSU 
values, the values we use are calculated per hectare basis. Therefore, although all cells not on the 
edge of the site are a hectare in size, the size of cells along the site edge obviously vary and therefore 
the values within these are scaled to a per hectare estimation.     
 
3.4.5 Livestock unit estimator results and discussion 
 
Figure 3.22 LSU estimation at Ffridd Fawr site based on point in polygon counting using combined 
GNSS observations from all animals.  Internal grid cells = 1 ha. PR denotes the ‘prescribed range’ in 
LSUs for the site under ‘Glastir’ management.  
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Figure 3.23 LSU estimation at Penglaneinon site based on point in polygon counting using combined 
GNSS observations from all animals.  Internal grid cells = 1 ha. PR denotes the ‘prescribed range’ in 
LSUs for the site under ‘Glastir’ management.  
 
Table 3.5 Comparison of LSU estimations using GNSS data at both sites.  
 Ffridd Fawr Penglaneinon 
LSU range Number 
of cells 
Percentage 
(%) 
Number of cells Percentage 
(%) 
No presence 51 51.5 52 36.9 
Below prescribed 
range 
55 55.6 80 56.7 
Prescribed range 7 7.1 26 18.4 
Above prescribed 
range 
37 37.4 35 24.8 
Total number of cells 99  141  
 
 
 
The outputs of the LSU estimation concurred with those of the home range analysis in that grazing 
did not appear to include the whole site or be uniform in manner. At both sites (Figure 3.22 and 
Figure 3.23) the percentage of cells within the prescribed LSU range was low (18.4% and 7.1%). 
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Furthermore, the general indication at both sites is that they were generally under-grazed, given the 
percentage of cells with LSU values below the prescribed range was greater than the values above 
(56.7%/55.6% against 24.8%/37.4%). The main difference between the sites is that for Ffridd Fawr, 
92.7% of the cells (51/55) below the prescribed range contained no presence, whereas at 
Penglaneinon only 65% of the cells below the range had no presence.  
 
When viewed with the home range outputs (Figure 3.24 and Figure 3.25) a clear overlap between the 
two types of analyses is evident, and provides confidence in the interpretation. However, currently the 
points-in-polygon calculation for the LSU estimate does not account for the number of different 
individuals within a cell but only the density of points. Future work would therefore need to focus on 
deriving an alternative counting method which included a weighted approach to account for both 
number of individuals and their respective point density. Furthermore, the current method assumes a 
continuous grazing intensity over the entire tracking period, whereas in reality it could be that in some 
cases there is an intensive occupation period for a small amount of time (e.g. 24 hr.), whereas another 
cell may contain the same amount observations within a cell but these recordings span the whole 
observation period. Given the difference in effect short intensive grazing periods have on vegetation 
compared to longer lower intensity grazing (Johnson 1953; Adler, Raff & Lauenroth 2001) - 
accounting for the temporal intensity would also be a key improvement going forwards.   
 
Figure 3.24 LSU estimation at the Ffridd Fawr site with combined KDE contour lines representing 
10 percentile isopleths. LSU estimation was completed using point in polygon counting using 
combined GNSS observations from all animals.  Internal grid cells = 1 ha.  
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Figure 3.25 LSU estimation at Penglaneinon site with combined KDE contour lines representing 10 
percentile isopleths. LSU estimation was completed using point in polygon counting using combined 
GNSS observations from all animals.  Internal grid cells = 1 ha.  
 
3.4.6 Informing management decisions from combined information layers 
Though it is clear that further validation and improvement to the LSU estimation method is required 
before there can be surety in the outputs produced, when combined with the home range outputs, they 
do provide an effective tool for assessing site distribution patterns. Furthermore, when the outputs are 
viewed alongside the behavioural analysis data (such as environmental layers and other information 
sources) - possible explanations as to the distributions witnessed may be investigated.  
Figure 3.27 and Figure 3.26 are but two examples of how combining information layers together in 
GIS software can provide meaningful observations as to how a given site is being utilised, and 
possible indications as to why. 
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Figure 3.26 Combined information layers for Ffridd Fawr. Main image (left) = LSU estimation based 
on 2 h GNSS data. B = 1 s interval behavioural classes from GNSS data overlaid on top of an RGB 
presented UAV derived multispectral image. Within B; Green Dots = foraging; Red dots = moving; 
Blue dots = resting. Behavioural classes were generated using Beferrer. C = 5 min interval GNSS data 
overlaid on top of an NDVI layer.    
At Ffridd Fawr (Figure 3.26), in the center of the KDE output, a number of cells with high LSU 
values (one in particular at 25.61 LSU) are visible. When additional layers are utilised, it is evident 
from image B that in the center of this unusually high LSU cell is a partially derelict building. From 
the 1 s behavioural data a clear high level of activity in and around the building is observed. This 
would strongly suggest that the animals are using the building as shelter, and that this was a key 
reason as to why distribution was so high in this area. Looking at the other highly occupied cells, 
many of the observations within image C are in the patches where there are higher NDVI values. This 
would further indicate that the animals were drawn to the greener semi-improved pastures available in 
these areas. 
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Figure 3.27 Behavioural classes from 5 collared sheep. Blue line = running stream exemplified by a 
standing water mask.   
 
The LSU and home range maps for Penglaneinon indicate two concentrate zones where animals have 
been spending their time. By combining 1 s behavioral analysis results from Beferrer, as well as the 5 
min interval data and two of the environmental layers, an indication is provided as to why the 
distribution may be so. Looking at Figure 3.27, the high frequency movement data supports the 
presence of these two clear activity zones. Beyond that, much of the observations in the top zone are 
located clearly within the area that was mown two years ago, and that animals are moving between 
the two zones using a single crossing point over the stream.       
 
Through combining different interval frequency data with the simple analysis tools presented, 
alongside other environmental layers, it is possible to infer much about the animal distribution on 
given a site through visual interpretation only. This approach offers much to land practitioners, and 
provides a simple, but effective means of informing land management decisions. However, given the 
lack of statistical rigor, it would be ill advised to overstate the results of these analyses. Instead these 
methods are best utilised as broad descriptors of site utilisation, and indicators of potential resource 
importance. There therefore remains a need to include a robust statistical approach to quantify the 
animal-environment interactions occurring on a given site, which will be addressed in the following 
chapter.   
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3.4.7 Section summary 
This section focused on addressing the fifth objective (‘testing the supposed uniformity of grazing 
intensity across a given site’) and provided examples of how simple visual analyses could be used to 
help inform landscape-based decision making. Both the home range analyses, and LSU estimator 
concurred that grazing pressure at both sites was uneven, with most areas indicated at being under-
grazed (55.6% and 56.7% respectively). Using these outputs alongside the developed ‘Beferrer’ 
behavioural inference software and other environmental layers, a considerable number of facets 
surrounding the sheep behaviour on each site could be deduced through simple visual interpretation 
of differing data combinations. Though more robust statistical approaches (explored in Chapter 4) are 
required to get a complete picture, the simple analytical techniques presented in this section are 
effective tools in exploring the characteristics of land usage by animals on a given site.   
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3.5 Chapter conclusions and areas for future research 
When attempting to track large numbers of animals it is crucial to have in mind the biological 
objectives that need delivering. It also important to consider factors such as the length of the tracking 
session (and therefore battery life required), the frequency at which data will need to be collected, and 
at what resolution. Finally, the cost of tracking unit must be considered since this may dictate whether 
enough animals have been tracked for the data to be representative. 
 
From a hardware and firmware perspective, the approaches developed in this study provide a low-cost 
solution to tracking large number of animals effectively and efficiently. Unfortunately, time 
constraints and the limitation of available resources meant that large-scale observations of all animals 
on both sites could not be completed – however, the validation of the UAVRTS has proven it to be 
capable of performing such a task, and at a low cost. Used correctly this would be an effective way of 
collecting site utilisation data for analyses such as home range estimators or the LSU estimator. The 
incorporation of a moderate number of GNSS loggers could then be used to fill the temporal voids 
outside of the radio tracking system, as well as inform on specific individual behavioural patterns. 
This type of integrated tracking system approach could provide new insights into movement ecology. 
The ability to flexibly alter the different hardware utilised for any given study will result in greater 
reliability in the data gleaned, and improve the efficiency of the tracking process. Other tracking 
approaches which could complement these methods are already being explored. In one example, an 
undergraduate project explored the potential of image recognition software to identify animals from 
the UAV imagery derived as part of the current project (Yearby 2018). This has the benefit of not 
requiring any equipment to be used on the animals, but could also be used in conjunction with the 
UAVRTS to improve the accuracy of the observations, whilst using the identification capability of the 
UAVRTS to identify specific animals.  
 
Finally, the data processing software (Beferrer and Shedsplitter) developed allows land-based 
practitioners to access data insights which have in the past been predominately restricted to academic 
studies. Though further work could be done to improve the usability of the software (e.g. inclusion of 
a graphical user interface (GUI)), these tools are already being used in new tracking work at Ffridd 
Fawr under the RSPB, whilst follow-on academic based tracking projects at the university have also 
benefitted from them. 
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CHAPTER 4  
 
SPECIES DISTRIBUTION MODELLING 
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4.1 An introduction to ecological niche theory and species distribution 
modelling 
4.1.1 Understanding the role of ecological niche theory in species-environment 
analyses 
Analysis of species-environment relationships is a key issue set firmly at the heart of predictive 
geographical modelling (Guisan & Zimmermann 2000), and is founded on the principles laid out in 
ecological niche theory (Grinnell 1917; Elton 1927; Hutchinson 1957). Ecological niche theory 
conveys the relationship a species population has to all aspects of its environment (Khatibi & 
Sheikholeslami 2016), which broadly separates into two related components: (1) the biotic and abiotic 
factors that influence a species given locality; and (2) the impact of species on those factors (Leibold 
1995).  
The concept further describes two niche types: the fundamental niche (Nf) and the realised niche (Nr). 
The fundamental niche comprises the area an organism would have if there were no restricting factors 
(e.g. competitors/predators, physical  boundaries, disease), whilst the realised niche refers to the 
actual environmental space that an organism inhabits, and the resources it can access as a result of 
limiting pressures (Franklin 2010a; Sillero 2011).  
4.1.2 The difference between mechanistic and correlative approaches 
Mechanistic models are used to parametrise the fundamental niche, whereas correlative statistics exist 
to assess the realised niche. Of the two approaches, the most widely used are correlative models as 
they more simply seek to statistically link spatial data (environmental variables) to species 
distribution records, whereas mechanistic approaches rely on detailed physiological sampling 
techniques to investigate the functional traits of an organism to its environment (Kearney & Porter 
2009).  Regardless of resource practicality, the decision as to which approach is utilised (either 
mechanistic or correlative) should ultimately be decided by the specific objectives and circumstances 
of the study undertaken.  Within the context of this study, the prime objective has been to estimate the 
occupied area (realised niche) of each site, then rank the effect of the selected environmental 
variables (both direct and indirect) on the distribution of the animals, so manipulation can then take 
place. Though a mechanistic understanding of the underlying physiological responses of the animals 
to the environment would be insightful, it is not required to address the research questions at hand, 
and as such a correlative approach is more prudent.  
4.1.3 Introducing species distribution modelling 
Species distribution modelling (SDM) is the hypernym used for the broad groups of statistical 
methods used to describe empirical correlations between species distributions and environmental 
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variables (Franklin 2010a). Other terms associated include ‘ecological niche models (ENM)’ 
(Harrison 1997), and ‘biological envelope models’ (Araújo & Peterson 2012) which are used 
interchangeably in many cases in the literature. The use of these terms still engenders debate 
regarding the exact varying individual nuances that separate them (Sillero 2011; Peterson & Soberón 
2012).  The applications for SDMs are widespread with  examples including (but not limited to); 
assessing species invasion and proliferation, conservation planning and reserve management, 
quantifying environmental niches of species, and assessing the impacts of climate, land use and other 
environmental changes on species distributions (see Guisan & Thuiller (2005) for further examples).  
4.1.4 Static vs dynamic modelling 
As surmised from the list of applications, the main enticement for users is the predictive nature of the 
models.  This includes temporal (i.e. species distribution responses in the future, e.g. as a result of 
climate change) and spatial predictions (i.e. projecting the calculated niche of a species to a different 
geographic space, e.g. to see if an invasive species is likely to proliferate elsewhere) (Elith & 
Leathwick 2009). These predictive modelling techniques can be either static or dynamic in nature 
(Beerling, Huntley & Bailey 1995). Static models provide time-independent equilibrium predictions, 
whereas dynamic models predict time-dependent dynamic responses to a fluctuating environment 
(Robertson et al. 2003). Though dynamic models possess many advantages over static techniques 
(given they compensate for environmental change through time), they are more complex in both 
design and implementation with considerable input required to achieve reliable outputs (Guisan & 
Zimmermann 2000; Franklin 2010b). In the context of this study, dynamic modelling could 
potentially offer further insight than a static approach, however it is not essential to deliver the prime 
objective of the chapter (‘ranking the environmental variables affecting sheep distribution’). Thuiller 
et al (2008) notes that; ‘a trade-off exists between complexity and tractability in modelling species 
and identifying the most reliable and unbiased solution is not a trivial task’. As such exploring the 
pros and cons of such an approach would be worthwhile in a future study, but it is not necessary or 
prudent in the current context.  
4.1.5 The importance of the conceptual framework for accurate modelling  
The use of a static correlative species distribution model represents the most appropriate method of 
delivering the prime objective of this study. As suggested previously, though predictive maps are 
often considered the main output of interest for most, these SDMs also allow variable importance for 
each predictor variable (both direct and indirect) to be calculated and ranked. As such, it is this output 
which will be vital to conclude the study. Despite being simpler in their approach than mechanistic-
dynamic models, these correlative models are often executed improperly, with confusion even among 
the literature with regard to the published limitations of different data, and the uses that various 
outputs can justifiably support (Guillera‐Arroita et al. 2015). It is therefore crucial to base the 
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formulation of an SDM on an underlying conceptual framework (Guisan & Zimmermann 2000). 
Though the exact number of steps often varies between authors, the first four stages are synonymous: 
1) conceptualization, 2) data preparation, 3) model fitting, and 4) model evaluation (Guisan & 
Zimmermann 2000; Guisan & Thuiller 2005; Kearney & Porter 2009; Franklin 2010a). Further steps 
such as 5) ‘spatial predictions’ (Guisan & Zimmermann 2000) and 6) ‘model applicability’ (Guisan & 
Thuiller 2005) are often incorporated to assess the ability of a model to project into the future and in 
new areas. However, as such projection will not be undertaken in the current study, these further steps 
are not required in this context. Given the process is often iterative, where certain model steps may be 
revisited and improved, the process can be viewed cyclically rather than with a predefined endpoint 
(Zurrell 2019).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.2 A checklist for developing the models correctly 
The following sections will provide detail on the required processing steps for the modelling to be 
undertaken correctly, and how these are to be accommodated within this study. 
4.2.1 Conceptualisation  
The conceptual model is fundamentally concerned with the ecological concepts that underpin the 
study (Guisan & Zimmermann 2000). Guisan & Thuiller (2005) suggest a series of points that require 
addressing for conceptualisation to have been fully considered. These are considered in the following 
points 
Model fitting 
Conceptualisation 
Data preparation Model evaluation 2 
1 
3 
4 
Figure 4.1 The species distribution model process viewed cyclically. Modified from 
Zurrell (2019).  
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4.2.1.1 The assumptions behind models and niche concepts 
A fundamental assumption employed within the static SDMs is that there is equilibrium (or at least 
pseudo-equilibrium) between the environment and the observed species present (Guisan & 
Zimmermann 2000; Austin 2002).  This implies that the study population present is not new to the 
study area, and/or not expanding its range or distribution (e.g. in the case of invasive species) 
(Robertson, Villet & Palmer 2004). In the context of this study, the presence of a physical boundary 
(fence) guarantees that the sheep are not actively expanding their range, and the fact that most sheep 
have been present on the site before (Chapter 2) indicates a settled state, which is further emphasised 
by the indication of hefting occurring (Chapter 3). The suggestion that challenges the equilibrium 
postulate within most studies is the notion that climatic or environmental change through time alters 
the behaviour of the observed species (Guisan & Thuiller 2005). By this reasoning, any inference of 
behavioural response to environmental variables can only represent a ‘snapshot’ in time (Guisan & 
Theurillat 2000), as subsequent changes in responses to the environment are likely to occur given the 
dynamic nature of most systems.  This is particularly problematic for studies wishing to create 
accurate predictions on species distributions or their responses in the future. Conducting animal 
manipulations as a result of previous modelling would of course be problematic with regard to the 
assumption of equilibrium, as variable importance may well alter temporally. However, for the 
current study this is not the objective, though recommendations for manipulation with consideration 
to the equilibrium postulate will be outlined in the discussion.  
Aside from the assumption of equilibrium, the possibility of biotic interactions (primarily through 
competition or predation) must be considered (Guisan & Thuiller 2005). This is because static SDMs 
do not usually account for species interactions (unless included as a predictor variable), and therefore 
over-or under-estimation of environmental responses can occur (Franklin 2010a). On both sites within 
this study, competition is likely to be minimal as only single species grazing management is occurring 
(e.g. there are no cattle or ponies grazing with the sheep). Furthermore as local populations are 
extremely scarce, encroachment by large herbivores (such as deer) is highly unlikely, and therefore 
any grazing competition will realistically only be from Oryctolagus cuniculus (European rabbit), or 
Lepus europaeus (European hare), and be minimal in comparison to the level of sheep grazing 
occurring. Likewise, the level of predation is also likely to be negligible as all study animals are 
mature individuals and no natural predators occur within the study areas. Interactions with humans 
would likely represent the greatest influence on distribution, but as animals were only handled twice 
within the study period with no supplementary feed given, the related impact was again likely to be 
small. However, at the beginning of the tracking period, as lambs are present with ewes this may 
cause a pseudo predatory awareness to manifest in their behaviour.      
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4.2.1.2 Assessing available and missing data, the relevance of environmental predictors for 
the focal species and the given scale, and deciding on the appropriate sampling strategy. 
Available and missing data, the relevance of environmental predictors for the focal species and the 
given scale, and deciding on the appropriate sampling strategy were all considerations extensively 
explored and discussed within Chapter 2 of the study: 1) the justification of the UAV derived layers 
was clear once existing data, other sampling approaches, and the required spatial scale had been 
assessed; 2) the environmental variables represented in the assembled GIS layers were based on the 
specific ecological considerations for each site. The limitations of these environmental layers were 
also considered.  
Within SDM terminology, Austin (2002) defined environmental predictors (factors) as either 
proximal (direct/causal) or distal (indirect/proxy) with regard to their effect on species distributions. 
Proximal factors correspond to predictors which directly affect the physiology of the observed 
species, either through regulation (e.g. temperature), or as resources (e.g. food, water). Distal factors 
on the other hand relate to resources or regulators, but only indirectly and through correlation. For 
example, increases in elevation may correlate with lower temperatures and therefore be used as a 
proxy for temperature. Despite the increased robustness and wider applicability of a model 
incorporating proximal predictors, they are not often included, as distal variables are typically easier 
to measure (Franklin 2010a). That said, when possible authors should always avoid distal variables as 
the response a species has to them is more complex. Determining the true variable importance from 
indirect predictors relies on considerable knowledge of the underlying ecological interactions in a 
given study area, and must be restricted to a limited geographical extent (as a distal predictor can 
represent different proximal factors in different regions) (Guisan & Zimmermann 2000). Fortunately, 
within this study the geographical extent is small, and as such the level of knowledge behind the 
ecological processes is well known. Given the number of distal predictors incorporated at both sites 
(Table 4.1), this justification is important if accurate ranking of the variable importance is to be 
achieved. Furthermore, understanding the proximal/distal nature of the predictors utilised also has an 
important consideration when attempting to hypothesize the expected shape of the species response 
curves (Franklin 2010a).     
4.2.1.3 Setting multiple working hypotheses 
Whittaker (1956) developed key concepts relating to the analysis and interpretation of species 
distribution abundance along environmental gradients (factors). These response curves are known as 
‘species response functions’ for plants, and ‘resource selection functions’ for animals (Austin 2002). 
Hypothesising the expected shape of these species’ response curves is crucial for several reasons. 
Firstly, it allows the user’s knowledge and expectations of the species responses to be compared with 
the output of the models, thereby facilitating clear assessment of each response and whether they 
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were to be expected (Guisan & Thuiller 2005). Secondly, it allows the responses to be considered in 
relation to the proposed spatial scale deployed. That is, the extent and resolution of the study area will 
influence the shape of the response curve. This response could be truncated if the species range 
extends beyond the limits of the gradient sampled (Austin 2002), or even delayed if extent and 
resolution are at such a fine scale that there is not sufficient distance from a predictor for a response to 
be initially registered. Finally, the expected shape of the response curve can influence the type of 
model utilised. This is because the statistical model attempts to reproduce and formalise the response 
curve shape (Guisan & Zimmermann 2000). Certain methods (such as generalised linear models 
(GLMs)) may therefore require transformation of variables, inclusion of polynomial (higher order) 
terms, and/or interactions between candidate predictors in order to properly fit the predicted response 
(Franklin 2010a).  
The expected shapes of the response curves has been subject to much debate throughout the years 
(Oksanen 1997; Austin 2002; Oksanen & Minchin 2002). However, the general expectation is that 
responses to proximal (direct) predictors are either linear or unimodal in shape (Franklin 2010a). 
Further to this, it is often anticipated that expected unimodal (e.g. bell shaped curves) responses are in 
fact skewed or irregular (Austin 2002), given that species are influenced by a range of regulatory 
factors (e.g. biotic and abiotic interactions) (Merow et al. 2014). Responses to distal (indirect) 
predictors are not easily anticipated, and often take complex forms. This form will be depend on the 
relationship between the indirect predictor and the ‘real’ underlying causal factor (Franklin 2010a). 
This does not prevent prediction in response shape to be estimated, however there should be strong 
ecological correlation between the distal predictor and proximal factors, so causation can be attributed 
(Austin 2002). In the event of multiple proximal factors being related to a single distal predictor, then 
the limitations in interpreting causation is likely to be greater and should be acknowledged when 
interpreting the results. 
Figure 4.2 & Figure 4.3 outline the conceptual models for both sites within this study. It should be 
noted that they do not represent all possible environmental interactions and mechanisms, as this 
would be complex in design and beyond the scope of the current study (but could be achieved by 
taking a more mechanistic approach in future). Instead they present a concise explanation of the 
reasoned relationship between distal predictors and proximal factors, as well as the mechanisms 
(either physical or environmental) that link them. With regard to the terminology used, whilst 
‘nutrition’ and ‘water’ are obvious proximal factors that affect animal physiology, the term 
‘environmental stress’ was used as a broad hypernym to encompass climatic (e.g. temperature) and 
physiological pressures (e.g. from a steep slope) that would be expected to alter sheep behaviour, 
primarily to conserve energy (and thereby increase the chances of productivity and survivability) 
(Bird, Lynch & Obst 1984). 
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Figure 4.2 Conceptual model for Ffridd Fawr site. Blue fill = measured predictors. Square boxes = 
indirect (distal) predictors, oval shape = direct (proximal) factors. Orange boxes = linking factors. 
Dashed line = Possible explanatory link. Adapted from Guisan and Zimmermann (2000). 
 
 
Figure 4.3 Conceptual model for Penglaneinon site. Blue fill = measured predictors. Square boxes = 
indirect (distal) predictors, oval shape = direct (proximal) factors. Orange boxes = linking factors. 
Dashed line = Possible explanatory link. Adapted from Guisan and Zimmermann (2000).  
 
The predicted response shape for water was thought to be linear, as it was expected that probability of 
occurrence would likely decrease as distance to water increased. This was also the case for NDVI, 
with an expectation that occurrence would increase as NDVI values increased. Though the main 
utilised correlation for NDVI was nutrition via vegetation greenness (Pettorelli et al. 2005; Austin 
2007), a secondary possible relationship with water was also acknowledged as others have utilised it 
in the literature in this way (Feilhauer, He & Rocchini 2012). Aspect (azimuth scale = 0 - 360°) at 
both sites was predicted to produce a unimodal response, with the expectation that south facing slopes 
(azimuth = 180°) would be more desirable, as longer sun exposure would result in warmer, more 
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favourable climatic conditions and also more nutritious vegetation. This is a broad assumption 
however, and as such it was acknowledged that a skewed response could well be probable. A linear 
response for ‘slope’ was expected at both sites, with ‘energy use’ being considered as the linking 
mechanism, though for slightly different reasons. Given the steep gradient of the slope at Ffridd Fawr, 
it was expected that sheep would avoid steep slopes to conserve energy. However, at Penglaneinon, 
though the gradient of the slopes was more gradual, it was reasoned that an association with thick, 
tussocked Molinia would exacerbate the energy required to navigate the slopes, and also be more 
challenging with regard to maintaining balance, thus affecting energy conservation in a different 
manner.  Elevation was expected to be linked to environmental stress by climate at Ffridd Fawr, as 
the lowest part of the site is in a valley bottom, and the top is at the summit of the hill. The 
expectation therefore was that climatic conditions at the summit would be more environmentally 
challenging given the increased level of exposure, and that sheep would seek lower elevations. At 
Penglaneinon, the opposite response was expected. Observations during early site visits noted that 
visibility was reduced for much of the site, with a clear viewshed of the surrounding area only being 
visible at higher elevations. The nature of the site topology, combined with the dominant thick 
homogenous properties of the Molinia expanse, make landscape features difficult to discern. Given 
these observations were made at human eye line, the expectation was that this effect would be 
exacerbated for the sheep. It was therefore theorised that the sheep would be drawn to elevated parts 
of the site as a means of improving their outlook. This would both be advantageous with regard to 
resource identification (e.g. water), but also as a latent predatory response (i.e. to be able to see 
oncoming predators) (Bangs et al. 2005). Given the degree of shelter offered by the Molinia, the 
shallow gradient of the elevation rise, as well as weather protection offered by the surrounding 
topology, it was not expected that climatic affects (as theorised at Ffridd Fawr) would be notable at 
Penglaneinon at higher elevations. At both sites, the response curve shape to elevation was expected 
to be linear (though in opposing directions). At Ffridd Fawr, a linear response was also estimated for 
standing shelter, with the expectation that probability of occurrence would decrease as distance to 
standing shelter increased. Given topographic shelter was calculated by azimuth values, with highest 
shelter being offered at 1° and lowest at 236.9 °, it was also expected that the occurrence would 
decrease linearly. The clear identified linking mechanism for both shelter types is climate (Bird, 
Lynch & Obst 1984). Finally, vegetation class at Penglaneinon acted as a proxy for nutrition. Given 
the categorical nature of the predictor and individualistic manner of the classes (i.e. not being on an 
environmental gradient), an expected response curve shape could not be predicted. Instead, the only 
expectation was that the class ‘mixed grass species’ would have the highest probability of occurrence 
(as it would likely be most nutritionally diverse).  
A critique of these conceptual models is that many of the distal factors are mechanistically linked by 
climatic variables to the proximal factors. The argument would be that these climatic variables should 
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be measured instead as they have a more direct link to the physiological responses. It was 
acknowledged in Chapter 2 that measuring climatic variables would indeed be prudent, but because of 
resource availability was not considered feasible. It was however suggested as a consideration that 
should be undertaken in future research. Though this creates limitations in these current models, it 
should be noted that even in the event of being able to measure the climatic variables it would still be 
beneficial to include these distal predictors. Primarily, this is because the climatic variables are unable 
to be manipulated directly, and only through influenceable predictors such as shelter can this be 
achieved. Therefore, using the current distal predictors alone allows sufficient insight into the 
potential effect manipulation techniques would have. However, it is acknowledged that 
complementing these predictors with the incorporation of climatic predictors in future would permit a 
more comprehensive understanding.      
Table 4.1 Summarised conceptual model characteristics and response hypothesis for both sites. 
Site Predictor variable Factor type 
(Proximal 
or distal) 
Underlying 
proximal factor 
Hypothesised 
response 
curve shape 
Ffridd Fawr 
Aspect Distal 
Nutrition, 
Environmental stress 
Unimodal 
Slope Distal Environmental stress Linear 
NDVI Distal Nutrition Linear 
Water Proximal N/A Linear 
Standing shelter Distal Environmental stress Linear 
Topographic shelter Distal Environmental stress Linear 
Elevation Distal Environmental stress Linear 
Penglaneinon 
Aspect Distal 
Nutrition, 
Environmental stress 
Unimodal 
Slope Distal Environmental stress Linear 
NDVI Distal Nutrition  Linear 
Water Proximal N/A Linear 
Vegetation class Distal Nutrition N/A 
Elevation Distal Environmental stress Linear 
 
4.2.2 Data preparation for statistical model formulation 
The collection of data, and the reasoning behind the sampling approaches employed has already been 
explored in detail for both the environmental predictors (Chapter 2) and species distribution data 
(Chapter 3). However, it is important to recognise the characteristics of the data used within the 
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context of species distribution modelling. In particular, it is crucial that the data used are prepared 
properly, so that bias (e.g. positional bias)/error (e.g. inaccurate locations) are not unwittingly 
introduced to the modelling process (Zimmermann et al. 2010).  
4.2.2.1 Environmental predictors 
The first consideration for the chosen predictors is that they are ecologically meaningful. The 
reasoning stated in Chapter 2 plus the design the of conceptual model offer justification for this to be 
true in the case of this study.  
The second consideration is that species distribution models operate under the assumption that the 
predictors are independent from each other (i.e. not correlated) (Dormann et al. 2013). The presence 
of correlated predictors (multicollinearity) creates uncertainty in the interpretation of predictor 
variable importance, as the understanding of animal-environment interactions becomes blurred. 
Ultimately, this can lead to true causal predictors appearing insignificant (Franklin 2010a). It is 
therefore important that multicollinearity between predictors is tested before model execution. In the 
event of a collinearity occurring then the affected predictors can either be left out prior to model 
selection, or be transformed in relation to each other (Leathwick et al. 2005).  
Another preparatory step is to ensure that all the environmental variables are of the same geographic 
projection/coordinate reference system (CRS), and are in perfect alignment to each, both in extent and 
resolution. Given the raster format of the data, this is necessary so that values for each predictor 
correspond for every individual pixel.  
The next consideration is that the data collection of the predictors (in this case, the UAV imagery) 
should temporally match the collection time period of the species distribution data (i.e. GNSS points). 
The reason for this is so that the predictors used in the model represent the true environmental 
conditions of the animals when their locations were recorded. As noted in Chapter 2, the development 
issues of the UAV delayed the first successful mission at Ffridd Fawr a month beyond the end of the 
tracking period, whilst the one survey which best encompassed the tracking period at Penglaneinon 
was selected. It has already been stated that this poses limitations in the design which should be 
acknowledged when interpreting the model outputs. Consequently, it is the assessment of the 
methodological approach, which is the primary consideration in this study, with the specific results 
only being used to validate the methods employed. After all, true biological inference is only 
necessary when manipulation is occurring. Given this manipulation would need to be undertaken 
dynamically within a season since the variable importance for animals one year may not be applicable 
the following year.  Thus, the biological results from this study may carry little relevance beyond 
validating the methodology employed.  
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The final consideration for the predictors is the resolution used for the model. In SDM terminology, 
the scale of the predictors refers both to their grain (i.e. pixel size) and extent (Guisan & Thuiller 
2005). Given the extent of both sites in this study is set by the physical boundary (i.e. fence) imposed, 
only the grain can be altered. Though a 0.5 m ground sampling distance (GSD) was set for the 
predictors in Chapter 2, this level of data will likely be computationally expensive. Though this is a 
practical concern that varies with the computational resources available to a specific study, it is 
acknowledged in the literature as a key element in model design (Renner & Warton 2013). This factor 
has the ability to restrict the number of different models employed or iterations completed, thereby 
influencing model output accuracy and validity. Furthermore, it is unlikely that animal response to a 
predictor will vary much (if at all) over such a fine grain, and therefore it may well not be beneficial 
in achieving improved biological inference. A more critical aspect to determining the chosen 
resolution is the positional certainty expressed in the species distribution data. This is important 
because the distribution data overlays predictors along the exact coordinates specified. Therefore any 
uncertainty in the position of the points could lead to incorrect pixel values being used, thereby 
leading to inaccurate estimation of the species–environment relationship (Naimi et al. 2014). To 
understand the level of uncertainty likely, the characteristics of the species data must be explored and 
understood. 
4.2.2.2 The species data    
Species distribution data in SDMs can be subdivided into two forms: presence data and absence data. 
Presence data corresponds to a positive sighting of an individual from the study species at a particular 
point in space and time. Absence data refers to observations of where an individual has not been 
witnessed (Pulliam 2000). Crudely stated, presence data are thought to inform about the locations that 
are environmentally suitable for a species, whereas absences inform on the environments that are not 
suitable. In reality, locations where absences are observed can in fact be environmentally favourable, 
and instead factors such as dispersal limitations, historical factors, local extinctions, biotic 
interactions, and patch size may be responsible (Lobo, Jiménez‐Valverde & Hortal 2010). Ideally, 
both presence and absence data should be incorporated into a species distribution model, as it 
typically represents a more systematic survey of a site.  However, in many cases it may only be 
possible to collect presence data (e.g. in tracking studies) (Renner & Warton 2013). Given most 
methods assume the input of both presence and absence data, it is necessary to produce either pseudo-
absence or background data when only presence data is available (Franklin 2010a). Because GNSS 
tracking was used to record animal locations in this study, only presence was collected. Therefore, it 
will be necessary for either pseudo-absence/background data to be generated depending on the 
particular models being used.  
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Aside from presence/absence nature of the data, sample size is also an important consideration. 
Sample size is positively related to the performance of species distribution models (Hirzel & Guisan 
2002), with reported sample sizes of ~30-100 observations thought to be sufficient to achieve 
acceptable model performance (Stockwell & Peterson 2002; Elith* et al. 2006). In their conclusions, 
Coudun and Gégout (2006) proposed a general rule of a minimum 50 occurrences for modelling when 
they quantified the sensitivity of response curves to sampling characteristics.  The number of 
observations recorded for both sites in this study (following data cleaning) were 366 (Ffridd Fawr) 
and 522 (Penglaneinon), and as such are sufficient in this regard. 
When modelling species distributions with presence-only data in a presence/background or presence 
pseudo absence design, a critical assumption is that location data has been collected without bias 
(Stolar & Nielsen 2015). This bias may be temporal (e.g. collecting data at sporadic time intervals 
without consistency) or spatial (e.g. not covering a site systematically, recording observations next to 
a road for instance) in nature (Bean, Stafford & Brashares 2012).  Given GNSS tracking was utilised 
in this study to locate the animals, sampling was not temporally biased as the recordings were set at 
even 8 days intervals and recorded for a whole day (24 hr) at a time. Therefore, although there was a 
weekly gap between recordings, it was consistent throughout. Sampling was also not spatially biased, 
as locations were recorded at the true location (within the realms of GNSS error) of an animal and not 
subject to observer position, visibility or availability (Boria et al. 2014). As such detectability of 
locations points was maximised, with omissions expected to be minimal or non-existent (especially 
given the sampling strategy employed; see below). Furthermore, given a number of  animals were 
collared (>5 at each site), there is certainty that locations observed belong to a representative sample 
of the individuals, whereas in conventional observer recordings, the number of individuals will often 
be unknown. As such, data preparation techniques such as spatial rarefication or bias file creation 
which are used to alleviate bias effects in the model, were not required (Brown 2014; McCoshum et 
al. 2016).      
The final consideration, which was alluded to previously (with regard to the effect on predictor 
resolution) is the likely positional uncertainty of the species data.  As explained before, understanding 
the likely degree of error is crucial in order not to introduce uncertainty in the model outputs (Moudrý 
& Šímová 2012). The obvious point when positional uncertainty will cause likely inaccuracies, is 
when the level of uncertainty (accuracy) in the species data exceeds that of the predictor resolution. 
This is because it cannot be guaranteed in such a circumstance that the values belonging to an 
individual location point definitively correspond with a specific pixel in the predictor stack. 
Generally, the high level of accuracy offered by modern GNSS tracking systems (~10m) means that 
the positional uncertainty is sufficiently below the resolution of the predictors employed. However, 
the 0.5m GSD resolution available for the predictors in this study is unprecedented (or certainly rare) 
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within the SDM literature, and far below the uncertainty level of the species data. Although the 
specific accuracy of collars employed in this study could regrettably not be precisely measured 
(COVID-19 restrictions prevented the necessary validation field work), knowing the particular GNSS 
module utilised (Quectel L86) means that the stated manufacturer accuracy is known (<2.5 m circular 
error probable (CEP), 95% radius (R95) = 4.75 m (using crude assumption of 
(2.5/50(CEP)))*95(R95)). Though the testing conditions for this claim are unknown, by extracting the 
animal location points from the middle of high intensity recording bursts in the data of this study, the 
effective accuracy will maximised. This is based on the assumption that GNSS accuracy will typically 
be greater at high (e.g. 1 s) rather than low intervals (e.g. 1 h) (Yousef & Ragheb 2014; Forin-Wiart et 
al. 2015). Unlike Johnson & Gillingham (2008), it was also deemed that introduced error in the 
GNSS accuracy, such as through decreased line of sight (e.g. because of trees, topography) was 
unlikely to be a concern. Therefore, it would be reasonable to assume that the accuracy of the 
recordings used was likely to be ~5 m (R95), but certainly under <10 m (R95). Regardless of this, it is 
still evident that the positional uncertainty will be surpass the starting resolution of the predictors at 
both sites, and as such remedial action will be required to account for this uncertainty. One such 
approach developed by Naimi et al (2014) used the k-statistic to quantify the local spatial association 
in the predictors at each species occurrence location, followed by a probabilistic Monte Carlo 
simulation to assess the effect of positional uncertainty in location data on an SDMs performance. 
Another more simple approach, outlined by Johnson & Gillingham (2008) is to aggregate pixels until 
the error threshold of a species location is confined within a single patch (cell). Given that at such a 
fine grain, predictor response would unlikely vary much (if at all), as such it would be reasonable to 
suggest that aggregation may prove sufficiently effective. A proposed solution would therefore be to 
execute the model using predictors at their native resolution (0.5 m) and compare the variable 
importance outputs with predictors aggregated beyond the likely positional uncertainty in the species 
locations (10 m GSD to be confident). This would allow an examination of the collective effect 
positional uncertainty was having on the outputs and inform as to whether this uncertainty 
compromised biological inference of the results if consensus in predictor ranking (for variable 
importance) did not exist.     
A summary of all considerations discussed for the data preparation stage of the species distribution 
modelling procedure is viewable in Table 4.2  
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Table 4.2 A summary of all considerations discussed for the data preparation stage of the species 
distribution modelling procedure. Potential problems, and the justification for mitigating or not are 
surmised.   
Consideration Possible problem Action 
required? 
Justification/mitigation  
Ecologically 
meaningful? 
Model outputs incorrectly 
infer true ecological 
processes. 
No Detailed reasoning and 
justification in Chapter 2 and 
conceptual model.  
Multicollinearity Understanding of animal-
environment interaction 
becomes blurred. 
Yes Perform multi-collinearity test. 
Remove/transform affected 
predictors. 
Matching CRS 
and alignment in 
predictors 
Models cannot be executed 
without alignment.  
Yes Check CRS and alignment of 
predictor before model 
execution.  
Temporal 
matching with 
species data  
Predictors not representing 
true environmental 
conditions when species 
data was collected.   
No Though a perfect temporal 
overlap does not exist between 
data, it is sufficient to address the 
study objective (methodological 
validation. 
Predictor 
resolution 
Native resolution too 
computationally expensive 
to model, potential issues 
with positional uncertainty   
Yes See positional uncertainty. 
Species data 
type  
No absence data available. Yes Produce pseudo-absence or 
background data depending on 
model used. 
Insufficient 
sample size 
Insufficient sample size for 
either site negatively 
affecting model 
performance. 
No Sufficient number of 
observations at both sites (522 & 
366). 
Sample bias Spatial or temporal bias 
influencing model output. 
No Scheduled GNSS recording 
ensured even sampling. No 
observer caused bias because of 
the method employed.  
Positional 
uncertainty 
Uncertainty in model 
outputs. 
yes Compare variable importance 
from native predictor resolution 
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(0.5m) and aggregated predictors 
(10m) to assess uncertainty 
effect. 
 
4.2.3 Model selection and fitting 
Now that the conceptual model has been defined, and the characteristics and limitations of the data 
available explored, it is now prudent to select the model(s) that best suit the expected response 
variables and data present (Guisan & Zimmermann 2000). Modelling methods are typically either 
statistical (e.g. GLMs), or based on machine-learning techniques (e.g., maximum entropy (Maxent) 
and artificial neural networks (ANNs)) (Pearson 2007). Statistical regression-based models are often 
considered as mostly parametric or model driven approaches to statistical learning, in which 
assumptions are made on the form of the model, and which use all data to estimate the parameters 
(global method). In contrast, machine learning methods comprise various algorithms that are used to 
learn the mapping function/classification rules inductively, directly from the training data  (Franklin 
2010a).  
Many of the modelling methods are remarkably flexible with regard to measurement scale, predictor 
distribution, and response variables. However, some models contain advantages over others 
depending on the data types (presence-only, presence/background, presence/pseudo-absence) and 
predictor response shape. Whilst numerous articles within the literature discuss the various nuances to 
each model and their suitability to different circumstances (Pearson 2007; Marmion et al. 2009; 
Franklin 2010a; Hao et al. 2020), understanding the ‘best’ model to select is often complicated and 
not straightforward, with Segurado & Araujo (2004) concluding that it is ‘unlikely that a single best 
habitat modelling procedure will ever be identified’. After all, model outputs have been shown to be 
sensitive to steps of the modelling process such as parameterisation or selection (Buisson et al. 2010). 
As such, much attention has been given to the investigation of model based uncertainty, with two 
main approaches being used to overcome this: (1) judging best performance through multiple model 
comparisons; and (2) combining models to enable ensemble forecasting (Marmion et al. 2009). 
Despite ensembles first being introduced into statistical mechanics in 1878 by J. Willard Gibbs, their 
use in species distribution modelling is a comparatively recent development. In their seminal study of 
using ensembles within SDM, Araujo & New (2007) defined them in a pure sense as ‘an idealization 
consisting of a large (possibly infinite) number of copies of a system, considered all at once, each of 
which represents a possible state that the real system might be in at some specified time’. Put simply, 
the rationale behind their use is that by combining different model types over the same input data, a 
range of predictions can be generated thereby allowing individual model uncertainty to be explored 
(Franklin 2010a).  This approach of applying several methods within a consensus framework has been 
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demonstrated by several studies to substantially improve SDM outputs (Crossman & Bass 2008; 
Marmion et al. 2009; Grenouillet et al. 2011). However, it should also be noted that a recent study 
(Hao et al. 2020) has shown that having experienced knowledge (both theoretically and practically) of 
the particular modelling approach employed and the ability to ‘tune’ the parameters properly, will 
likely yield the best predictive performance regardless of whether an ensemble is used or not. That 
said, they found that ensembles performed well compared to untuned models. Given the main output 
of interest in this study is the variable importance of the predictors and not the predictive mapping of 
the SDMs, a prudent approach would be to select a number of different models, compare the variable 
importance from each model and their level of consensus, then perform an ensemble estimation of the 
variable importance. Regarding the models that should be selected, the following were chosen based 
on the characteristics of the data to be analysed and the expected shape of the response curves, with a 
view to contain representation of both statistical (regression based) and machine learning approaches 
if possible. 
Table 4.3 Modelling method and type to be used in this study. 
Model type Method 
Statistical (Regression based) 
Generalised additive model (GAM) 
Multivariate adaptive regression splines 
(MARS) 
Machine learning  
Maximum entropy (MaxEnt) 
Artificial neural networks (ANN) 
Random Forest (RF) 
Boosted regression trees (BRT) 
Support vector machine (SVM) 
 
With regard to the statistical approaches to be utilised, given the response curves were expected to be 
non-linear for many predictors (i.e. either unimodal or skewed), it was decided that generalised 
additive models (GAMs) and multivariate adaptive regression splines (MARS) would be best suited. 
GAMs are a non-parametric extension of generalised linear models (GLMs), and are often preferred 
over GLMs because of their ability to better deal with highly non-linear relationships between the 
species response and predictors (Guisan, Edwards Jr & Hastie 2002). MARS is typically viewed as a 
generalisation of step-wise linear regression (Friedman, Hastie & Tibshirani 2001), where the 
technique combines the strengths of spline fitting and regression trees by replacing the step functions 
normally associated with regression trees with piecewise linear basis functions (Leathwick, Elith & 
Hastie 2006). As a result, like GAMs, MARS is able to model complex relationships between species 
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response and predictor variables, and has the advantage of being computationally fast to execute 
(Franklin 2010a).  
The use of machine learning modelling methods does not require a pre-defined ecological hypothesis 
in order to operate successfully, as the algorithms primarily aim to uncover patterns in the data 
(Gobeyn et al. 2019). These data-driven approaches therefore often include fewer assumptions on 
response curve shape (Gahegan 2003), and are better able to incorporate both continuous and 
categorical data. As there are a number of supervised machine learning approaches applicable to 
SDM, it was deemed suitable to select models representing different options, so the uncertainty across 
the array of approaches could be explored and accounted for. These included decision-tree based 
methods (random forest (RF) and boosted regression trees (BRT)), artificial neural networks (ANN), 
maximum entropy (MAXENT), and support vector machines (SVM). A comprehensive and detailed 
description of each approach and their differences can be found in Franklin (2010a).  
4.2.4 Model evaluation 
Once the selected models have been fitted (calibrated), it is then necessary to evaluate their respective 
performance with regard to their predictive accuracy and validity of outputs. Rykiel (1996) noted that 
a model performance can only be deemed acceptable for its intended use when it meets the specified 
performance requirements. Predictive accuracy assessment through empirical measurements, 
ecological realism of the outputs, and model credibility (acceptability to the user community) are all 
important criteria for evaluating model performance (Franklin 2010a).  
The predictive power of a model may be evaluated two ways. The first and most robust method is to 
use an independent data set to that of the training data to validate. However, in most studies this data 
is not available, and so a resampling method is adopted (Guisan & Zimmermann 2000). This 
approach can be achieved through k-fold partitioning, jack-knife, bootstrapping techniques, or 
subsampling. In the absence of an independent species data set for either site in this study, a 
resampling approach was necessary. Measurement of the accuracy can then be assessed through a 
number of metrics, of which the most frequently used options include the ‘area under the curve of the 
receiver-operating characteristic’ (AUC), the true skill statistic (TSS), and the Kappa statistic.  
4.2.5 Objectives 
The aim of this chapter was to rank the variable importance of environmental predictors at the 
separate study sites. In order to achieve this, a consensus framework consisting of a series of species 
distribution modelling algorithms was employed using a combination of statistical and machine-
learning methods (Table 4.3). Comparisons between model performance was made, with the most 
empirically accurate methods being used to form a final ensemble for each site. Predictor resolution 
of both 0.5 m and 10 m GSD were assessed separately and compared to determine the effect of 
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positional uncertainty on the outputs. The ecological realism of the outputs, combined with the 
knowledge of each site, was used to assess model credibility. Finally, the effectiveness of the models, 
their limitations, and the recommended areas of future work were all discussed.      
 
4.3 Model development 
4.3.1 Raster data preparation 
All data preparation and modelling was undertaken in R (vers 3.3.6) using Rstudio (vers 1.2.5033). 
As the 0.5 m rasters had already been resampled and projected to WGS84-30N (for the first chapter), 
they required no further pre-processing. For 10 m resolution predictors, the 0.5 m predictors were 
resampled using the bilinear method in the ‘resample’ function in the R ‘raster’ library (Hijmans et al. 
2015). In order to guarantee alignment between predictors, rasters at each resolution were stacked. 
With regards to the naming of Fridd Fawr predictors, topographic shelter was defined as 
‘Topo_shelter’ and standing shelter simply as ‘Shelter’. 
4.3.2 Assessment of collinearity 
Collinearity (i.e. correlation between two or more predictor variables) was assessed using the 
Variance Inflation Factor (VIF).  VIF is based on the square of the multiple correlation coefficient 
resulting from regressing a predictor variable against all other predictor variables (Guisan, Thuiller & 
Zimmermann 2017). Two strategies from the ‘usdm’ library were used to assess collinearity; ‘vifcor’ 
and ‘vifstep’ (Naimi et al. 2014). ‘Vifcor’ and ‘vifstep’ both exclude highly collinear variables 
through a stepwise procedure. ‘Vifcor’ finds a pair of variables which has the maximum linear 
correlation (R > 0.7) and excludes the one that has the greatest VIF. The procedure is repeated until 
no variables with a high correlation coefficient (R >0.7) remains. ‘Vifstep’ calculates VIF for all 
variables, excludes the one with highest VIF (R > 0.7), then repeats the procedure until no variables 
with a VIF (R > 0.7) remains. VIF values of >10 were taken as indicative of problematic 
collinearity/redundancy (Montgomery, Peck & Vining 2012; Pradhan 2016). 
At both sites/resolutions, collinearity was low, and as such no predictors were removed.  For Ffridd 
Fawr, the maximum correlation between predictors was observed between ‘topographic shelter’ and 
‘aspect’ (vifcor, R = 0.57) at the 10 m resolution, whilst the largest VIF (also at a 10 m resolution) 
was for topographic shelter (vifstep, VIF = 1.97). For Penglaneinon, the maximum correlation was 
again at the 10 m resolution (vifcor,  slope ~ elevation, R =  - 0.48), as was the largest VIF score 
(vifcor, VIF = 1.59 (slope)).  
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4.3.3 Animal location data preparation 
Two-hour interval location data was used for the analyses for the two subsequent reasons. Firstly, in 
their study using cattle, Pertotto-Baldivieso et al (2012) found that auto-correlation between 
successive observations could be minimised if time intervals were separated by at least 2 h. Secondly, 
given the obvious range restrictions of sites in this study (by being completely enclosed), it was 
reasoned that the animals at both sites could reasonably cover the whole range available to them 
within an hour, and therefore a 2 h interval length allowed for full site coverage between recordings. 
To minimise positional uncertainty per location, these two-hour intervals were extracted from the 1 s 
data from the logger schedule’s eighth ‘intensive’ recording day. This was based on the assumption 
that GNSS accuracy will typically be greater at high (e.g. 1 s) rather than low intervals (e.g. 1 h) 
(Yousef & Ragheb 2014; Forin-Wiart et al. 2015). A total of 12 recordings per 8 d was therefore 
available for each animal. This resulted in a total of 532 analysed observations for 5 sheep at 
Penglaneinon across a 105 d period (29/05/18-10/09/18), and 363 observations for 7 sheep at Ffridd 
Fawr across a 49 d period (29/05/18-16/07/18). Location data was then loaded into R, re-projected 
from WGS84 into WGS84 30N (to match the rasters), then transformed into a spatial points data 
frame. Points were then plotted against the rasterstacks to validate alignment. 
4.3.4 Model fitting and evaluation  
Species distribution modelling was undertaken using the ‘sdm’ package (vers 1.0.89) (Naimi & 
Araújo 2016). First, an ‘sdmdata’ object was created that held species data and explanatory variables. 
During this stage, one thousand background points (pseudo-absence) were randomly generated for 
each site, with any points that matched the locations of presence data removed. A seed was set 
between resolutions so background data was the same. Four models (one for each resolution at both 
sites) were then fitted and evaluated. A Multilayer perceptron (MLP) and Radial-basis function (RBF) 
were selected as the artificial neural networks (ANNs)(in accordance with the ‘sdm’ library options), 
as well as GAM, MARS, SVM, RF, BRT, and MaxEnt as the other modelling methods. A dual 
partitioning method of subsampling and bootstrapping was used for evaluation. K-fold cross-
validation was also explored initially (using 10 folds), however as accuracy results did not alter 
between methods, it was excluded to save processing time. The partition size for subsampling was set 
to 29% (Franklin 2010a). The number of iterations for each modelling method was set to 100, as this 
acted as a compromise between the length of processing time required, and the need to allow 
sensitivity to changes in parameters to be visualised (Engler, Hordijk & Guisan 2012). A seed was 
also set for model fitting between resolutions, so training data was the same. Parallel processing using 
in-built functionality in the ‘sdm’ library as well the ‘cluster’ function in the ‘raster’ library was 
incorporated where possible, particularly in the sdmdata object creation, model fitting, and evaluation 
stages to speed up processing time (35 cores were utilised).  
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4.3.5 Calculating variable importance and plotting response curves 
Variable importance for all four models was calculated using the ‘getVarImp’ function in ‘sdm’, then 
converted into a dataframe to facilitate further analysis. Within the ‘getVarImp’ function, Pearson’s 
correlation was chosen as the metric by which variable importance would be expressed (Thuiller et al. 
2009). Training and test data were both used to delineate variable importance. Given the inability to 
measure the predictors when animals were being tracked, caution had to be observed when inferring 
the ecological implications of the SDM outputs.  As such, detailed statistical comparison (e.g. 
analysis of variance) between predictors in importance rankings were avoided so as not to overstate 
results. Instead, the frequency of each predictor at every importance level was calculated to better 
assess agreement between iterations. Variability between model methods for permutation importance 
of each predictor was also assessed, as was their individual rankings of importance. Response curves 
were plotted, and their interpretation compared with the hypothesised responses. Due to confirmed 
library issues involving the ‘getVarImp’ function, categorical data, and ANNs, the response curves 
could not be generated for a proportion of iterations at Penglaneinon. As such, models were 
regenerated for the response curves without the vegetation classification. There was no visible 
difference between the response curves of the models for the remaining predictors.  
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4.4 Model analysis and discussion- Fridd Fawr 
4.4.1 SDM predictive accuracy at different resolutions 
Using AUC values as the main proxy for accuracy, the predictive accuracy of models at the two 
different predictor resolutions was observed to be similar, with the increases in performance for 10 m 
models (M = 0.795) being slight (+0.015 AUC) against 0.5 m models (M= 0.78) (Table 4.4).  
Predictive accuracy for all models was moderate in performance (0.7-0.9 AUC). At both resolutions, 
Random Forest (RF) was estimated to be the most accurate, and Radial-Basis Function (RBF) the 
least. Finally, there did not appear to be any notable difference in predictive accuracy between the 
different modelling method types (i.e. classical regression (M = 0.783 AUC) vs machine learning (M 
= 0.789 AUC)). Given the level of similarity between model accuracy, all models were included in 
the ensemble to calculate variable importance. 
Table 4.4 Accuracy assessment of different species distribution models at the Ffridd Fawr site. AUC 
= Area under the curve, COR = Pearson’s correlation, TSS = True skill statistics, Deviance = 
Deviance of the predicted values from the observed values. (±values) = difference in AUC for 10m 
scores relative to 0.5 m AUC scores. For clarity, both MLP and RBF are different ANN methods. 
Resolution Model AUC COR TSS Deviance 
0.5 m 
GAM 0.77 0.41 0.43 0.97 
MARS 0.77 0.41 0.44 0.98 
SVM 0.77 0.39 0.44 1.32 
RF 0.85 0.57 0.56 0.80 
BRT 0.79 0.44 0.45 1.01 
MaxEnt 0.78 0.42 0.45 1.17 
MLP 0.77 0.41 0.45 1.58 
RBF 0.74 0.37 0.41 1.02 
10 m 
GAM 0.80 (+0.03) 0.46 0.47 0.93 
MARS 0.79 (+0.02) 0.44 0.46 0.97 
SVM 0.78 (+0.01) 0.42 0.45 1.27 
RF 0.85  0.58 0.56 0.80 
BRT 0.79  0.46 0.46 1 
MaxEnt 0.79 (+0.01) 0.45 0.47 1.1 
MLP 0.79 (+0.02) 0.44 0.48 1.4 
RBF 0.77 (+0.03) 0.41 0.43 0.98 
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4.4.2 Variable importance at different resolutions.  
 
It is notable from Figure 4.4 that the order of variable importance alters between the different input 
predictor resolutions, suggesting that positional uncertainty from GNSS error would likely affect the 
interpretation of the results. Though the level of uncertainty varies according to the predictor, with 
‘water’ and ‘slope’ being considerably more affected then ‘NDVI’ and ‘shelter’, it is evident that 
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Figure 4.4 Frequency of occurrence for predictors at each level of the variable importance 
order according to resolution at Ffridd Fawr. Total number of model iterations for each 
resolution = 1600. Solid bars denote variables at 0.5 m resolution. Hatched bars denote 
variables at 10 m resolution. 
Figure 4.5 Mean variable importance across the 8 different models using different predictor 
resolutions at Ffridd Fawr. Predictors are ordered on the x axis according to the 0.5 m 
importance rank to facilitate comparison. Error bars = standard error of the mean (SEM).   
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attempting to discern the true exact order of importance for the predictors is not possible given this 
uncertainty. That said, Figure 4.4 does indicate potential groupings of importance for various 
predictors. For example, neither ‘aspect’ or ‘topographic shelter’ are considered important variables 
at either resolution, whilst both ‘standing shelter’ and ‘NDVI’ are consistently high in the level of 
importance. This is further explored and emphasised in Figure 4.5. Across both resolutions, ‘NDVI’, 
‘standing shelter’, and ‘water’ predominate the frequency of occurrence for the top three most 
important predictors across all model iterations (n = 1600). In combination, they account for  95% 
(0.5 m) and 84% (10 m) of the 1st ranking, 74% (0.5 m) and 69% (1 0m) for the 2nd position, and 56% 
(0.5 m) and 54% (10 m) for 3rd position. ‘Topographic shelter’ and ‘aspect’ are consistently the least 
two important variables (6th and 7th) throughout the iterations, whilst ‘elevation’ and ‘slope’ occupy 
the middle rankings (4th and 5th) most consistently.  
When assessing the consensus between the modelling approaches with regard to their predictions of 
variable importance, it is clear from Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 that the level of permutation 
importance assigned to each predictor varies considerably between model types for both resolutions. 
The Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) models in particular have attached more importance to each 
predictor across both resolutions then other models. It is also notable that the large variations in 
variable importance for ‘water’ and ‘slope’ between the differing resolutions is attributable to value 
changes across all the models as opposed to large fluctuations over single model types responses.  
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Figure 4.6 Mean variable importance for each predictor according to individual model types at 0.5 m 
predictor resolution at Ffridd Fawr. Each model is averaged across 200 iterations.  Mean line = 
average across all models. Predictor order is arranged highest to lowest according to averaged 
variable importance.   
Figure 4.7 Mean variable importance for each predictor according to individual model types at 10 m 
predictor resolution at Ffridd Fawr. Each model is averaged across 200 iterations.  Mean line = 
average across all models. Predictor order is arranged highest to lowest according to averaged 
variable importance of the 0.5 m resolution models to facilitate clear comparison.   
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Table 4.5 Predictor importance ranking at Ffridd Fawr according to each individual model type at 
both predictor resolutions. * = where two predictors contain the same permutation importance and 
therefore same rank. For clarity, both MLP and RBF are different ANN methods. 
  Predictors (ordered according to average variable importance)  
Resolution Models Water 
(1st) 
NDVI 
(2nd) 
Shelter 
(3rd) 
Elevation 
(4th) 
Aspect 
(5th) 
Slope 
(6th) 
Topo 
Shelter 
(7th) 
0.5m 
GAM 1 4 2 3 7 5 6 
MARS 1 4 2 3 6 5 7 
SVM 5 1 3 4 2 6* 6* 
RF 1 2 4 3 5* 5* 7 
BRT 2 1 3 4 6 5 7 
MaxEnt 1 5 2 3 6 4 7 
MLP 2 3 1 4 5 7 6 
RBF 1 2 3 6 7 4 5 
  Predictors (ordered according to average variable importance) 
Resolution Models NDVI 
(1st) 
Shelter 
(2nd) 
Water 
(3rd) 
Elevation 
(4th) 
Slope 
(5th) 
Topo 
Shelter 
(6th) 
Aspect 
(7th) 
10m 
GAM 4 1 2 3 5 6 7 
MARS 5 1 2 3 4 6 7 
SVM 1 2 7 4 5 6 3 
RF 1 4 2 3 5 7 6 
BRT 1 2 3 5 4 6 7 
MaxEnt 5 2 1 4 3 7 6 
MLP 4 2 5 1 3 6 7 
RBF 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 
When viewing Table 4.5, the variability between model types with regard to variable importance is 
further emphasised. For the 0.5 m models, only RF agreed with the mean variable importance rank 
across all the models. The same was also true for RBF in the 10 m models.  Further to this, no models 
at either resolution were in precise agreement with each other with regards to the order.  
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4.4.3 Response curves 
 
Figure 4.8 Mean response curves for all model types for each predictor at Ffridd Fawr using 0.5 m 
resolution predictors. Shaded areas denote standard error of the mean. 
 
Figure 4.9 Mean response curves for all model types for each predictor at Ffridd Fawr using 10 m 
resolution predictors. Shaded areas denote standard error of the mean.  
As demonstrated by Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9, the general relationship in the response curves (rcurve) 
between both resolutions for all predictors was consistent.  Though minor variations may be 
witnessed in the exact form of the response curves, the predominate pattern of responses are markedly 
similar. This degree of agreement facilitates the assessment of the individual hypothesis relating to 
the expected response curve shape, as well as the exploration and interpretation of the ecological 
reasoning behind these forms.    
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Species response across both resolutions did not appear to change with differences in ‘aspect’, 
indicating it had little or no importance to influencing distribution. The expected shape in the event of 
a response was hypothesised to be unimodal (individuals were thought to show more preference to 
south facing slopes (180°)), however this was recognised as a tentative and broad assumption, and 
therefore the lack of response was not unexpected. The observed response for ‘elevation’ however 
was not predicted. It was hypothesised that the response would be linear, with lower elevations 
(containing more favourable climatic conditions) seeing a greater response then higher elevations 
(where climatic conditions would likely be worse). However, though the observed response was 
linear, it paradoxically indicated an increased response as elevation increased. The form of the 
response was also skewed at both resolutions, with the most notable response occurring between 
altitudes of ~470-500 m.  When this incline was thresholded in QGIS, it was evident that lack of 
points towards the southern end of site was key to the observed response (Figure 4.10). The 
prominent presence of the animal locations at higher elevations suggests that climate is not affecting 
distribution as expected, however this requires further research to explore and quantify.   
 
Figure 4.10 Elevation at 0.5 m for Ffridd Fawr segmented into two classes along a 470 m threshold. 
Green areas denote areas of increasing high response, whereas red areas denote a static response. 
   
NDVI follows the hypothesised linear response, where the response increased as NDVI values 
increased. The response was more delayed at the 0.5 m resolution with a little change being observed 
until NDVI = 0.6, whereas in the 10 m resolution curve the response slope gradually inclines to ~0.6 
before a steep rise. It is likely that the reduction in spectral heterogeneity between 0.5 m and 10 m 
resolutions caused the response to appear more smoothed at 10 m resolution. Of all the predictors, the 
response to ‘shelter’ was most in agreement with the hypothesised shape. The response decreases in a 
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true linear fashion the further from a shelter source an animal goes and is true for both resolutions. In 
contrast, the observed response for ‘slope’ is unimodal, where a linear decrease was expected. That 
said, the level of response is small (~0.15 - 0.25°), and not consistent between resolutions. As such, it 
was deemed prudent to not interpret ecological causes to the response when it so small. The response 
for ‘topographic shelter’ was also small, with an approximate flat form observed. There does appear 
to be an early response in the 0.5 m plot >220°, however this is not echoed in the 10 m response. 
Finally, despite the differences in variable importance measurement, the consensus for ‘water’ 
between resolutions is remarkably similar. The response curve matches the hypothesised outcome, 
with a linear decrease in response occurring as distance to water increased. There are minor 
fluctuations in the form of the 10 m response which may explain part of the variation in variable 
importance between the resolutions, however the general agreement between them suggests water to 
have a high degree of importance regardless of resolution.      
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4.5 Model analysis and discussion- Penglaneinon  
4.5.1 SDM predictive accuracy at different resolutions 
Table 4.6 Accuracy assessment of different species distribution models at the Penglaneinon site. 
AUC = Area under the curve, COR = Pearson’s correlation, TSS = True skill statistics, Deviance = 
Deviance of the predicted values from the observed values. (±values) = difference in AUC for 10m 
scores relative to 0.5 m AUC scores.  For clarity, both MLP and RBF are different ANN methods. 
Resolution Model AUC COR TSS Deviance 
0.5m 
GAM 0.74 0.40 0.37 1.13 
MARS 0.74 0.36 0.37 1.13 
SVM 0.72 0.36 0.36 1.56 
RF 0.82 0.53 0.50 0.95 
BRT 0.75 0.41 0.39 1.14 
MaxEnt 0.74 0.39 0.38 1.25 
MLP 0.73 0.38 0.37 1.38 
RBF 0.72 0.36 0.34 1.17 
10m 
GAM 0.78 (+0.04) 0.46 0.44 1.07 
MARS 0.77 (-0.03) 0.45 0.43 1.08 
SVM 0.77 (+0.05) 0.46 0.45 1.44 
RF 0.83 (+0.01) 0.56 0.54 0.93 
BRT 0.78 (+0.03) 0.47 0.44 1.11 
MaxEnt 0.78 (+0.04) 0.45 0.45 1.17 
MLP 0.77 (+0.04) 0.45 0.44 1.28 
RBF 0.76 (+0.04) 0.41 0.42  1.15 
 
The predictive accuracy assessment for Penglaneinon proved similar to that of Ffridd Fawr in many 
ways. Whilst the average AUC scores were marginally lower (-0.018 AUC) at Ffridd Fawr (M = 
0.745 AUC) then Penglaneinon (M = 0.763 AUC), all models were still classed as ‘moderate’ in 
performance (0.7-0.9 AUC). Like Ffridd Fawr, the difference in predictive accuracy between 
resolutions was observed to be similar with slight increases in performance (+0.035 AUC) for 10 m 
models (M= 0.78 AUC) against 0.5 m models (M = 0.745 AUC). RF again was estimated to be the 
most accurate across both resolutions, and RBF the least. Finally, there did not appear to be any 
notable differences in predictive accuracy between the different modelling method types (i.e. classical 
regression (M = 0.740 AUC) vs machine learning (M =0.746 AUC)).  
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4.5.2 Variable importance at different resolutions 
 
Figure 4.11 Mean variable importance across the 8 different models using different predictor 
resolutions at Penglaneinon. Predictors are ordered on the x axis according to the 0.5 m importance 
rank to facilitate comparison. Error bars = standard error of the mean (SEM).   
 
Figure 4.12 Frequency of occurrence for predictors at each level of the variable importance order 
according to resolution at Penglaneinon. Total number of model iterations for each resolution = 1600. 
Solid bars denote variables at 0.5 m resolution. Hatched bars denote variables at 10m resolution. 
 
At Ffridd Fawr, three key predictors were identified (‘water’, ‘slope’, ‘aspect’) which were likely be 
having a notable effect on distribution. At Penglaneinon however, ‘elevation’ is clearly demonstrated 
to be the primary predictor affecting distribution. As demonstrated by Figure 4.12, ‘elevation’ was 
ranked first 95% (n = 1518) of the time using 0.5 m resolution predictors, and 80% using 10 m 
predictors (n = 1295). Furthermore, ‘elevation’ did not feature any lower than 2nd in importance 
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rankings at either resolution. It is evident from Figure 4.11 that there was consensus in variable 
importance for all predictors with the exception of NDVI.  Whilst NDVI was ranked 2nd in 71% of 
model iterations (n =1143) using 10 m resolution predictors, it only accounted for 31% of iterations 
with 0.5 m resolution predictors (Figure 4.12).   ‘Aspect’, ‘slope’ and ‘water’ feature interchangeably 
in 3rd, 4th and 5th rankings (Figure 4.12), whilst ‘vegetation classification’ appeared to be the least 
important (6th) variable affecting distribution (54% of model iterations (n = 862) at 0.5 m predictor 
resolution, 72% at 10 m predictor resolution (n =1152)).  
The level of individual model variability in predictor rankings for Penglaneinon (Figure 4.13 & 
Figure 4.14) was generally less than it was for Ffridd Fawr, particularly at the 0.5 m predictor 
resolution. MLP outputs again are consistently higher than other models across all predictors at both 
resolutions, whilst SVM predicts notably lower permutation importance than other models for 
‘elevation’. Though permutation importance increases to a degree in all models for NDVI between 
0.5 m and 10 m predictors, it is evident that much of the difference in average variable importance is 
due to the pronounced increase in SVM and BRT models.  
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Figure 4.13 Mean variable importance for each predictor according to individual model types at 0.5 
m predictor resolution at Penglaneinon. Each model is averaged across 200 iterations.  Mean line = 
average across all models. Predictor order is arranged highest to lowest according to averaged 
variable importance.   
 
 
Figure 4.14 Mean variable importance for each predictor according to individual model types at 10 m 
predictor resolution at Penglaneinon. Each model is averaged across 200 iterations.  Mean line = 
average across all models. Predictor order is arranged highest to lowest according to averaged 
variable importance of the 0.5 m resolution models to facilitate clear comparison.   
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Table 4.7 Predictor importance ranking according to each individual model type at both predictor 
resolutions. For clarity, both MLP and RBF are different ANN methods. 
  Predictors (ordered according to average variable 
importance) 
Resolution Models Elevation 
(1st) 
NDVI 
(2nd) 
Water 
(3rd) 
Slope 
(4th) 
Aspect 
(5th) 
Veg_class 
(6th) 
0.5 
GAM 1 4 2 3 5 6 
MARS 1 5 3 2 4 6 
SVM 1 3 6 5 4 2 
RF 1 3 2 5 4 6 
BRT 1 2 3 5 4 6 
MaxEnt 1 2 3 5 4 6 
MLP 1 4 2 5 3 6 
RBF 1 2 6 3 5 4 
  Predictors (ordered according to average variable 
importance) 
Resolution Models Elevation 
(1st) 
NDVI 
(2nd) 
Aspect 
(3rd) 
Slope 
(4th) 
Water 
(5th) 
Veg_class 
(6th) 
10 
GAM 1 2 3 4 5 6 
MARS 1 2 4 3 5 6 
SVM 2 1 3 4 5 6 
RF 1 2 4 5 3 6 
BRT 1 2 4 5 3 6 
MaxEnt 1 2 3 4 5 6 
MLP 1 2 5 4 3 6 
RBF 1 2 4 3 5 6 
 
Table 4.7 reinforces the conclusion that ‘elevation’ was the most important variable affecting 
distribution-as all bar the 10 m resolution SVM model placed ‘elevation’ first in the rankings. 
Likewise, all bar two models (SVM and RBF at 0.5 m resolution) placed vegetation class last. 
Finally, whilst Figure 4.14 indicated large increases in permutation importance to be central to the 
overall mean increase in NDVI between 0.5m and 10m resolutions,  it is notable from Table 4.7 that 
all models at a 10 m resolution placed NDVI second in importance (aside from SVM which places it 
first), thereby suggesting a broader consensus between models towards NDVI importance then just 
large increases in SVM and BRT models at the 10m resolution. However, the degree of variability in 
NDVI rankings at a 0.5m resolution is also prevalent, which suggests that the true overall importance 
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of NDVI cannot be discerned beyond input predictor resolution. Finally, it is clear at both resolutions 
that ‘aspect’, ‘slope’ and ‘water’ could not be differentiated in ranked importance from each other.  
4.5.3 Response curves 
 
Figure 4.15 Mean response curves for all model types for each predictor at Penglaneinon using 0.5 m 
resolution predictors. Shaded areas denote standard error of the mean Vegetation classification was 
not included due to ‘sdm’ R library errors in prediction. 
 
Figure 4.16 Mean response curves for all model types for each predictor at Ffridd Fawr using 10 m 
resolution predictors. NDVI was adjusted to 0.75 ymax (all others at 0.7) to capture the whole 
response curve. Vegetation classification was not included due to R ‘sdm’ library errors in prediction. 
Shaded areas denote standard error of the mean.  
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As was the case with the response curves at Ffridd Fawr, general relationships were consistent across 
the two resolutions, though some response curve shapes were complex forms (e.g. neither wholly 
linear nor unimodal). At an individual level, ‘aspect’ matched the hypothesised response of a 
unimodal shape, with probability of occurrence being more likely the nearer to south-facing (180°) 
slopes the animals were. The observed response for ‘elevation’ also concurred with the hypothesised 
response, as the probability of occurrence increased as elevation increased to ~440 m. It was 
confirmed by visual inspection in QGIS that the decrease in response witnessed at the highest 
altitudes related to small areas which appeared to be outcrops. However, on-site confirmation would 
be required to verify this.  In permutation importance results, NDVI was most dissimilar between 
resolutions. From analysing the response curves at both resolutions, the response follows a rough s-
shaped response. Despite the complex form, the general relationship (response increases as NDVI 
values increases) matched the hypothesised response. The differences between resolutions were 
notable in the initial decrease at the 0.5 m resolution to NDVI = ~0.35 which did not happen at the 10 
m resolution, whilst the level of response was also larger at the 10 m (~0.35 - 0.75) than at the 0.5 m 
(~0.45 - 0.7) resolution. Though further investigation is required, it is likely that this uncertainty 
between resolutions was being caused by the spectral properties of the Molinia. At the time of image 
surveying, the new Molinia growth was still establishing, and therefore areas of the swards were 
interspersed with both fresh green Molinia and yellow senesced material bult up across previous 
years. At a 0.5 m resolution, this variation in sward was apparent, however at a 10 m level much of 
this variation had been lost. As such, the response of the animals to variations in Molinia growth 
stages between different resolution is much more uncertain.    
The response to ‘slope’ was the most varied of all the predictors between the two different 
resolutions. At the 0.5 m level, a small linear increase in response was predicted as slope increased, 
whereas the 10 m response appeared to correspond to a more complex form that was part unimodal 
and linear in shape. Furthermore, neither form matched the hypothesised response of linear decrease 
as slope increased, but as the response was small in both cases, it concurs with the variable 
importance ranking of ‘slope’ being uninfluential in effecting distribution. Finally, the overall 
response for ‘water’ also appeared negligible. It was hypothesised that probability of occurrence 
(response) would decrease as distance from water increased. However, the only notable response that 
appears to occur is in the first ~200 m from water, where contrastingly the response increased as 
distance from water increased. From 200 m onwards, tentative observation suggests that response 
declines as distance to water increases, however the variation in form between resolutions creates 
uncertainty in this statement.  From knowledge gained through site visits, plus further investigations 
using QGIS, it is postulated that the initial 200 m increase in response from water is due to much of 
the main stream being located in a slight gulley, with a riparian corridor of dense Molinia making 
much of the stream inaccessible. It is reasoned that the animals are using select fords (crossings) to 
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access water (when not near to the blanket bog), which in part is causing a low density of locations to 
be observed near much of the stream (Figure 4.17). The exact reason for the lack of clear response 
beyond 200 m distance is unclear without further investigation. A primary theory is that the degree of 
access to water on site is not restrictive enough for animal distribution to require being closer to water 
bodies. Though the vegetation density at Penglaneinon would likely restrict movement considerably, 
an accompanying MSc study (supervised on a day-to-day basis by the PhD candidate) revealed the 
site to contain a network of pathways created by the sheep which indicated that the animals may be 
able to navigate larger distances across the site efficiently (Noble 2018). It is therefore plausible that 
the animals could reside away from water, but still able to easily access it when required.   
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.17 Stream crossings at Penglaneinon site indicated by mapped pathways and 5 min interval 
sheep location data.   
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4.6 Chapter outcomes summary  
4.6.1 Summary of results and proposed future improvements for species distribution 
modelling at Ffridd Fawr and Penglaneinon 
In summarising the findings for Ffridd Fawr, it is evident from the variable importance measurements 
and response curve forms that ‘water’, ‘standing shelter’ and ‘NDVI’ could be considered key factors 
affecting distribution of animals at this site at the time of study. Furthermore, there is clear indication 
that ‘slope’, ‘aspect’ and ‘topographic shelter’ are not having a meaningful impact on distribution. 
Though only a moderate response to ‘elevation’ was detected, the nature of the response curve would 
suggest potential unexplained influence. It is possible that as all three key factors feature almost 
exclusively in the northern side of the site, that the response to ‘elevation’ is incidental, however 
further investigations would be required to verify this. Studying climate (e.g. temperature, wind, rain) 
directly across the site would present a key route of exploration. Linked to this could be the creation 
of ‘cost’ rasters. These would seek to measure the physiological cost of traversing a given area of the 
site and could be integrated with least-cost path analysis. Such a map would look to account for 
topography (slope and elevation), climate, vegetation thickness, and obstructions which alter 
movement (e.g. streams, ditches). Finally, conducting a vegetation classification as originally planned 
in this study would also be an obvious inclusion.      
At Penglaneinon, it is evident that only ‘elevation’ can be considered a key factor affecting 
distribution.  Though the response curves suggest NDVI to have a notable effect, the variation 
between predictor resolutions means that the SDM outputs alone cannot be certain. A next key step in 
future research would be to explore what proximal factors elevation is likely to be representing at this 
site. As suggested for Ffridd Fawr, measuring climatic variables directly would be a major 
improvement. A second option would be to explore visibility on the site and attempt to assess whether 
animals are seeking higher elevations to better detect potential predators (e.g. especially as the ewes 
had lambs), and/or resources. If vegetation height could be estimated, it would be possible to combine 
this with topology and perform viewshed type analysis to determine at sheep height what visibility 
was like at different locations. As suggested for Ffridd Fawr, a cost raster would also be beneficial for 
Penglaneinon, especially as the vegetation is very dense for much of the site, and the role of the path 
network present is still not fully understood. Deriving the cost raster and then calculating least-cost 
paths along the site would facilitate a comparison with the known pathways to better understand their 
use and role. Given the use of UAV technologies already in the methodology, measuring vegetation 
height could be explored using methodologies such as those outlined in Forsmoo et al (2018). 
However, another suggestion given the density of the sward at Penglaneinon would be to selectively 
cut sections of the sward to define the terrain, then use either LIDAR or structure through motion 
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(SfM) processes in image stitching to derive a digital surface model (DSM), which could then be 
subtracted from a digital terrain model (DTM) to give above ground height.  
4.6.2 Improvements to the modelling process 
Though species distribution models with ‘moderate’ predictive ability are well witnessed in the 
literature (Svenning, Normand & Kageyama 2008; Byrne et al. 2014), improvements in the AUC 
scores for the SDM models at both sites could likely be achieved with further individual tuning of the 
models. In many cases default parameters were used, whereas iteratively exploring different settings 
for models (e.g. different number of trees in random forest models) could likely lead to more accurate 
models (Hao et al. 2020).  
Another shortcoming would be that the models were run for the whole tracking datasets for each site. 
Given the aim of the exercise is to be able to manipulate animal behaviour, a shift towards a dynamic 
and even mechanistic modelling in future would be recommended. Given the seasonal variation in 
climatic conditions between years, it is possible that basing proposed manipulations on data from 
previous years would lead to less effective outcomes. A more reasoned approach would be to collect 
data and perform SDMs at periodic intervals within a season and alter interventions dynamically 
throughout the season. An added benefit of this method would be that each subsequent recording 
interval could act as independent data sets with which to validate the previous SDMs; adding 
additional rigour to the model assessment beyond internal validation (Franklin 2010a). Though this 
type of modelling requires far more physiological (Kearney & Porter 2009) (e.g. diet, body 
temperature) and ecological information (Guisan & Zimmermann 2000; Franklin 2010b) to 
implement successfully, the small scale of the sites (compared to most other SDM studies), and 
known history of the animals being studied offers considerable advantages to achieving this.    
Finally, the resolution by which behaviour should be studied needs to be explored. Interpretation of 
the results in this study considered two input resolutions so positional uncertainty could be accounted 
for. However, the level of variation in predictor importance between resolutions prevented detailed 
post-hoc analysis (e.g. pairwise-comparisons) on specific interactions between predictors being 
assessed. Though differential correction of GNSS locations (most likely through post-processed 
kinematic (PPK) workflow) could lessen the likely positional uncertainty in the data, the 
computational expense of processing such high resolution predictors within an SDM means that high 
granularity should not merely be used for the sake of it. Resolution should instead be determined by 
the study objectives and site scale, but also importantly the ecological scale that best matches the 
study animal. For example, at what spatial resolution does grazing become meaningful for sheep? 
This is not something well discussed in the literature as the majority of studies have utilised much 
lower resolution data. Manzoor, Griffiths & Lukac (2018) note that most studies choose grain size 
based on the data available, rather than relevant factors such as species ecology or spatial scale of 
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study. This is partly because choice of predictors is ‘frequently opportunistic’, and reliant on a 
standard combination of 19 bioclimatic variables (Porfirio et al. 2014). Given these are all a minimum 
1 km GSD resolution, this means that all other biophysical variables (e.g. NDVI) must be resampled 
to this size (Manzoor, Griffiths & Lukac 2018). As such, to date very few studies have utilised fine 
scale predictors (<10 m resolution) in SDMs (Descombes et al. 2016), and therefore the discussion as 
to what resolution is actually prudent for interpretation is underdeveloped.       
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GENERAL DISCUSSION 
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5.1 A summary of the aims and objectives of the PhD study 
This study aimed to develop a standardised workflow (encompassed in the objectives set out in Table 
1.2) for collecting and analysing data that would enable site specific habitat restoration techniques to 
be recommended for larger-scale (+50 ha) sites.  In particular, the study focused on measuring the 
relationship between grazing animals and the environmental factors driving their distribution. The 
theory was that targeted grazing prescriptions could be better implemented if practitioners knew 
which factors to manipulate.  It was reasoned that this could be an improved approach over pre-
existing prescription systems (such as LSUs) which make assumptions about the uniformity of 
grazing over a site. All the individual objectives for each chapter (specified in Chapter 1) were 
completed, and as such the three main study aims were successfully addressed. Each site was 
comprehensively profiled, with likely factors affecting sheep distribution baselined. Animals were 
successfully tracked on both sites using low-cost GNSS collars, with a new UAVRTS developed for 
whole herd monitoring. Data processing and behavioural inference tools were also developed, whilst 
grazing intensity was analysed using a combination of home range analyses, and a bespoke true LSU 
indicator across the site. Finally, environmental factors were assessed with regards to their effect on 
the spatial distribution of the animals, with a statistical evaluation carried out and the ecological 
realism of the results considered.  
5.2 Recommending management interventions based on the workflow 
Fundamentally, the true novelty of the developed workflow is the level of insight offered on the effect 
environment variables are having on animal distribution on large sites. The amount of data produced, 
and the ability to utilise different combinations of newly developed/existing tools (e.g. behavioural 
inference, species distribution modelling, home range estimation) to understand how distribution and 
grazing behaviour is being driven on a specific site, lends itself as an effective tool for recommending 
targeted management interventions. The level of interpretation possible is not limiting, with the 
recommendations for interventions ultimately dependent on the specific objectives for a site (i.e. 
which ecosystem services are being targeted). For example, in this study it was clear from home 
range and LU estimation that at both sites grazing intensity was not uniform. This does not 
necessarily infer grazing was having a detrimental effect, as it depends on the precise conservation 
objectives set for the site. At Ffridd Fawr, the desire to manage the sward to consist of areas of both 
short and long vegetation for Numenius arquata (curlew), means non uniform grazing may well be 
preferential. However, at Penglaneinon, the objective is to reduce the overall dominance of Molinia 
on the site. Visual observations at Penglaneinon on QGIS suggested that animals were focusing on 
previously cut areas, the result of this was that large areas of monoculture Molinia were barely 
impacted. Manipulation of the grazing behaviour would therefore be more beneficial on this site to 
provide more even grazing pressure and prevent the animals from over-impacting vulnerable areas 
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(e.g. the blanket bog). Results from the species distribution modelling indicated NDVI to have a 
notable effect on distribution. Combining this information with the insight gleaned from the observed 
localised grazing intensity for the site in Chapter 3, would support the notion of further cutting as a 
way of achieving this. This example demonstrates the utility of adopting multiple analyses for 
interpretation, and also reinforces the notion that management will ultimately be most effective when 
clear management objectives are aligned with comprehensive data driven interpretation (as provided 
with this workflow).  
5.3 Limitations of the workflow and areas of future research 
Though the creation of the workflow was ultimately successful, the time and cost of the 
hardware/software development undertaken effectively curtailed the possibility of imposing any 
interventions. Further research should ultimately aim to conduct interventions after initial baselining, 
as this would provide critical ground truth evidence as to the effectiveness of any recommendations 
derived from the workflow.  
Aside from imposing interventions, another key area of development should be to introduce a more 
dynamic component into the analyses. Within this study, data was collected during the growing 
season, then subsequently analysed. However, the limitation of this is that any proposed interventions 
would not be implemented until the following year, as in many cases livestock are moved from 
upland sites during winter (i.e. the sites in this study). Given the differences in climatic conditions 
between seasons from one year to the next, drivers of animal distribution may well alter. Therefore, 
prescribing interventions on the basis of data from a previous year may well prove ineffectual. As 
noted in Chapter 4, a key flaw of species distribution modelling is that they assume equilibrium 
(Guisan & Zimmermann 2000; Austin 2002), and their static nature has often being criticised for not 
representing the constant dynamic nature of animal-environment interactions (Guisan & Theurillat 
2000; Guisan & Thuiller 2005). As such, a key factor in progressing this approach would be to collect 
and analyse data at regular intervals within a season (Fernandez et al. 2017), and impose interventions 
in response to each collection episode. By doing this, the effects of seasonality would be negated (e.g. 
different stages of vegetation growth), and the extent to which factors affecting distribution 
dynamically alter in their importance during a season could be explored (Zuckerberg et al. 2016).  
There may be a concern that repeated data collection over a season could prove laborious, however 
future improvements in the technology used could counteract this. The use of UAVs already means 
that repeated surveys within a season to measure environmental variables are already possible. With 
regards to the tracking operations, the use of the UAVRTS would be particularly useful to collect a 
snapshot of the behaviour of all the animals periodically at the same time as the image surveys are 
being conducted. In addition, further research into developing the UAVs into data mules (mobile data 
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collectors) has already received funding (B. Roberts via the Joy Welch Trust). This will enable data to 
be uploaded from the GNSS tracking collars (and micro-climate sensors if employed) directly on to a 
UAV when passing overhead, and as such minimise the amount of contact required with the animals. 
This is particularly useful on large sites, where gathering in collared animals can take a considerable 
amount of time. The other benefit to utilising this approach is that all data required (i.e. image 
surveying and tracking data) would effectively be collected within each single survey. 
Additional improvements to the workflow could include further improvement of the 
Beferrer/Shedsplitter software to enhance user friendliness. Use of the software for data in later 
studies has highlighted the inflexibility of the software to different data formats and structures, and 
also that the command line interface could be improved upon. As such, further work beyond this 
study has already begun on creating a Graphical User Interface (GUI) which should promote 
accessibility to the software as well as allowing different data inputs to be defined.                  
Aside from the technological limitations and improvements to the methodologies used within 
workflow, there would be a number of opportunities for other disciplines to be used to compliment 
the approach. One area for development mentioned in Chapter 4 would be adopting a more 
mechanistic approach to the species distribution modelling (Kearney & Porter 2009). The current 
workflow only assesses the relationship between species distribution and environmental variables. It 
does not assess how the physiology of the animal alters to changes in environment. This knowledge 
would enable a more complete understanding of animal-environment interactions, as the wider effect 
of environmental variables on an animal would be better understood, and not just the effect on 
movement. Understanding of diet selection under different environmental conditions would be a key 
aspect to consider (Peterson, Papeş & Soberón 2015). This could be achieved using methodologies 
such as faecal n-alkane analysis (Fraser et al. 2009), faecal cuticle analysis (Stevens et al. 1987) or 
DNA barcoding of faecal matter (Pegard et al. 2009; Camp et al. 2020) to identify and quantify the 
species of plants being consumed. Complimenting this could be measurements of body temperature 
(e.g. using a thermal camera mounted on a UAV (Kays et al. 2019)) and heart rate monitoring (e.g. 
using sensors attached to the body (Andersson 2016)). Understanding how body temperature and 
heart rate alters (alongside weight and condition measurements at the beginning and end of study) 
could indicate the level of physiological stress the animals were experiencing at any one time (Al-
Haidary 2004; Maurya et al. 2007). Combining this information with the knowledge of the 
environmental conditions would therefore facilitate a far more complete understanding as to why 
grazing behaviour changes with changes in environment. This would not only be beneficial for habitat 
management, but also more widely for animal husbandry and agriculture.  
As the workflow has been developed to offer site specific information, there is also a question of 
scalability, particularly in upland areas. Given that peatland/heather moorland areas often encompass 
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a number of large enclosures spanning thousands of hectares (as is the case for Penglaneinon at the 
Elan valley, and Ffridd Fawr within the Lake Vyrnwy estate), it may not be feasible to utilise UAVs 
across all areas. As such it may be necessary to adopt different surveying tools that are capable of 
covering such large areas. One such recommendation would be use UAV data to build a 
comprehensive understanding of the main environmental drivers at a single enclosure, then utilise 
high resolution satellite imagery on the adjacent enclosures to scale up. The enclosure surveyed by 
UAV data could act as the reference site, with the knowledge gained applied over the remaining 
enclosures with the satellite imagery used to monitor impacts.    
5.4 The need to know the manipulation capacity of a site 
A final observation is that it is important to recognise the ability of a site to reach the targeted 
management objectives (Ehrenfeld 2000). Understanding the extent to which a site can be 
manipulated helps manage expectations of what any interventions are likely to achieve (Lake 2001). 
For example, whilst the objective at Penglaneinon was to reduce the Molinia dominance so that 
peatland vegetation could return, it may well be that the natural composition of the site is upland 
fringe, with multiple habitat types present. Further expansion of the workflow could therefore focus 
on developing methodologies to assess the manipulation capacity of a site. Examples could include 
locating historical data to inform on previous site composition, and the use of ecological 
niche/bioclimatic modelling of target species (e.g. Sphagnum moss for peatlands (Gignac, Halsey & 
Vitt 2000)) to estimate the likely suitable habitat of the species on the site under current 
environmental conditions. The advantage of this particular approach is that modelling could be 
extended to include suitability under future climates, which would prove considerably valuable given 
that habitats such as peatlands often require a considerable amount of time to return to proper 
working function, and therefore any future changes in climate on a site should be accounted for (Oke 
& Hager 2017). With this knowledge, interventions can then focus on altering a site within the 
realistic limits, and not beyond these. The success of any management intervention can then be 
assessed by the capacity a site has for manipulation, and not simply by the target objective set upon it. 
As Hobbs et al (2011) note, 
“Scientists who wish to alter the function of ecosystems to enhance the services they deliver 
(including, especially, maintenance of a great diversity of organisms) should be explicit about both 
their goals and the possibilities of achieving them. We should not, for instance, give the impression 
that ways can be found to either hold or turn back the clock and preserve or recreate imagined 
Edens” 
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5.5 Conclusions 
Though future research is required to comprehensively ground truth the workflow, the amount of data 
produced and subsequent insight attainable demonstrates the true novelty of the approach, particularly 
given the low input cost. This ultimately affirms the overall central research question posed in the 
PhD study (‘Can recent developments in sensing technologies and/or processing capability be 
harnessed to improve the evidence-base for conservation decision-making?’).  
By estimating the characteristics of grazing behaviour and the specific environmental variables 
driving distribution on a site, the workflow developed offers practitioners a greater understanding of 
animal-environment interactions over large-scale sites. Though upland habitats and peatlands in 
particular were the focus for this work, the nature of the approach enables it to be used in a multitude 
of different site/habitat scenarios. As such the workflow represents a potential option for many varied 
land management scenarios globally.     
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APPENDICES 
 
A.1 Ffridd Fawr stitching report 
Summary 
 
 
Project Ffridd_fawr 
Processed 2020-04-08 15:55:14 
Camera Model Name(s) 
RedEdge-M_5.5_1280x960 (Blue), RedEdge-M_5.5_1280x960 (Green), RedEdge-M_5.5_1280x960 (Red), RedEdge-
M_5.5_1280x960 (NIR), RedEdge-M_5.5_1280x960 (Red edge) 
Rig name(s) «RedEdge-M» 
Average Ground Sampling 
Distance (GSD) 
7.18 cm /2.83 in 
Area Covered 1.557 km2 /155.6579 ha /0.60 sq. mi. /384.8382 acres 
Time for Initial Processing 
(without report) 
1d:00h:45m:43s 
Quality Check 
 
 
Images median of 45452 keypoints per image 
 
 
Dataset 11815 out of 12250 images calibrated (96%), all images enabled, 3 blocks 
 
 
Camera Optimization 0.03% relative difference between initial and optimised internal camera parameters 
 
 
Matching median of 24021.9 matches per calibrated image 
 
 
Georeferencing yes, no 3D GCP 
 
 
 
Preview  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Orthomosaic and the corresponding sparse Digital Surface Model (DSM) before densification. 
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Calibration Details  
 
Number of Calibrated Images 11815 out of 12250 
Number of Geolocated Images 12250 out of 12250 
Initial Image Positions  
 
 
Figure 2: Top view of the initial image position. The green line follows the position of the images in time starting from the large blue dot. 
 
 
Computed Image/GCPs/Manual Tie Points Positions 
193 
 
 
Uncertainty ellipses 100 x magnified 
 
 
Figure 3: Offset between initial (blue dots) and computed (green dots) image positions as well as the offset between the GCPs initial positions (blue crosses) and their computed positions 
(green crosses) in the top-view (XY plane), front-view (XZ plane), and side-view (YZ plane). Red dots indicate disabled or uncalibrated images. Dark green ellipses indicate the 
absolute position uncertainty of the bundle block adjustment result. 
 
Absolute camera position and orientation uncertainties 
 
 
 X[m] Y[m] Z [m] Omega [degree] Phi [degree] Kappa [degree] 
Mean 0.060 0.059 0.133 116.314 309.766 131.945 
Sigma 0.085 0.062 0.172 2364.595 6307.042 2696.590 
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Overlap  
 
 
 
Number of overlapping images: 1 2 3 4 5+ 
 
Figure 4: Number of overlapping images computed for each pixel of the orthomosaic. 
Red and yellow areas indicate low overlap for which poor results may be generated. Green areas indicate an overlap of over 5 images for every pixel. Good quality results will be 
generated as long as the number of keypoint matches is also sufficient for these areas (see Figure 5 for keypoint matches). 
 
 
 
 
 
Bundle Block Adjustment Details  
 
 
Number of 2D Keypoint Observations for Bundle Block Adjustment 72606873 
Number of 3D Points for Bundle Block Adjustment 23308847 
Mean Reprojection Error [pixels] 0.147 
 
Internal Camera Parameters 
 
RedEdge-M_5.5_1280x960 (Blue). Sensor Dimensions: 4.800 [mm] x 3.600 [mm]  
EXIF ID: RedEdge-M_5.5_1280x960 
 
 Focal Length Principal 
Point x 
Principal 
Point y 
R1 R2 R3 T1 T2 
Initial Values 
1447.570 [pixel] 
5.428 [mm] 
626.181 [pixel] 
2.348 [mm] 
481.336 [pixel] 
1.805 [mm] 
-0.099 0.158 -0.063 -0.001 -0.000 
Optimised Values 
1447.164 [pixel] 
5.427 [mm] 
624.278 [pixel] 
2.341 [mm] 
480.920 [pixel] 
1.803 [mm] 
-0.099 0.154 -0.041 -0.001 -0.000 
Uncertainties (Sigma) 
0.043 [pixel] 
0.000 [mm] 
0.085 [pixel] 
0.000 [mm] 
0.064 [pixel] 
0.000 [mm] 
0.001 0.004 0.010 0.000 0.000 
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The correlation between camera internal parameters 
other parameters. 
Focal 
 
Initial Values 
Optimized Values 
 
 
5.449 [mm] 
 
 
Principal 
Point x Point y 
 
2.332 [mm]  
2.323 [mm] 1.839 [mm] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The correlation between camera internal parameters 
other parameters. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Internal Camera Parameters 
 
RedEdge-M_5.5_1280x960 (Green). Sensor  Dimensions: 4.800 [mm]  x 3.600 [mm]  
EXIF ID: RedEdge-M_5.5_1280x960 
 
R1 R2 R3 T1 T2 
-0.095 0.134 -0.003 0.000 -0.000 
-0.096 0.139 -0.014 0.000 -0.001 
0.000 0.001 0.002 0.000 0.000 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
C
orrelated 
Independent 
C
orrelated 
Independent 
 
 
indicates the magnitude of 1 pixel error. 
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The correlation between camera internal parameters 
other parameters. 
 
 
Internal Camera Parameters 
 
RedEdge-M_5.5_1280x960 (Red). Sensor Dimensions: 4.800 [mm] x 3.600 [mm]  
EXIF ID: RedEdge-M_5.5_1280x960 
 
 Focal Length Principal 
Point x 
Principal 
Point y 
R1 R2 R3 T1 T2 
Initial Values 
1446.130 [pixel] 
5.423 [mm] 
616.776 [pixel] 
2.313 [mm] 
480.909 [pixel] 
1.803 [mm] 
-0.104 0.154 -0.049 0.001 -0.000 
Optimised Values 
1445.294 [pixel] 
5.420 [mm] 
612.975 [pixel] 
2.299 [mm] 
480.234 [pixel] 
1.801 [mm] 
-0.103 0.151 -0.042 0.001 -0.001 
Uncertainties (Sigma) 
0.087 [pixel] 
0.000 [mm] 
0.194 [pixel] 
0.001 [mm] 
0.165 [pixel] 
0.001 [mm] 
0.001 0.010 0.022 0.000 0.000 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Internal Camera Parameters 
RedEdge-M_5.5_1280x960 (NIR). Sensor Dimensions: 4.800 [mm]  x 3.600 [mm]  
EXIF ID: RedEdge-M_5.5_1280x960 
 Focal Length Principal 
Point x 
Principal 
Point y 
R1 R2 R3 T1 T2 
Initial Values 
1450.269 [pixel] 
5.439 [mm] 
633.784 [pixel] 
2.377 [mm] 
474.400 [pixel] 
1.779 [mm] 
-0.105 0.144 -0.039 -0.000 -0.000 
Optimised Values 
1449.965 [pixel] 
5.437 [mm] 
631.541 [pixel] 
2.368 [mm] 
474.174 [pixel] 
1.778 [mm] 
-0.109 0.177 -0.104 -0.000 -0.000 
Uncertainties (Sigma) 
0.044 [pixel] 
0.000 [mm] 
0.091 [pixel] 
0.000 [mm] 
0.068 [pixel] 
0.000 [mm] 
0.001 0.004 0.010 0.000 0.000 
 
 
the pixel location. Click on the 
image to the see the average direction and magnitude of the re- 
indicates the magnitude of 1 pixel error. 
C
orrelated 
Independent 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
indicates the magnitude of 1 pixel error. 
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The correlation between camera internal parameters 
other parameters. 
Focal 
 
Initial Values 
Optimized Values 
 
 
5.426 [mm] 
 
 
Principal 
Point x Point y 
2.383 [mm] 1.739 [mm] 
 
2.376 [mm]  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The correlation between camera internal parameters 
other parameters. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Internal Camera Parameters 
 
RedEdge-M_5.5_1280x960 (Red edge). Sensor Dimensions: 4.800 [mm] x 3.600 [mm]  
EXIF ID: RedEdge-M_5.5_1280x960 
 
R1 R2 R3 T1 T2 
-0.103 0.139 -0.021 0.001 0.000 
-0.104 0.149 -0.035 0.001 -0.000 
0.000 0.004 0.008 0.000 0.000 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
C
orrelated 
Independent 
C
orrelated 
Independent 
 
 
indicates the magnitude of 1 pixel error. 
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Camera Rig «RedEdge-M» Relatives. Images: 12250 
 
 
 Transl X[m] Transl Y[m] Transl Z [m] Rot X[degree] Rot Y[degree] Rot Z [degree] 
RedEdge-M_5.5_1280x960 (Green) Reference Camera 
RedEdge-M_5.5_1280x960 (Blue)  
Initial Values 0.030 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Optimised values 0.030 0.000 0.000 -0.040 -0.016 -0.062 
Uncertainties (sigma)    0.003 0.003 0.000 
RedEdge-M_5.5_1280x960 (Red)  
Initial Values 0.000 0.021 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Optimised values 0.000 0.021 0.000 0.007 0.190 -0.120 
Uncertainties (sigma)    0.007 0.008 0.001 
RedEdge-M_5.5_1280x960 (NIR)  
Initial Values 0.030 0.021 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Optimised values 0.030 0.021 0.000 -0.131 0.003 -0.030 
Uncertainties (sigma)    0.003 0.004 0.000 
RedEdge-M_5.5_1280x960 (Red edge)  
Initial Values 0.015 0.011 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Optimised values 0.015 0.011 0.000 0.040 0.103 0.039 
Uncertainties (sigma)    0.002 0.003 0.000 
 
2D Keypoints Table 
 
 Number of 2D Keypoints per Image Number of Matched 2D Keypoints per Image 
Median 45452 24022 
Min 18550 0 
Max 55580 40538 
Mean 43379 22035 
 
2D Keypoints Table for Camera RedEdge-M_5.5_1280x960 (Blue) 
 
 Number of 2D Keypoints per Image Number of Matched 2D Keypoints per Image 
Median 42740 15448 
Min 18550 11 
Max 51603 28613 
Mean 40600 14251 
 
2D Keypoints Table for Camera RedEdge-M_5.5_1280x960 (Green) 
 
 Number of 2D Keypoints per Image Number of Matched 2D Keypoints per Image 
Median 46102 26733 
Min 19536 60 
Max 55580 40538 
Mean 43818 24733 
 
2D Keypoints Table for Camera RedEdge-M_5.5_1280x960 (Red) 
 
 Number of 2D Keypoints per Image Number of Matched 2D Keypoints per Image 
Median 44149 7537 
 
 
the pixel location. Click on the 
image to the see the average direction and magnitude of the re- 
indicates the magnitude of 1 pixel error. 
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Min 19672 0 
Max 49216 30558 
Mean 42437 9676 
 
 
2D Keypoints Table for Camera RedEdge-M_5.5_1280x960 (NIR) 
 
 Number of 2D Keypoints per Image Number of Matched 2D Keypoints per Image 
Median 46159 20184 
Min 20076 8 
Max 53057 33826 
Mean 42945 18696 
 
2D Keypoints Table for Camera RedEdge-M_5.5_1280x960 (Red edge) 
 
 Number of 2D Keypoints per Image Number of Matched 2D Keypoints per Image 
Median 46101 19812 
Min 19364 13 
Max 52393 32491 
Mean 43086 18165 
Median /75%/Maximal Number of Matches Between Camera Models 
 
 RedEdge-M_5.5_... 
(Blue) 
RedEdge-M_5.5... 
(Green) 
RedEdge-M_5.5_1... 
(Red) 
RedEdge-
M_5.5_1...(NIR) 
RedEdge-M_...(Red 
edge) 
RedEdge-M_5.5_1280x960 
(Blue) 
180 /2155 /19307 96 /518 /7940 27 /100 /704 39 /231 /2523 90 /475 /4652 
RedEdge-M_5.5_1280x960 
(Green) 
 
233 /1400 /28163 18 /77 /894 60 /338 /8965 138 /811 /14650 
RedEdge-M_5.5_1280x960 
(Red) 
  
768 /7600 /29411 11 /36 /417 17 /62 /524 
RedEdge-M_5.5_1280x960 
(NIR) 
   
444 /4098 /28370 260 /2016 /13454 
RedEdge-M_5.5_1280x960 
(Red edge) 
    
288 /2421 /20255 
3D Points from 2D Keypoint Matches 
 
 Number of 3D Points Observed 
In 2 Images 14347545 
In 3 Images 4122336 
In 4 Images 1828156 
In 5 Images 939852 
In 6 Images 574105 
In 7 Images 372582 
In 8 Images 258187 
In 9 Images 186409 
In 10 Images 138623 
In 11 Images 105258 
In 12 Images 81705 
In 13 Images 64578 
In 14 Images 52054 
In 15 Images 42558 
In 16 Images 35077 
In 17 Images 28519 
In 18 Images 23311 
In 19 Images 19251 
In 20 Images 16232 
In 21 Images 13055 
In 22 Images 10751 
In 23 Images 8967 
In 24 Images 7329 
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In 25 Images 5960 
In 26 Images 4948 
In 27 Images 4083 
In 28 Images 3251 
In 29 Images 2556 
In 30 Images 2128 
In 31 Images 1692 
In 32 Images 1347 
In 33 Images 1107 
In 34 Images 926 
In 35 Images 722 
In 36 Images 620 
In 37 Images 487 
In 38 Images 388 
In 39 Images 351 
In 40 Images 312 
In 41 Images 226 
In 42 Images 210 
In 43 Images 189 
In 44 Images 153 
In 45 Images 136 
In 46 Images 95 
In 47 Images 93 
In 48 Images 76 
In 49 Images 67 
In 50 Images 54 
In 51 Images 48 
In 52 Images 34 
In 53 Images 30 
In 54 Images 27 
In 55 Images 20 
In 56 Images 13 
In 57 Images 13 
In 58 Images 16 
In 59 Images 7 
In 60 Images 6 
In 61 Images 2 
In 62 Images 5 
In 63 Images 2 
In 64 Images 2 
In 66 Images 3 
In 67 Images 1 
In 70 Images 1 
 
2D Keypoint Matches 
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Number of matches 
 
          
25 222 444 666 888 1111 1333 1555 1777 2000 
 
Figure 5: Computed image positions with links between matched images. The darkness of the links indicates the number of matched 2D keypoints between the images. Bright links 
indicate weak links and require manual tie points or more images. 
 
 
Geolocation Details  
 
 
Absolute Geolocation Variance 
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Min Error [m] Max Error [m] Geolocation Error X[%] Geolocation Error Y[%] Geolocation Error Z [%] 
- -15.00 0.08 0.00 0.00 
-15.00 -12.00 0.13 0.00 0.00 
-12.00 -9.00 1.20 0.67 0.00 
-9.00 -6.00 5.38 2.03 0.00 
-6.00 -3.00 25.23 10.12 0.37 
-3.00 0.00 19.14 41.24 50.11 
0.00 3.00 17.48 31.38 49.39 
3.00 6.00 21.93 11.54 0.13 
6.00 9.00 7.35 2.18 0.00 
9.00 12.00 1.86 0.76 0.00 
12.00 15.00 0.21 0.08 0.00 
15.00 - 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Mean [m] 0.000566 0.000589 -0.001338 
Sigma [m] 4.571686 3.010722 0.918932 
RMS Error [m] 4.571686 3.010722 0.918933 
 
Min Error and Max Error represent geolocation error intervals between - 1.5 and 1.5 times the maximum accuracy of all the images. Columns X, Y, Z show the percentage of images 
with geolocation errors within the predefined error intervals. The geolocation error is the difference between the initial and computed image positions. Note that the image geolocation 
errors do not correspond to the accuracy of the observed 3D points. 
 
Relative Geolocation Variance 
 
Relative Geolocation Error Images X[%] Images Y[%] Images Z [%] 
[-1.00, 1.00] 72.43 90.12 100.00 
[-2.00, 2.00] 98.05 99.45 100.00 
[-3.00, 3.00] 99.92 100.00 100.00 
Mean of Geolocation Accuracy [m] 5.000000 5.000000 10.000000 
Sigma of Geolocation Accuracy [m] 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 
 
Images X, Y, Z represent the percentage of images with a relative geolocation error in X, Y, Z. 
 
Initial Processing Details  
System Information 
 
 
 
 
 
Hardware 
CPU: Intel(R) Core(TM) i9-9980XE CPU @ 3.00GHz 
RAM: 128GB 
GPU: NVIDIA Quadro RTX 4000 (Driver: unknown), NVIDIA Quadro RTX 4000 (Driver: unknown), NVIDIA Quadro RTX 4000 (Driver: unknown), 
NVIDIA Quadro RTX 4000 (Driver: unknown), NVIDIA Quadro RTX 4000 (Driver: unknown), NVIDIA Quadro RTX 4000 (Driver: unknown), 
NVIDIA Quadro RTX 4000 (Driver: unknown), NVIDIA Quadro RTX 4000 (Driver: unknown), NVIDIA Quadro RTX 4000 (Driver: unknown), 
NVIDIA Quadro RTX 4000 (Driver: unknown), NVIDIA Quadro RTX 4000 (Driver: unknown), NVIDIA Quadro RTX 4000 (Driver: unknown), 
NVIDIA Quadro RTX 4000 (Driver: unknown), NVIDIA Quadro RTX 4000 (Driver: unknown), NVIDIA Quadro RTX 4000 (Driver: unknown), 
NVIDIA Quadro RTX 4000 (Driver: unknown) 
Operating 
System 
Windows 10 Education, 64-bit 
Coordinate Systems 
 
Image Coordinate System WGS 84 (EGM96 Geoid) 
Output Coordinate System WGS 84 /UTMzone 30N (EGM96 Geoid) 
 
Processing Options 
 
Detected Template No Template Available 
Keypoints Image Scale Full, Image Scale: 2 
Advanced: Matching Image Pairs Aerial Grid or Corridor 
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Advanced: Matching Strategy Use Geometrically Verified Matching: no 
Advanced: Keypoint Extraction Targeted Number of Keypoints: Automatic 
 
Advanced: Calibration 
Calibration Method: Standard Internal 
Parameters Optimization: All External 
Parameters Optimization: All Rematch: 
Custom, yes 
Rig «RedEdge-M» processing optimize relative rotation using a subset of secondarycameras 
 
Point Cloud Densification details  
 
Processing Options 
 
Image Scale multiscale, 1/2 (Half image size, Default) 
Point Density Optimal 
Minimum Number of Matches 3 
3D Textured Mesh Generation yes 
3D Textured Mesh Settings: 
Resolution: Medium Resolution (default) Color 
Balancing: no 
LOD Generated: no 
Advanced: 3D Textured Mesh Settings Sample Density Divider: 1 
Advanced: Image Groups Blue, Green, Red, NIR, Red edge 
Advanced: Use Processing Area yes 
Advanced: Use Annotations yes 
Time for Point Cloud Densification 15m:59s 
Time for Point Cloud Classification 01m:06s 
Time for 3D Textured Mesh Generation 16m:55s 
Results 
 
Number of Generated Tiles 1 
Number of 3D Densified Points 19127920 
Average Density(per m3) 8.71 
 
DSM, Orthomosaic and Index Details  
 
Processing Options 
 
DSMand Orthomosaic Resolution 1 x GSD (7.18 [cm/pixel]) 
DSMFilters 
Noise Filtering: yes 
Surface Smoothing: yes, Type: Medium 
 
Raster DSM 
Generated: yes 
Method: Inverse Distance Weighting 
Merge Tiles: yes 
 
Orthomosaic 
Generated: yes Merge 
Tiles: yes 
GeoTIFF Without Transparency: yes 
Google Maps Tiles and KML: no 
Raster DTM 
Generated: yes Merge 
Tiles: yes 
DTMResolution 5 x GSD (7.18 [cm/pixel]) 
Radiometric calibration with reflectance target yes  
 
Index Calculator: Reflectance Map 
Generated: yes 
Resolution: 1 x GSD (7.18 [cm/pixel]) 
Merge Tiles: yes 
Index Calculator: Indices ndvi 
Time for DSMGeneration 02m:43s 
Time for Orthomosaic Generation 01h:09m:02s 
Time for DTMGeneration 03m:26s 
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Time for Contour Lines Generation 00s 
Time for Reflectance Map Generation 01h:43m:54s 
Time for Index Map Generation 03m:33s 
 
Camera Radiometric Correction 
 
 
Camera Name Band Radiometric Correction Type Reflectance target 
RedEdge-M_5.5_1280x960 Blue Camera, Sun Irradiance and Sun Angle using DLS IMU 
 
 
RedEdge-M_5.5_1280x960 Green Camera, Sun Irradiance and Sun Angle using DLS IMU 
 
 
RedEdge-M_5.5_1280x960 Red Camera, Sun Irradiance and Sun Angle using DLS IMU 
 
 
RedEdge-M_5.5_1280x960 NIR Camera, Sun Irradiance and Sun Angle using DLS IMU 
 
 
RedEdge-M_5.5_1280x960 Red edge Camera, Sun Irradiance and Sun Angle using DLS IMU 
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A.2 Penglaneinon stitching report 
 
Summary 
 
 
Project Penglaneinon 
Processed 2020-04-17 01:02:00 
Camera Model Name(s) 
RedEdge_5.5_1280x960 (Blue), RedEdge_5.5_1280x960 (Green), RedEdge_5.5_1280x960 (Red), RedEdge_5.5_1280x960 
(NIR), RedEdge_5.5_1280x960 (Red edge) 
Rig name(s) «MicaSense 5 band» 
Average Ground Sampling 
Distance (GSD) 
8.73 cm /3.44 in 
Area Covered 2.009 km2 /200.8920 ha /0.78 sq. mi. /496.6719 acres 
Time for Initial Processing 
(without report) 
4d:14h:22m:01s 
 
Quality Check 
 
 
Images median of 1072 keypoints per image 
 
 
Dataset 14427 out of 17390 images calibrated (82%), all images enabled, 2 blocks 
 
 
Camera Optimization 0.05% relative difference between initial and optimised internal camera parameters 
 
 
Matching median of 684.099 matches per calibrated image 
 
 
Georeferencing yes, no 3D GCP 
 
 
 
Preview 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Orthomosaic and the corresponding sparse Digital Surface Model (DSM) before densification. 
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Calibration Details  
 
 
Number of Calibrated Images 14427 out of 17390 
Number of Geolocated Images 17390 out of 17390 
Initial Image Positions  
 
 
Figure 2: Top view of the initial image position. The green line follows the position of the images in time starting from the large blue dot. 
 
 
Computed Image/GCPs/Manual Tie Points Positions 
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Uncertainty ellipses 50xmagnified 
 
 
Figure 3: Offset between initial (blue dots) and computed (green dots) image positions as well as the offset between the GCPs initial positions (blue crosses) and their computed positions 
(green crosses) in the top-view (XY plane), front-view (XZ plane), and side-view (YZ plane). Red dots indicate disabled or uncalibrated images. Dark green ellipses indicate the 
absolute position uncertainty of the bundle block adjustment result. 
 
 
Absolute camera position and orientation uncertainties 
 
 
 X[m] Y[m] Z [m] Omega [degree] Phi [degree] Kappa [degree] 
Mean 0.130 0.120 0.162 0.056 0.060 0.022 
Sigma 0.077 0.088 0.083 0.088 0.072 0.067 
 
Overlap 
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Number of overlapping images: 1 2 3 4 5+ 
 
Figure 4: Number of overlapping images computed for each pixel of the orthomosaic. 
Red and yellow areas indicate low overlap for which poor results may be generated. Green areas indicate an overlap of over 5 images for every pixel. Good quality results will be 
generated as long as the number of keypoint matches is also sufficient for these areas (see Figure 5 for keypoint matches). 
 
 
 
 
 
Bundle Block Adjustment Details  
 
 
Number of 2D Keypoint Observations for Bundle Block Adjustment 2730725 
Number of 3D Points for Bundle Block Adjustment 568194 
Mean Reprojection Error [pixels] 0.145 
 
Internal Camera Parameters 
 
RedEdge_5.5_1280x960 (Blue). Sensor Dimensions: 4.800 [mm] x 3.600 [mm]  
EXIF ID: RedEdge_5.5_1280x960 
 
 Focal Length Principal 
Point x 
Principal 
Point y 
R1 R2 R3 T1 T2 
Initial Values 
1440.273 [pixel] 
5.401 [mm] 
632.645 [pixel] 
2.372 [mm] 
467.285 [pixel] 
1.752 [mm] 
-0.103 0.166 -0.055 -0.000 0.001 
Optimised Values 
1439.548 [pixel] 
5.398 [mm] 
630.726 [pixel] 
2.365 [mm] 
470.292 [pixel] 
1.764 [mm] 
-0.103 0.169 -0.077 -0.000 0.000 
Uncertainties (Sigma) 
0.201 [pixel] 
0.001 [mm] 
0.232 [pixel] 
0.001 [mm] 
0.180 [pixel] 
0.001 [mm] 
0.002 0.012 0.026 0.000 0.000 
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The correlation between camera internal parameters 
other parameters. 
Focal 
 
Initial Values 
Optimized Values 
 
5.432 [mm] 
 
 
Principal 
Point x Point y 
2.454 [mm] 1.818 [mm] 
2.446 [mm] 1.834 [mm] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The correlation between camera internal parameters 
other parameters. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Internal Camera Parameters 
 
RedEdge_5.5_1280x960 (Green). Sensor Dimensions: 4.800 [mm]  x 3.600 [mm]  
EXIF ID: RedEdge_5.5_1280x960 
 
R1 R2 R3 T1 T2 
-0.103 0.176 -0.087 -0.000 0.000 
-0.099 0.156 -0.050 0.000 -0.000 
0.001 0.004 0.009 0.000 0.000 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
indicates the magnitude of 1 pixel error. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
C
orrelated 
Independent 
C
orrelated 
Independent 
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The correlation between camera internal parameters 
other parameters. 
 
 
Internal Camera Parameters 
 
RedEdge_5.5_1280x960 (Red). Sensor Dimensions: 4.800 [mm] x 3.600 [mm]  
EXIF ID: RedEdge_5.5_1280x960 
 
 Focal Length Principal 
Point x 
Principal 
Point y 
R1 R2 R3 T1 T2 
Initial Values 
1456.812 [pixel] 
5.463 [mm] 
655.973 [pixel] 
2.460 [mm] 
479.352 [pixel] 
1.798 [mm] 
-0.107 0.177 -0.087 -0.000 0.001 
Optimised Values 
1455.903 [pixel] 
5.460 [mm] 
656.737 [pixel] 
2.463 [mm] 
481.202 [pixel] 
1.805 [mm] 
-0.105 0.169 -0.070 -0.000 0.000 
Uncertainties (Sigma) 
0.203 [pixel] 
0.001 [mm] 
0.240 [pixel] 
0.001 [mm] 
0.186 [pixel] 
0.001 [mm] 
0.002 0.012 0.027 0.000 0.000 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Internal Camera Parameters 
RedEdge_5.5_1280x960 (NIR). Sensor Dimensions: 4.800 [mm]  x 3.600 [mm]  
EXIF ID: RedEdge_5.5_1280x960 
 
 Focal Length Principal 
Point x 
Principal 
Point y 
R1 R2 R3 T1 T2 
Initial Values 
1458.205 [pixel] 
5.468 [mm] 
671.299 [pixel] 
2.517 [mm] 
489.963 [pixel] 
1.837 [mm] 
-0.109 0.184 -0.109 -0.000 0.000 
Optimised Values 
1457.023 [pixel] 
5.464 [mm] 
672.328 [pixel] 
2.521 [mm] 
491.542 [pixel] 
1.843 [mm] 
-0.105 0.152 -0.045 -0.000 0.000 
Uncertainties (Sigma) 
0.274 [pixel] 
0.001 [mm] 
0.540 [pixel] 
0.002 [mm] 
0.462 [pixel] 
0.002 [mm] 
0.003 0.024 0.053 0.000 0.000 
 
 
the pixel location. Click on the 
image to the see the average direction and magnitude of the re- 
indicates the magnitude of 1 pixel error. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
indicates the magnitude of 1 pixel error. 
C
orrelated 
Independent 
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The correlation between camera internal parameters 
other parameters. 
Focal 
 
Initial Values 
Optimized Values 
 
 
5.434 [mm] 
 
 
Principal 
Point x Point y 
 
2.399 [mm]  
2.402 [mm] 1.785 [mm] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The correlation between camera internal parameters 
other parameters. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Internal Camera Parameters 
 
RedEdge_5.5_1280x960 (Red edge). Sensor Dimensions: 4.800 [mm] x 3.600 [mm]  
EXIF ID: RedEdge_5.5_1280x960 
 
R1 R2 R3 T1 T2 
-0.103 0.147 -0.026 0.000 0.000 
-0.104 0.154 -0.042 0.000 -0.000 
0.002 0.014 0.033 0.000 0.000 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
indicates the magnitude of 1 pixel error. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
C
orrelated 
Independent 
C
orrelated 
Independent 
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Camera Rig «MicaSense 5 band» Relatives. Images: 17390 
 
 
 Transl X[m] Transl Y[m] Transl Z [m] Rot X[degree] Rot Y[degree] Rot Z [degree] 
RedEdge_5.5_1280x960 (Green) Reference Camera 
RedEdge_5.5_1280x960 (Blue)  
Initial Values 0.030 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Optimised values 0.030 0.000 0.000 -0.097 -0.293 -0.333 
Uncertainties (sigma)    0.007 0.010 0.001 
RedEdge_5.5_1280x960 (Red)  
Initial Values 0.000 0.022 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Optimised values 0.000 0.022 0.000 -0.062 0.165 -0.314 
Uncertainties (sigma)    0.007 0.010 0.001 
RedEdge_5.5_1280x960 (NIR)  
Initial Values 0.030 0.022 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Optimised values 0.030 0.022 0.000 0.066 -0.287 -0.381 
Uncertainties (sigma)    0.019 0.022 0.002 
RedEdge_5.5_1280x960 (Red edge)  
Initial Values 0.015 0.011 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Optimised values 0.015 0.011 0.000 0.043 -0.198 -0.288 
Uncertainties (sigma)    0.008 0.011 0.001 
 
2D Keypoints Table 
 
 
 Number of 2D Keypoints per Image Number of Matched 2D Keypoints per Image 
Median 1072 684 
Min 434 0 
Max 2241 1309 
Mean 1070 669 
 
 
2D Keypoints Table for Camera RedEdge_5.5_1280x960 (Blue) 
 
 Number of 2D Keypoints per Image Number of Matched 2D Keypoints per Image 
Median 1189 723 
Min 781 62 
Max 1718 1309 
Mean 1185 701 
 
 
2D Keypoints Table for Camera RedEdge_5.5_1280x960 (Green) 
 
 Number of 2D Keypoints per Image Number of Matched 2D Keypoints per Image 
Median 1073 714 
Min 524 71 
Max 2241 1207 
Mean 1072 712 
 
 
2D Keypoints Table for Camera RedEdge_5.5_1280x960 (Red) 
 
 
 
the pixel location. Click on the 
image to the see the average direction and magnitude of the re- 
indicates the magnitude of 1 pixel error. 
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 Number of 2D Keypoints per Image Number of Matched 2D Keypoints per Image 
Median 1248 752 
Min 818 25 
Max 1698 1241 
Mean 1239 730 
 
 
2D Keypoints Table for Camera RedEdge_5.5_1280x960 (NIR) 
 
 Number of 2D Keypoints per Image Number of Matched 2D Keypoints per Image 
Median 826 302 
Min 434 0 
Max 1905 792 
Mean 844 315 
 
 
2D Keypoints Table for Camera RedEdge_5.5_1280x960 (Red edge) 
 
 Number of 2D Keypoints per Image Number of Matched 2D Keypoints per Image 
Median 992 506 
Min 577 73 
Max 1834 864 
Mean 991 512 
Median /75%/Maximal Number of Matches Between Camera Models 
 
 RedEdge_5.5_12... 
(Blue) 
RedEdge_5.5_1... 
(Green) 
RedEdge_5.5_128... 
(Red) 
RedEdge_5.5_128... 
(NIR) 
RedEdge_5 ........ (Red 
edge) 
RedEdge_5.5_1280x960 (Blue) 
57 /166 /787 37 /99 /726 65 /183 /812 2 /4 /24 35 /89 /437 
RedEdge_5.5_1280x960 (Green)  
39 /108 /738 36 /97 /694 2 /4 /54 26 /70 /519 
RedEdge_5.5_1280x960 (Red)   
61 /182 /845 2 /4 /31 35 /89 /436 
RedEdge_5.5_1280x960 (NIR)    
59 /186 /643 3 /7 /113 
RedEdge_5.5_1280x960 (Red 
edge) 
    
37 /117 /547 
 
3D Points from 2D Keypoint Matches 
 
 
 Number of 3D Points Observed 
In 2 Images 270008 
In 3 Images 86848 
In 4 Images 48354 
In 5 Images 30250 
In 6 Images 22195 
In 7 Images 17028 
In 8 Images 13729 
In 9 Images 11229 
In 10 Images 9304 
In 11 Images 7840 
In 12 Images 6797 
In 13 Images 5965 
In 14 Images 5035 
In 15 Images 4387 
In 16 Images 3773 
In 17 Images 3378 
In 18 Images 3041 
In 19 Images 2742 
In 20 Images 2245 
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In 21 Images 1947 
In 22 Images 1664 
In 23 Images 1470 
In 24 Images 1346 
In 25 Images 1145 
In 26 Images 961 
In 27 Images 836 
In 28 Images 680 
In 29 Images 602 
In 30 Images 496 
In 31 Images 417 
In 32 Images 335 
In 33 Images 296 
In 34 Images 257 
In 35 Images 197 
In 36 Images 212 
In 37 Images 197 
In 38 Images 143 
In 39 Images 130 
In 40 Images 124 
In 41 Images 87 
In 42 Images 81 
In 43 Images 65 
In 44 Images 68 
In 45 Images 43 
In 46 Images 40 
In 47 Images 28 
In 48 Images 36 
In 49 Images 27 
In 50 Images 16 
In 51 Images 12 
In 52 Images 13 
In 53 Images 8 
In 54 Images 10 
In 55 Images 5 
In 56 Images 2 
In 57 Images 8 
In 58 Images 9 
In 59 Images 7 
In 60 Images 4 
In 61 Images 2 
In 62 Images 4 
In 63 Images 3 
In 65 Images 3 
In 66 Images 2 
In 67 Images 1 
In 68 Images 1 
In 69 Images 1 
In 70 Images 1 
In 72 Images 1 
In 73 Images 1 
In 74 Images 1 
In 76 Images 1 
 
2D Keypoint Matches 
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Number of matches 
 
          
25 90 180 270 360 451 541 631 721 812 
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Figure 5: Computed image positions with links between matched images. The darkness of the links indicates the number of matched 2D keypoints between the images. 
Bright links indicate weak links and require manual tie points or more images. 
 
 
 
 
 
Geolocation Details  
 
 
Absolute Geolocation Variance 
 
 
Min Error [m] Max Error [m] Geolocation Error X[%] Geolocation Error Y[%] Geolocation Error Z [%] 
- -15.00 0.03 0.07 0.00 
-15.00 -12.00 0.21 0.20 0.00 
-12.00 -9.00 1.42 0.57 0.00 
-9.00 -6.00 8.16 1.80 0.00 
-6.00 -3.00 28.87 10.59 0.35 
-3.00 0.00 15.47 36.31 45.08 
0.00 3.00 13.29 38.90 54.36 
3.00 6.00 19.19 10.27 0.21 
6.00 9.00 9.11 1.09 0.00 
9.00 12.00 2.96 0.07 0.00 
12.00 15.00 0.87 0.10 0.00 
15.00 - 0.42 0.03 0.00 
Mean [m] 0.000433 0.002386 -0.000419 
Sigma [m] 5.211401 2.976490 1.013199 
RMS Error [m] 5.211402 2.976491 1.013199 
 
Min Error and Max Error represent geolocation error intervals between - 1.5 and 1.5 times the maximum accuracy of all the images. Columns X, Y, Z show the 
percentage of images with geolocation errors within the predefined error intervals. The geolocation error is the difference between the initial and computed image 
positions. Note that the image geolocation errors do not correspond to the accuracy of the observed 3D points. 
 
 
Relative Geolocation Variance 
 
 
Relative Geolocation Error Images X[%] Images Y[%] Images Z [%] 
[-1.00, 1.00] 65.89 93.62 100.00 
[-2.00, 2.00] 96.11 99.17 100.00 
[-3.00, 3.00] 99.55 99.90 100.00 
Mean of Geolocation Accuracy [m] 5.000000 5.000000 10.000000 
Sigma of Geolocation Accuracy [m] 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 
 
Images X, Y, Z represent the percentage of images with a relative geolocation error in X, Y, Z. 
 
 
 
Initial Processing Details  
 
 
 
System Information 
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Hardware 
CPU: Intel(R) Core(TM) i9-9980XE CPU @ 3.00GHz 
RAM: 128GB 
GPU: NVIDIA Quadro RTX 4000 (Driver: unknown), NVIDIA Quadro RTX 4000 (Driver: unknown), NVIDIA Quadro RTX 4000 (Driver: unknown), 
NVIDIA Quadro RTX 4000 (Driver: unknown), NVIDIA Quadro RTX 4000 (Driver: unknown), NVIDIA Quadro RTX 4000 (Driver: unknown), 
NVIDIA Quadro RTX 4000 (Driver: unknown), NVIDIA Quadro RTX 4000 (Driver: unknown), NVIDIA Quadro RTX 4000 (Driver: unknown), 
NVIDIA Quadro RTX 4000 (Driver: unknown), NVIDIA Quadro RTX 4000 (Driver: unknown), NVIDIA Quadro RTX 4000 (Driver: unknown), 
NVIDIA Quadro RTX 4000 (Driver: unknown), NVIDIA Quadro RTX 4000 (Driver: unknown), NVIDIA Quadro RTX 4000 (Driver: unknown), 
NVIDIA Quadro RTX 4000 (Driver: unknown) 
Operating 
System 
Windows 10 Education, 64-bit 
 
Coordinate Systems 
 
 
Image Coordinate System WGS 84 (EGM96 Geoid) 
Output Coordinate System WGS 84 /UTMzone 30N (EGM96 Geoid) 
 
Processing Options 
 
 
Detected Template No Template Available 
Keypoints Image Scale Custom, Image Scale: 0.5 
Advanced: Matching Image Pairs Aerial Grid or Corridor 
Advanced: Matching Strategy Use Geometrically Verified Matching: yes 
Advanced: Keypoint Extraction Targeted Number of Keypoints: Automatic 
 
Advanced: Calibration 
Calibration Method: Alternative 
Internal Parameters Optimization: All 
External Parameters Optimization: All 
Rematch: Custom, yes 
Rig «MicaSense 5 band» processing optimize relative rotation using a subset of secondarycameras 
 
Point Cloud Densification details  
 
Processing Options 
 
 
Image Scale multiscale, 1/2 (Half image size, Default) 
Point Density Optimal 
Minimum Number of Matches 3 
3D Textured Mesh Generation no 
LOD Generated: no 
Advanced: Image Groups Blue, Green, Red, NIR, Red edge 
Advanced: Use Processing Area yes 
Advanced: Use Annotations yes 
Time for Point Cloud Densification 14m:16s 
Time for Point Cloud Classification 01m:18s 
Time for 3D Textured Mesh Generation NA 
 
Results 
 
 
Number of Generated Tiles 1 
Number of 3D Densified Points 17309391 
Average Density(per m3) 5.46 
 
DSM, Orthomosaic and Index Details  
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Processing Options 
 
 
DSMand Orthomosaic Resolution 1 x GSD (8.73 [cm/pixel]) 
DSMFilters 
Noise Filtering: yes 
Surface Smoothing: yes, Type: Sharp 
 
Raster DSM 
Generated: yes 
Method: Inverse Distance Weighting 
Merge Tiles: yes 
 
Orthomosaic 
Generated: yes Merge 
Tiles: yes 
GeoTIFF Without Transparency: yes 
Google Maps Tiles and KML: no 
Raster DTM 
Generated: yes Merge 
Tiles: yes 
DTMResolution 5 x GSD (8.73 [cm/pixel]) 
Radiometric calibration with reflectance target yes 
 
Index Calculator: Reflectance Map 
Generated: yes 
Resolution: 1 x GSD (8.73 [cm/pixel]) 
Merge Tiles: yes 
Index Calculator: Indices ndvi 
Index Calculator: Index Values Polygon Shapefile [cm/grid]: 400 
Time for DSMGeneration 04m:51s 
Time for Orthomosaic Generation 42m:38s 
Time for DTMGeneration 02m:55s 
Time for Contour Lines Generation 00s 
Time for Reflectance Map Generation 01h:20m:58s 
Time for Index Map Generation 03m:50s 
 
Camera Radiometric Correction 
 
 
Camera Name Band Radiometric Correction Type Reflectance target 
RedEdge_5.5_1280x960 Blue Camera and Sun Irradiance 
 
 
RedEdge_5.5_1280x960 Green Camera and Sun Irradiance 
 
 
RedEdge_5.5_1280x960 Red Camera and Sun Irradiance 
 
 
RedEdge_5.5_1280x960 NIR Camera and Sun Irradiance 
 
 
RedEdge_5.5_1280x960 Red edge Camera and Sun Irradiance 
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A.3 Beferrer parameters  
-a,--Activity <b1,s1,b2,s2...>   
• Activity category specification based on speed. Provide behaviour name (bn) and maximum 
speed (sn) for each behaviour required as a comma separated list. No spaces in parameter list. 
Default is <Stationary,0.02,Foraging,0.33,Moving ,10.0> 
 - c,--CoordinatesFence <N,W,S,E>  
• Ignore coordinates outside the region <N,W,S,E>. Comma separated decimal lat, log ,lat ,lon 
values. No spaces in parameter list. 
 - cde,--EndDate <dd/mm/yyyy>      
• Ignore data after the specified date. Must use 4 digit year. 
 - cds,--StartDate <dd/mm/yyyy>  
• Ignore data before the specified date. Must use 4 digit year. 
 - cg,--GlitchSpeed <speed>            
• Minimum speed considered as a single point gps glitch. Data point will be                                    
removed if adjacent points provide movement with speed below the specified value. 
 - cte,--EndTime <hh:mm:ss>   
• Ignore daily data after the specified time. 
 - cts,--StartTime <hh:mm:ss>    
• Ignore daily data before the specified time. If StartTime greater than EndTime then overnight 
period. 
 - f,--File <name>                     
• Input file name (including path if required). Ignored if - fd used. 
 - fd,--Folder <folder>               
• Input folder/directory containing data files. If neither file (-f) or folder (-fd) is specified all 
files in the current working folder will be used subject to any suffix specification set with - fs 
 - fs,--Suffix <suffix>                
• Suffix to be used to select input file names. Include the '.' when the suffix is a file type 
extension. e.g.  .TXT Do not use for - f option where complete filename is used. Omission in 
conjunction with - fd will process every file in the folder. 
 - g,--GroupTime <min:max>             
• Time resolution of data to consider. Each sequential set of coordinates that satisfy this range 
is considered a sample group i.e. a track segment that includes movements between min and 
max seconds duration. Extracts sample group sequences from a mixed                                   
resolution data set. Default is all data. 
 - ge,--TrimGroupEnd <n>               
• Remove n points from the end of each sample group. 
 - gg,--TrimGroupBelowSpeed <speed>    
• All movements before or after a movement greater than the specified speed are removed from 
each group. 
 - gs,--TrimGroupStart <n>       
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• Remove n of points from the start of each sample group. 
 - h,--help                            
• This page. In case of problems or queries contact nns@aber.ac.uk . 
 - m,--MovementAverage <time>          
• Average the movement speed data over the specified time period (seconds).                                    
Omission or 0 value will result in no averaging of movements. 
 - p,--PositionAverage <dist>          
• Average the position coordinates over the specified distance (meters) prior to generating 
movements. Smooths gps track in the presence of gps lockup or gps noise. Alternatively set 
to 0 to combine non-moving sequences (gps lockup) into a single longer duration move. 
Default if not set 2.0m 
 - v,--Verbose                         
• Detailed output of the processing steps. Use for explanation or debugging (can be long so 
redirect to a file). 
 
Beferrer accepts comma delimited text files as input. Each valid line should contain four items: lat, 
long, date, time. Lat and long are decimals. Dates are in dd/mm/yyyy format and times in hh:mm:ss 
format. An example of a valid line of data is: 52.439037, - 3.993740, 27/5/2018, 10:5:54 
Any lines that do not contain four items in this format are ignored. 
Output files are created in the same folder as the input data. 
These file names include a compact version of the (non-default) command line options to allow output 
to be easily preserved if the tool is run with different options. 
A summary of the processing steps is output to the terminal. More detailed information can be 
produced using the - v (or - -Verbose) option. 
The tool also produces several data files for the widely used (free) gnuplot tool to allow quick visual 
sanity checking of the results. Obtain gnuplot from: http://www.gnuplot.info 
Assuming that gnuplot is properly installed, the contents of the file prefixed 'gnuplot_commands' can 
be pasted onto the command line (after setting the working folder to the location of the output) to 
produce .eps graphs. 
These files contain gnuplot commands and the relevant data, in plain text format and can be edited as 
desired, e.g. to change line widths, axis ranges, titles etc. 
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Abstract  
1. Due to the costs of related technologies tracking studies typically use low numbers of 
animals as representative samples for whole group or species analysis, often without 
clear knowledge as to how representative these numbers are.  
2. The use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) has the potential to considerably 
improve radio frequency (RF) based tracking systems. This includes improved line-
of-sight visibility, access and range in difficult terrain, and an increase in achievable 
spatial accuracy. 
3. This paper presents details of a fully custom-built active RFID tag and receiver 
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system bespoke to UAVs, compatible with both multi-rotor and fixed-wing platforms. 
Using sheep as a model we show the suitability of this system for tracking large 
terrestrial mammals. 
4. During static testing using both platform types we calculated a spatial accuracy of 
58.5 m (based on 95th percentile/R95 parameter) for this system using data from 14 
flights (n = 175 tag interactions).  When tested on sheep, working tags were detected 
93% of the time over 7 conducted flights. 
5. We provide practical considerations for operating this system on a UAV platform, 
address concerns relating to the system, and identify future areas of research both for 
this system and other UAV based RF tracking systems.     
 
Keywords 
Applied Ecology, Monitoring, Conservation, Agricultural systems 
 
Introduction 
The spatial and temporal distribution of animals is frequently a foundation for understanding 
biological phenomena within physiological, behavioural and ecological studies (Kays et al. 
2015). The increased utilisation of GPS in recent years has led to refinement in the achievable 
accuracy of animal tracking devices, and reductions in the labour required to operate them. 
However, with this has come an increase in cost which often corresponds to low numbers of 
animals being tracked,  and  the assumption that the positional information of a subset of 
individuals is representative of whole herd/group movements. While RF tags cannot provide 
the continuous tracking capability of GPS equipped trackers they are inexpensive and can be 
extremely small and lightweight, allowing large number of animals to be tracked albeit at 
lower spatial precision and frequency.  
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Advances in the autonomous capability and payload capacity of unmanned aerial systems has 
led to them being increasingly utilised and explored as potential data collection platforms in 
ecological surveying and monitoring (Hodgson et al. 2018). The ability of unmanned aerial 
vehicles (UAVs) to travel long ranges quickly (particularly fixed-wing UAVs) whilst offering 
greater predictable likelihood of line-of-sight of target animals (Körner et al. 2010) provides 
advantages over conventional methods of radio tracking on the ground.  
 
Recently, researchers have begun to explore the potential benefits of UAV-based radio 
tracking systems (hereon referred to as UAVRTS) compared to conventional methods. 
However, as Shafer et al (2019) note, many of the presented systems exist primarily as proof-
of-principle concepts. The prime focus in most of these studies is the refinement of the 
localisation methods employed. Whilst this may be valuable in considering potential 
hardware configuration options, there remains sizeable knowledge gaps within the subject 
area that have delayed the development of field-ready systems. Firstly, there has been very 
limited testing on animals, with tagging to date almost exclusively restricted to avian species 
(Cliff et al. 2015; Tremblay et al. 2017). Furthermore, many studies are limited to single tag 
testing (Körner et al. 2010; Dos Santos et al. 2014; Bayram, Stefas & Isler 2018; Shafer et al. 
2019), and thus their ability to track movements when multiple animals are tagged remains 
unknown. Furthermore, none of the studies have utilised or tested their systems on fixed-
wing UAVs. Given that fixed-wing UAVs offer vastly superior range, flight speed and 
endurance compared to multi rotor platforms, there is an opportunity to greatly expand the 
capability of UAVRTS by using such a platform.  
 
The novel system reported in this paper features a fully custom-made active radio-frequency 
identification (RFID) tag and receiver system suitable for both fixed-wing and multi-rotor 
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UAVs. The electronic components are purposely low cost with the goal of making tagging 
greater numbers of animals more affordable. Unlike previous studies where existing 
commercial tags have been used or modified, we present a bespoke tag specifically designed 
for detection by a UAVRTS. Whereas most existing tags continually transmit when activated, 
our RFID tags remain in a dormant state, with a brief listening period occurring every 6 s. 
Tag responses are only elicited when a tag exciter trigger located on the UAV comes into 
operation, thereby saving considerable battery life. The receiver system is also contained 
within a single printed circuit board (as opposed to the multi-component set-ups utilised 
within previous studies) which substantially reduces the overall weight and the likely mean 
time between failure (MTBF).  
 
Previous UAVRTS have focused on incorporating and modifying either direction (e.g. 
direction of arrival) or range-based techniques (e.g. received signal strength) as methods of 
locating tags. We explored an alternative localisation method. Using grid flight mission 
functionality available in both open-source and commercial autopilot systems, we derived 
estimated tag locations by a simple mean coordinates calculation (Fig 1). The assumption of 
equal coverage of the surveyed area (provided by the flight grid), and the notion that the grid 
exceeds the range of the tag (i.e. so estimated locations are not simply the centre of the grid) 
are central to accurate tag location by this method. By flexibly altering the transmission 
power of the tag trigger exciter depending on the size of the grid employed, we ensure signal 
loss at grid edge regardless of the situation.  
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To our knowledge, this method of localisation is undocumented for UAVRTS. We therefore 
sought to explore the level of accuracy deliverable, and the operational considerations that 
could affect it. We considered flight speed to be the key interest, exploring 1) the effect it had 
on the number of hits (tag responses) received and 2) how this affected the accuracy of a 
determined tag location. Beyond this, we then sought to test the real-world applicability of 
this system. Further objectives therefore included; 3) assessing the cross-compatibility of our 
UAVRTS to function on both multi-rotor and fixed-wing UAVs, and; 4) measuring the 
performance and reliability of the system with tags placed on animals.   
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Locating tags using mean 
coordinates. Black line = UAV flight grid. 
Black dots = receiver location when tag 
transmission was detected. Yellow dot = 
estimated tag location based on mean 
coordinates of black dots.   
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Methods 
RFID tag system design 
The main components in each RFID tag (Fig.2) were a PIC10F206 microcontroller 
(Microchip Technology Inc, Chandler, Arizona, USA) and a HopeRF RFM69W radio 
transceiver (Hope Microelectronics co., Ltd, Nanshan District, Shenzhen, China) operating in 
the 868 MHz band. These were mounted on a custom-printed circuit board with integrated 
antenna and were powered by a single cell 60 mAh lithium polymer (LiPo) cell. The 
microcontroller was programmed to wake the radio module approximately once every 6 s for 
a period of approximately 2 ms. During this 2 ms period the radio module detected the signal 
from the trigger module (if one was present), switched to a different radio channel and 
responded using a simple medium access control delay mechanism with a radio packet 
containing a unique identifier for the tag. The response was transmitted three times, again 
using a simple medium access control delay mechanism to help reduce collisions between 
packets from different tags. In the absence of a signal, the microcontroller returned all 
components to a low power sleep state until the next listening window 6 s later. Predicted 
battery life in the absence of a trigger signal is over one year, but each transmission triggered 
will reduce the battery life by around one hour.. Responses from the tags were recorded by 
the UAV mounted receiver module which used a HopeRF RFM69W radio transceiver, a 
Quectel L86 GPS receiver (Quectel, Xuhui District, Shanghai, China) and an ATMega328P 
microcontroller (Microchip Technology Inc, Chandler, Arizona, USA). The microcontroller 
decoded the packets received from the RFID tag and saved the tag unique identifier, latitude 
and longitude of the receiver and time-stamp to a removable microSD memory card. With a 
clear line-of-sight and using a 10mW transmitter power in both directions (from trigger to 
tags and tags to receiver), the range achievable varied between 500 m and 800 m. Total 
weight for the system on the UAV was 195 g; this included; receiver box (115 g), trigger (80 
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g), batteries, and cable ties, etc. Each RFID tag weighed 9 g.  At the time of writing, the 
estimated cost was £160 (£135 for receiver, £25 for trigger) with each RFID tag priced at just 
under £12.  
 
 
 
 
UAV set up and RFID tag system integration 
Multi-rotor: The platform was a DJI Phantom 3 professional (DJI, Nanshan District, 
Shenzhen, China). The receiver and tag trigger were mounted onto opposing ends of a 1 m 
long plastic rod, which in turn was cabled tied to the two landing stands on the drone (Fig. 3). 
The UAV was operated autonomously using the PIX4D capture app (PIX4D, Lausanne, 
Switzerland) on an Iphone 5S (Apple Inc., Cupertino, California, United States).  
 
Fixed-wing: The UAV set-up was similar to that of (Ryan et al. 2015). The UAV airframe 
was a Skywalker X8 (Skywalker; Hubei, P.R.China). Autonomous flight capability was used 
(http://ardupilot.com/); this provided flight stabilisation, altitude control (including terrain 
Figure 2. Custom built radio-frequency 
identification tag. 
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following), and GPS navigation. The tag trigger and receiver were located on opposite wing 
tips, with each accompanied by a single rechargeable 300 mAh LiPo cell as a power source, 
which could provide ~2 hours of use (Fig 3). The receiver was encased in a small plastic 
container wrapped with aluminium foil, except for directly above the GPS module, as initial 
testing revealed considerable radio interference from the fixed wing UAV avionics. 
Additional shielding was also fitted over the speed controller and electrical cables to the 
motor. The receiver case was bolted onto the wing tip, whilst the tag trigger was attached 
using cables ties, and the join further strengthened using cross-weave tape.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. DJI Phantom 3 Pro with radio-frequency (RF) system mounted along a plastic rod attached 
to under carriage (top left). Skywalker X8 with RF system attached on wing tips (top right). Tag 
trigger mounted on X8 wing tip (bottom left). RF receiver mounted inside foil wrapped box on X8 
wing tip (bottom right). 
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Static accuracy and the effect of UAV flight speed 
Multi-rotor: Eighteen RFID tags were split into three groups which were each places at three 
different locations ~200 m apart (n = 6 per group), with every tag within each group equally 
spaced within a 1m2 area. Two GPS loggers (Ystumtec Ltd, Aberystwyth, United Kingdom) 
were present in each group to provide a reference location. The flight grid consisted of a four-
line grid encompassing a 650 x 230 m area. Twelve flights were conducted in total at three 
different flight speeds based on percentage speed potentials of the DJI Phantom 3 pro, 
according to the PIX4D capture app, at 70% (~5.3 m/s), 80% (~8.5 m/s) and 100% (~14.5 
m/s) of the maximum capable speed. Flight altitude was set to 100 m for all flights. 
 
Fixed-wing: Fixed-wing UAVs are limited by their stall speed. In addition, wind speed 
affects performance, and thus it was impractical to attempt to test at varying speeds.  
Therefore, the accuracy of the tags was only assessed at a single target groundspeed set to 18 
m/s. Twelve tags were placed (7 scattered; 5 within a 1 m2 area) in a 3.69 ha field, and GPS 
location referenced (MyGPSCoordinates app; Kevin Willet, TappiApps) (reported accuracy 
+/-5m). A flight grid was created ~960 x 960 m (92 ha) in size, which included 19 lines at a 
spacing of 50 m, and flight altitude set to 100 m.  
 
Attaching RFID tags to the sheep 
Thirteen Herdwick sheep (Ovis aries) were selected for tag application. Ethical approval was 
obtained.  The work described was conducted in accordance with the requirements of the UK 
Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986, and with the approval of the Institute of Biological 
Environmental and Rural Sciences (IBERS) Animal Welfare and Ethical Review Board. Of 
the 13 sheep, two had a single tag attached to each of their horns, nine had a tag attached to 
one of their ears, and two had tags attached to collars fitted around their necks. In attaching 
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tags to the horns, tags were first dipped in IMPACT adhesive glue (Bostik Ltd, Stafford, 
United Kingdom), placed on top of the horn facing skywards, wrapped with a crepe bandage, 
then secured with a layer of RHINO cross weave fabric tape on top (Ultratape House, 
Dundee, UK).  Each ear tag was secured to the outside edge of an existing ‘loop’ 
management tag using two cable ties.  When attached to collars, tags were cable tied to the 
back of the collar facing upwards.  The sheep were held in the same 3.69 ha field where the 
fixed UAV accuracy testing was undertaken.  A similar flight grid was created (~960 x 960 
m) and flight altitude set to 100 m. A total of 7 missions were completed over a two-week 
period.  
 
Data analysis 
Duplicate hits (as a result of the tag sending three responses per transmission) that shared the 
same position were deleted. Any duplicate responses that occurred after GPS update were 
treated as standalone responses as they had differing locations to the first response in the 
package. Only hits received along the grid lines were used, removing any that were recorded 
during launch/landing. Mean coordinates (Lat/Long) of each individual tag were 
subsequently calculated in open source GIS software (QGIS vers 2.12.3 Lyon). For assessing 
static accuracy, distance (in m) between each calculated tag mean coordinate (Lat2, Long2) 
and known GPS location (Lat1, Long1) was completed in Microsoft Excel using the 
following formula, which is based on the Spherical Law of Cosines: 
 
𝑎𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑙𝑎𝑡1) ∗ 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑙𝑎𝑡2) + 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑙𝑎𝑡1) ∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑙𝑎𝑡2) ∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔2 − 𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔1)) ∗ 6371 
 
Statistical analyses were performed using R Studio version 3.6.1 (Team 2013). The packages 
MASS (Bates et al., 2014) and lme4 (Venables & Ripley, 2002) were required. The 95th 
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percentile of the data was used as a measure of overall static accuracy.  
 
Three regression analyses were performed. Firstly, in order to assess the relationship between 
accuracy (a positive, skewed, continuous variable), speed (continuous variable with values 
roughly close to 5 m/s, 8 m/s, 14 m/s and 18 m/s) and number of hits, gamma regression was 
used with speed and number of hits as explanatory variables. The functional form (i.e. 
whether higher order terms for hits was required) was motivated by local polynomial 
regression. Secondly, a (gamma) mixed effects model was used to provide an estimate of 
between-tag variability in accuracy. Thirdly, in order to assess the relationship between hits 
(an overdispersed count variable [mean = 21.84, variance = 400.82]) and speed, negative 
binomial regression was used. The Akaike information criterion (AIC) (comparing the model 
for hits predicted by speed, and a model for hits including only an intercept) was used to 
assess whether speed explained variability in the number of hits. 
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Results and Discussion 
The R95 parameter was calculated to be 58.5 m (n =175, M=29.6 m, SE=1.46) (Fig. 4).  
 
Figure 4. A histogram and boxplot of the static accuracy measurements, defined as the 
distance between each calculated tag mean coordinate produced from the RF system data, and 
known position of the RFID tags. The vertical red dotted line shows the R95 parameter with a 
value of 58.5 m. 
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Table 1. Gamma regression output. Variable hits was scaled and centred to avoid co-linearity 
issues. Only terms for hits were statistically significant. 
 Estimate SE t value p value 
(Intercept) 3.11 0.12 25.81 <0.001 
Speed 0.01 0.01 0.91 0.36 
Hits -8.9x10-3 3.9x10-3 -2.29 0.02 
Hits Squared 3.7x10-4 8.1x10-5 4.63 <0.001 
 
The multivariate analysis showed hits to be a more important variable in determining 
accuracy than speed: terms for hits were statistically significant (Table 1), whereas speed was 
not statistically significant after accounting for effects of variation in hits. However, speed 
will influence the number of hits (Table 2): higher speeds tend to result in fewer hits, as 
shown in Fig 5. Fig. 6 shows the observed relationship (as estimated by local polynomial 
regression) between static accuracy and number of hits, where lower values of accuracy 
imply better accuracy. Mean accuracy improves as the number of hits increases, but only up 
to ~25 hits. Thereafter, the mean accuracy declines for a larger number of hits. 
 
Table 2. AIC scores for the negative binomial models for the number of hits. Including 
variable speed vastly improves model fit, suggesting speed explains variability in the number 
of hits. 
Model df AIC 
Intercept and Speed 3 1349.57 
Only Intercept 2 1433.50 
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Figure 5.  Effect of UAV speed (m/s) on observed number of hits (i.e. each successful 
package received from an RFID tag) by the RF tracking system.    
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Figure 6. Effect of number of hits on observed static accuracy (i.e. distance between each 
calculated tag mean coordinate produced from the RF system data, and known position of the 
RFID tags) of the 175 data points (m). The black line shows the observed relationship 
between the mean accuracy and number of hits as estimated by local polynomial regression, 
and the dotted lines are 95% confidence intervals.  
 
We reason that the variance witnessed in the data is likely due to component variation and 
suspected temperature compensation issues with the RF components, which remain to be 
fully quantified in future work. That said, including a random effect to assess variability 
between tags, the estimated between-ID tag variance was 0, indicating no between tag 
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variability (i.e. no individual tag was inherently more accurate than another). Overall, the 
comparatively high level  accuracy achieved as a low-cost RF based system likely outweighs 
the observed variation in precision. Though further work is required, the results indicate that 
in considering static accuracy, increasing the number of hits (either by decreasing the time 
between pings transmitted on the tag trigger/or decreasing UAV speed) are key factors worth 
exploring.  
 
All the RFID tags attached to the management ear tags of the sheep (n = 9) and one attached 
to the collars were still in place at the end of the experiment (n = 2), however none of those 
attached to the horns (n = 2) remained. The tags that fell off occurred before the first flight 
had been undertaken. Of the 10 still attached to the sheep, 9 worked with 100% consistency 
across all 7 recorded missions, while one failed after two missions. Tag response reliability 
was therefore calculated as 93%.    
 
Since positioning is calculated from first to last response of each individual tag within the 
flight, only a time period and not a precise time point can be ascribed to calculated position, 
with the length of the time period depending on the size of the flight grid being performed.  
Used in conjunction with GPS systems (e.g. tracking collars), clarity could be improved. For 
example, GPS tracking of a small number of animals would provide a high number of 
consistent recordings over a time period, whereas the UAV based RF system could deliver a 
lower temporal number of ‘snapshot’ recordings for the entire group of animals. 
 
When preparing flight grids, specifics such as line width are comparatively minor 
considerations relative to the need for grid to be large enough, and the tag trigger power to be 
low enough for the UAV to be able to fly out of range of the tags. A criticism of this system 
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could be that a rough radius of all combined tags in an area must be known in order to 
construct a grid to cover them all. When used on ungulates (who typically herd), or in 
conjunction with GPS loggers already on the ground, this may be more easily definable. 
Furthermore, the use of quick reconnaissance flights could be used to identify the spread of 
the target group. Another limitation is that although fixed-wing UAVs are capable of a large 
range the maximum grid size may be limited by the UAV operating regulations of the 
respective country. Though beyond visual line of sight (BVLOS) authorisation has the 
potential to extend the operational capability, this is still a developing framework in many 
countries and therefore may not be immediately accessible. Under current circumstances 
flying adjacent grids of a legal size in succession is a workable alternative.  
 
Though we have demonstrated the viability of this system across multiple UAV platforms 
and provided considerations for its use, several key issues would benefit from further 
research and development. The system’s performance in situations where animals may be in 
shaded/covered locations (e.g. woodlands, rocky areas) needs to be investigated before it is 
deployed in such circumstances.  In addition, integration of the RF system with the UAV 
autopilot modules would allow more sophisticated surveying methods, such as circling or 
slowing down when a tag is detected in order to increase accuracy further. 
Conclusions 
This paper presents the first-cross platform compatible UAVRTS. Its flexibility and low-cost 
nature, together with the degree of accuracy achievable and proven ability to be utilised on 
mammals demonstrate its readiness as a field ready tool. Though applicable in many 
environments/situations, we contend that currently the suitable applications of this system 
would be; 1) the tracking of large ungulate herds, or 2) target animals which are located in 
enclosures, or have defined home range areas. 
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